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I
1.0 SUMMARY

I This report describes results of a study by the United "kchnologies Rmearch Center (UTRC) to

design a preferred architecture for electro-optical sensing and control in advanced aircraft and space

systems. The propulsion full authority digital Electronic Engine Control (EEC) was the focus for the
study. Consideration of this system provided a concrete mmmple for evaluation of a variety of sensors

and multiplexing techniques. Unlike earlier studies, the emphasis of this pmlpam was on the EEC

l interface design rather than on the transducer technology itself. UTRC evaluated a variety of
• electro-optic architectures and completed a conceptual design of an all-optic aircraft propulsion

_ control system by:. establishing criteria for the comparative evaluation of varions optic architectures;

i and characterizing candidate optic then selecting an overall architecture foridentifying systems;

optical sensing and control.

The subject of the study was the sensor complement on anfor the EEC advanced technology

military turbine engine with variable turbine geometry, variable nozzle geometry, and a 2-D thrust

vectoring nozzle. The program considered the variety of multiplexing techniques which can be

employed to interconnect a number of sensors on a single optical fiber. These were compared on the

basis of criteris relevant to EEC design. Based on tabulation of these criteria, a preferred architecture

was selected. The goal was to select the best minimal set of interface types, the assignment of sensorsto interfaces, and to determine the hierarchy of coding or multiplexing methods.

[

[

!

The recommended architecture is an on-engine EEC which contains electro-optic interface

circuits for fiber-optic sensors on the engine. Size and weight are reduced by multiplexing arrays of

functionally similar sensors on a pairs of optical fibers to common elecuo-optical interfaces. The

architecture contains common, multiplex interfaces to seven sensor groups: (1) self luminous sensors;

(2) high temperatures; (3) low temperatures; (4) speeds and flows; (5) vibration; (6) pressures; and (7)

mechanical positions. Nine distinct fiber-optic sensor types were found to provide these sensing

functions: (1) CW intensity modulators; (2) TDM digital optic codeplates; (3) TDM analog

self-referenced sensors; (4) WDM digital optic code plates; (5) WDM analog self-referenced intensity

modulators; (6) anak_g optical spectral shifters; (7) self-luminous bodies; (8) coherent optical

interferometers; and (9) remote electrical sensors.
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The report includes the results a trade study including engine sensor requirements, environment,

the basic sensor types and relevant evaluation criteria. These figures of merit for the candidate

interface types were calculated from the data suppfied by leading manufacturers of fiber=optic

sensors.

In most areas little or no sigmficant difference could be discerned between the candidate sensing

methods. The areas in which there is some discrimination are the types of sensors which can .be

accommodated, the effectiveness of drift compensation, the numbers of sources and detectors

required, the optical power margin, the number of multiplex channels, and reliability. However in

most of these areas the differences between designs is not great. These results indicate that a flight

demonstration/validation is needed to determine preferred optical modulation methods for an

electro-optic architecture. Such a program would provide more realistic on-engine performance data



and may reveal d/scr/minators to guide the selection of a preferred arch/tecture. Section 5 of th/$ report

descr/bes a configuration of the electro-optic sensor interfaces that is $u/ted to a flight test program.



I
2..0 INTRODUCTION

[
Optical fibers have been proposed for signal paths in aerospace propulsion and flight controls as

• a means to achieve electromagnetic immunity, to reduce control system weight, and to provide

advanced sensing functions not available in electronic sys.tems. Optical fiber data busses and a broad

array of sensors have been developed for this appScafioo (refs. 1-8). The use of fibcr-zptlc technology

l_ in these appfcations is motivated by the weight of large cable harnesses and by problems with signaltransmission through electrical cables, poor contacts at cotmectors, _cal shorts, fightning, and the

need for improved sensors for advanced control and condition monitoring. In view of these potential

benefits to aerospace systems the subject study was required to determine the preferred architecture
for the appfcation of optics to aircraft. The propulsion system full authority digital electronic engine

control was the focus for the study. The engine control includes a variety of sensors that provide a

concrete vehicle for evaluation of a variety of sensors and multiplexing techniques.

Starting points for the study were the conceptual designs and fiber-optic sensors for the enginecontrol system identified in the previous FOCSI and FACTS engine study programs (refs. 6-8). This

program considered the variety of techniques which can be employed to interface to a number of

! r sensors on an optical fiber. The goal was m select the best minimal set of interface _, _ preferred

assignment of sensors to interfaces, and to determine the hierarchy of coding or multiplexing methods.

The fiber-optic sensor and multiplexing technologies were compared on the basis of criteria set by the

engine manufacturer. Based on tabulation of these criteria, a preferred architecture is suggested to
optimize these criteria.

A six-member team was assembled to include first-hand expertise in a variety of optical sensor

and networking technologies including wavelength division multiplexing, time division multiplexing,

L fiber-optic couplers, finear optic data bus, integrated optics, and coherent sensors as .well as
knowledge of advanced engine control and diagnostic systems, l"h/s team included the propulsion and

research divisions of United l_chnologies Corporation: Pratt & Whitney, Hamilton Standard, and the

Research Center, along with leading vendors of fiber-optic minors, namely "kledyne Ryan
Electronics, Litton Polyscientific, and Eldec. The work drew heavily from fiber-optic technology

!

L
1
k

t

assessments and conceptual designs done by the individual team members in previous Government

and internal studies. Among these were FOCSL Helicopter Subsystems, Advanced ADOCS, and

commercial engine control programs as well as the experiences ofl_ledyne Ryan, Litton Polyseientific,

and Eldec in production of fiber-optic sensors and networks.

Each team member contributed unique knowledge and experience to the effort. UTRC managed

the program, assembled the trade study, tabulated the trade fairs and issued the final report. UTRC

also provided experience with advanced optical sensor and processor technologies, especially

coherent systems, integrated optics, and environmental effects on electro-optic components. Pratt &

Whitney contributed specifications and requirements for next generation aircraft engine controk.

The three fiber-optic sensor manufacturers contributed data on the size, weight, producibility, and

relative cost factors for the specified sensors.

I 3



2.1 Engine Sensor Requirement_

This section presents the requirements for the elecuo-<)ptic architecture. The types and

numbers of sensors on the engine are specified and criteria for comparison of the various electro-optic

architectures are defined.

The subjectofthisstudy was the sensorcomplement forthe EEC on an advanced technology

militaryturbineenginewithvariableturbinegeometxy,variablenozzlegeomeuy, and a 2-D thrust

vectorinsnozzle. For thisprogram an effortwas made to iden.tifycommon sensor ranges and

accuraciesfora composite of advanced enginedesigns. Shown in"IkbleZI-I are genericsensor

requirements derived in this manner. Toe system includes a total of 44 sensors for the following

measurements: 19 linear positions, I rota_ position, 7 temperatures, 6 fuel flows, 3 ps pressures, 1

hydraulic pressure, 1 fuel pressure, 2 rotary speeds, 1 flame light off detector, 1 vibration, and 2 fluid
level

The accuracies shown in the table are for the complete sensor including the interface electronics.

The operating temperatures for the sensors are generally higher than those comidered in previous

studies: -54 to 230 C ambient air temperature, with transients to 300 C. The high temperature

represents operation during a supersonic dash. The duration at this temperature extreme will get

longer for supersonic cruise. The temperatures at specific sensor Iocat/ons are shown in the table. The

sensor interface electronics, including the optical sources, detectors, and filters must operate on a heat

sink temperature ranging fl_om -54 to 125 C. The ambient temperatures specified for the optical

sensors are representative of current aircraft. This leaves just two temperature ranges for sensors on

the engine: -54 to + 200 C for the inlet, fan and compressor regions; and -54 to + 350 C for the burner,

turbine, augmenter, and exhaust nozzle. For a more extensive discussion of sensor requirements the

reader is referred to the FOCSI and FACTS reports (refs. 6-8).

Two sets Of criteria will be considered for evaluation of electro_pti¢ architectures: (1) sensor

intedace design features and (2) system impacts. The sensor design criteria are listed in lhble 2.1-2.

These features are meant to indicate the scalability, and operating margin of the candidate

approaches. In addition to these circuit-level criteria, the candidates will be judged on the system

impacts in "lItble 2.1-3. These represent the most important system qualities identified in previous

EEC technology development programs. In selecting the preferred system, both system level criteria 1
and circuit level criteria were considered.

4
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TABLE 2.1-1 - EEC SENSOR SET (SINGLE CIIANNFA,, NO REDUNDANC%0

Number of Update

Sensors Measurement T'mte Accuracy Rlmge Ambient

f

4 Linear position i 5 ms 4. 0.36 cm 0 to 36 Qn -54 to 200 C "

2 Linear position 10 m_s 4. 0.26 cm 0 to 26 cm -54 to 200 C

4 Linear position 5 ms + 0.18 cm 0 to 18 cm -54 to 200 C

2 Linear position 10 ms 4. 0.09 cm 0 to 9 ¢m -54 to 21)0 C

5 Linear position 5 ms 4. 0.05 c_a 0 to 5 cm -54 to 200 C

2 Linear position 10 ms 4. 0.05 _ 0 to 5 cm -54 to 200 C

1 Rotary position 10 ms 4. 0.2 deg 0 to 130 deg -54 to 200 C

1 Gas temperature 120ms 4. 2 C -54 to 260 C -54 to 2110 C

4 Gas temperature 20 ms 4. 11 C 0 to 1500 C 0 to 350 C

1 Fuel temperature 120 ms 4. 3 C -54 to !80 C -54 to 200 C

1 Turbine blade

temperature 20 ms 4. 10 C 500 to 1500 C -54 to 350 C

Light ms 4. 5 % < 290 nm1 off detector 20

(optical wavelength)

3 Fuel flow 10 ms 4. 100 kg/hr 200 to 6000 kg/hr.

3 Fuel flow 40 ms 4. 100 kg/hr 5000 to 16000 kg/hr.

(1 diameter)inch

-54 to 350 C

-54 to 200 C

-54 to200 C

1 Gas pressure 10 ms 4. 4.0 kPa 7 to 830 kl'a

1 Gas pressure 120 ms 4. 1.0 kPa 7 to 280 kPa

1 Gas pressure 10 ms 4. 40 kPa 35 to 5000 kPa

1 Hydraulic pressure 40 ms 4. 40 kPa 500 to 8000 kPa

1 Fuel pressure 120 ms 4. 40 kl_ 0 to 690 kPa

1 Rotary speed 10 ms 4. 7 rpm 650 to 16000 rpm

1 Rotary speed 10 ms 4. 7 rpm 1600 to 19000 rpm

1 Vibration 120 ms 4. 2..5 g 0 to .50 g

(10 I.iz to lkHz)

-54 to 350 C

-54 to 200 C

-54 to 350 C

-54 to 200 C

-54 to 200 C

-54 to 200 C

-54 to 200 C

-54 to 350 C

2 Fluid Level 120 ms 4. 2 % -54 to 200 C

5



TABLE 2.1-2 - CIRCUIT FEATURES'

L Optical power margin (dB)

2. Signal processing time (microseconds)

3. Complexity (number of circuit dements)

4. Number of channels

5. Number of distinct sources

6. Number of detectors

7. Number of fibers

& _ of xmon

9. Signal coml_nsafion or calibration

10. Redundancy

l

TABLE 2.1--3 - SYSTEM FEATURF_

1. Weight0bs)
2. Reliability (failures per million hours)

3. Maintainability

4. I/O circuit area (square inches)

5. I/O pincount

6. EMI immunity (dB attenuation)

7. Power comumption (Watts)

8. Availability or development schedule (months or years)

For comparison each candidate was assigned a quantitative measure for each criterion (such as

size in square inches, power in watts, complexity in number of components and software operations,

power margin in dB, or reliability in failures per million hours) based on the state of the art forecast for

the late 19g0's. The preferred methods of optical modulation will be those having the best overall

m_JLqtir_.

2.2 The Present Electronic Sensor Architecture

A prerequisite to the comparative study of novel electro-optic architectures is an understanding

of the existing electronic sensor interfaces. The present electronic architecture has evolved to

econoadca_ tnd reliably meet the control requinunents. Therefore it serves to illustrate key aspects

of the problem. A key feature of this architecture is that signals of a common type are multiplcted

through a single digital interface. The engine parameter interfaces are comprised of three main

groups: frequency type signals, analog signals, and LVDT/resolver signals. Each of these groups is

interfaced to the EEC processor through a con_on decoder and digitizer block as shown in figure

2.2-1. This electronic architecture provides a guide to developin 8 an electro-optic architecture.

6
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The electronic architecture allows for a variety of sensor outl_ut types, and for different

applications, a particular quantity may be sensed in different ways. For example, some flows and

temperatures are sensed as fi_iuencies while others are sensed as analog levels. Likewise, it is

reasonable to expect some variety of interface types in the elecuo-optic sensor architecture.

The control processor in the elecuo-optical control system will continue to be a central digital

electronic computer so the elecue-optic interfaces must convert the serum signals from the optic

domain to digital values on the processor bus, just as is done by the present electronic system. The

electronic architecture features multiplexing techniques to achieve system economy in electronic

circuit size and power consumption. A part of the elecuo-optic design is to develop techniques which

move the multiplex function out of the electronic enclmure, offof the electronic circuit boar_ and out

into the fiber- optic network. The motivations for this change in the architecture are (1) reduction in

I/O pincount on the electronic enclosure and (2) lack of suitable optical slvitches to replace the analog

electronic multiplexers. The EEC then contains a multiplex decoder/electro-optic demultiplexer in

place of the analog electronic multiplexers to convert the optical multiplex format into a low speed

serial electronic sequence.

2.3 Strawman Fiber-Optic System Designs

Strawman elecUo_ptic architectures for the EEC sensors and actuators were defined according

to the gu/'delines in Appendix A. These were based on: pulse time delay multiplexin& wavelength

coding or multiplexing, local electrical power, normalized analog rafiometric transduction, and

coherent optical techniques. UTRC provided designs for coherent systems, and optic switches.

Teledyne Ryan Electronics designed a time delay multiplex system. Litton Polyscientific designed a

wavelength division multiplex system. Eldec contributed designs for analog sensors and remote

electric power.

Teledyne Ryan Electronics report no. TRE/SD29065-21 entitled "rime Division Multiplexed

NASA Electro-Optic System Architecture for Advanced Aircraft Engines" is attached as Appendix

B. The report describes an electro-optical architecture that may be used to service all engine sensors

using optical time division multiplexing (TDM). The sensors are separated into six sub groups

according to sensing concept. Each of the six subgroups has separate transmitters, receivers, and a

data pre-processor to present data to the controller in a cow.n_n parallel digital format. Position

sensing and fluid level measurements (21 measurements in all) are performed with digital optical code

plates on a common electro-optical interface. Pressure and fluid flow measurements use microbend

sensors on a common analog interface, lhrbine blade temperature, light-off, vibration, and engine

• speeds each require a separate _nterface.

Eldec report no. 011-4)880-701 entitled "Elecuo-Opti¢ Architecture Study for Advanced

Aircraft Sensing Systems" is presented in Appendix C. The report describes two architectures: one

based on electrically active sensors with fiber optic signal communication; the other based on passive

fiber-optic sensors using time domain intensity normalization (TDIN). The electrically active

approach is comprised of conventional sensors with local electrical power (such as a battery or a

photocell) and electronic circuitry. The sensor circuits transmit digitally coded parameter values from

the sensors to the EEC tl_ough optical fibers. There are no electrical attachments to the sensors.

j
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The TDIN architecture described by ELDEC uses a pulse TDM me0md to analyze _e intensity

of the light returned from a sensor to determine the messy&rid..Tlm_ore, all sensors in the

In is sent to each sensor where it isarchitecture are intensity modulated types. operation, g pulse

separated into two legs, a sensor leg and a reference leg. A delay line is inchtded in (me of the legs. The

pulses are reflected and recombined on the return link to the EEC interface where the ratio of thepulse amplitudes provides a normalized measure of the intensity modulation in the senso T. The TDIN

technique compensates for variarions in link transmission and provides a common interface technique

for all intensity type sensors. TDIN is best suited to the moderate accuracy, static measurands:

position, temperature, and pressure given the availability of suitably designed optical intensity

modulators.

E_

[

L
[

[

A Litton Polyscienrific report rifled "Fiber Optic Wavelength Division Multiplexing Sensor

Techniques in Aircraft Engine Control Systems" is attached as Appendix D. The report describes the

design of sensors for position, speed, pressure, and temperature. The position sensors are based on

wavelength multiplexing the tracks of a digital transmissive optical code plate onto a single optical

fiber. The speed sensor is based on sensing the frequency of reflections from a pattern on the rotating

part. The pressure and temperature sensors are based on analog wavelength coding scheme. The

excitation to the sensors is comprised of banks of light emitting diodes combined to form optically

broadband sources. The receiver proposed for the wavelength sensors is a CCD detector on a fiber,

lens, and grating assembly.

[ These reports form the basis for the system analysis presented in the following sections of this

report.

2.4 The Electro-Optic Architecture (EOA) for Propulsion Control

The propulsion EOA sensor network is illustrated in figure 2.4-1. The recommended

architecture is on-engine EEC which contains electro-optic interface circuits for fiber--oprican

sensors on the engine. The purpose of this design is to reduce the size and weight attributed to inputs

and outputs by multiplexing arrays of funcrionally similar semors on a single pair of optical fibersthrough common electro-optical interfaces.

1

I

I

[

Sensors interface to the engine control computer through ele=tro-opric circuit boards contained

in the EEC enclosure. These circuits feature passive optical multiplex of groups of sensors through a

common electro-optic interface. The internal architecture proposed for the EEC is illustrated in

figure 2.4-2 where the sensor and actuator interface boards are shown cormected to the control

processor bus. Each interface is standardized to multiplex a set number of measurements of a given

parameter through a single circuit card in a modular mechanical design. Each multiplexed sensor
interface would include a CPU bus interface, sensor decoder, electro-optic interface (LED.or

photodiodes) and power conditioning. To meet the stringent size constraints in the boxes the

electro-optic interfaces themselves would be fabricated in pigtm'ied fiber-optic hybrid packages.

Each optic sensor interface type is suited to a subset of the EEC sensor complement. The sensor

circuits are comprised of the seven standard EO interface types shown in "Ihble 2.4-1.
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TABLE 2.4-1 - EOA SENSOR GROUPS"

-t

Number of

Sensors Measurement

Update Sensor
Time Accuracy Range Ambient

o

Self lumim_ sensor interface: (2 paranmers)
,l_ "lbrbiue blade temp 20 ms

,/1 Lightoff detector 20 ms

+ 10C 500to 1500C -54 to 350 C

+5% < 29Onto -54 to 350 C

I-][i_4 temperature sensor interface: (4 parameters)Gas temperature 20 ms _I:. 11 C

L_'fltemperature sensor interfitce: (2 parameters)
Gas temperature 120 ms + 2 C

1 Fuel temperature 120 ms + 3 C

Slxed and flow sensor interface: (8 parameters)
Romy speed lOres
Rotary speed 10 ms

v 3 Fuel flow 10 ms

3 Fuel flow 40 ms

Vibration sensor interface: (1 parameter)
1 Vibration 120 ms

Pressure sensor interface: (5 parameters)

0to 1500C

-54 to 260 C

-54 to 180 C

+ 7 rpm 650 to 16000 rpm

+ 7 rpm 1600 to 19000 rpm

4.10okl/hr200to6000kg/hr.
.e..100kg/hr5000to1¢_00kg/hr

0to350C

-M to 200 C

-54 to 200 C

-54 to 200 C

-M to 200 C

-54 to 200 C

-54 to 200 C

+Z5 g 0 to 50 g -54 to 350 C

(10 Hz to 1 kHz)

1 Gas pressure 10 ms 4. 4.0 kPa 7 to 830 kPa -54 to 350 C

1 Gas pressure 120 ms .+_ 1.0 kPa 7 to 280 kPa -54 to 200 C

1 Gas pressure 10 ms + 40 kl_ 35 to 5000 kPa -54 to 350 C

1 Hydraulic preuuure 40 ms 4. 40 kPa 500 to 8000 kPa -54 to 200 C

1 Fuel pressure 120 ms + 40 kPa 0 to 690 kPa -54 to 200 C

Five Position sensor interfaces: (22 parameters total)

'/4 Linear position 5 ms 4- 0.36 cm 0 to 36 cm -54 to 200 C

,4/4 Linear position 5 ms 4. 0.18 cm 0 to 18 cm -54 to 200 C

2 Linear position 10 ms + 02.6 cm 0 to 26 cm -54 to 200 C

2 Linear position 10 ms 4. 0.09 cm 0 to 9 cm -54 to 200 C

5 Linear position 5 ms 4. 0.05 cm 0 to 5 cm -54 to 200 C

2 Linear position 10 ms 4. 0.05 cm 0 to 5 cm -54 to 200 C
J 1 Rotary position 10 ms 4. 0.2 deg 0 to 130 deg -55 to 200 C

2 Fluid level 120 ms 4. 2 % -54 to 200 C

The turbine blade temperature sensor and the flame light-off detector (LOD) both requirean

interfaceto selfluminous fiber..opticsensors.The LOD selfluminous sensorinterfacerequiresa
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detector with 170 nm to 290 nm passband multiplexed to an A/D co.nvcrtcr. _ turbitg blade

pyrometer requires a near infra-red dual-wavelength detector multiplexed to an A/D convener.

The 4 high temperatures can also be measured using a blackbody spectral analyzer similar to that

I used for the turbine blade temperature. The alternative for these gas temperatures is a variablespectral transmittance sensor on a wavelength measurement interface, a time domain intensity analog

interface, or a two-wavelength analog interface.

The two low temperatures also can be measured by a wavelength measurement interface, a time

domain intensity analog interface, or a two-wavelength analog interface. These could be handled by a

common circuit.1

I
The flows, speeds, and vibration measurements can be done by any of the analog interface types.

A logical grouping would have the flows and speeds together on a common interface and the vibration

measurement processed independently.

l The five pressures can be measured through any of the analog interface types. It is recommended

that these be multiplexed through a common interface.

[

!

The rotary position, _,:ear positions, and fluid level can be meas_ed by any of the digital or

normalized analog techniques. It is recommended that these be grouped together in sets of four

measurements through a common multiplex interface.

!

!

!

I .
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3.0 ANALYSIS OF E_O-OIFFIC ARC]_

Previous optic flight control studies identified a great number of optic'senson currently available

or in development for application to aircraft propulsion control (refs. 1.-8)_ These sensors use a variety

of mechanisms to measure the temperatures, pressure, speeds, flows, and positions required for

control and condition monitoring. One problem addrcm_ in the study is to determine the best way to

combine these various mechanisms into a network. The fo_s of the study then is on the selection of

multiplexing and network/ng technology for the sensor interfaces. .

3.1 Sensor Categorization

Nine distinct fiber-optic sensor types were identified in the strawman electro-optic

architectures presented in the appendices. These are: (I) baseband continuous wave intensity

modulators, (2) time div/sion multiplex (TDM) digital optical codeplates, (3) analog TDM

self-referenced intensity modulators, (4) wavelength div/sion multiplex (WDM) digital optical

codeplates, (5) analog WDM self-referenced intensity modulators (6) analog wavelength measure-

ment, (7) self-luminous sensors, (8) coherent optical frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW),

and (9) remote electrJca_y powered sensors. This classification provides a useful guide for discussion

of the various sensor types according to categories. These categories are discussed in the following
sections.

3.2 Electro-Optic Architecture (EOA) Designs

Following are brief descriptions of the operation of each of these electro-optic interfaces. More

detailed discussion of the designs and the associated fiber-optic sensors are presented in the

references and Appendices B-D.

In each electro-optic interface design, the optical signals are detected and digitized with a

minimum of signal processing in the interface. All normalization and calibration functions are

performed on the digitized optical signal values in the microprocessor. This separation of fimcfions is

motivated by the requirement to minimize the size and pan count in the electro-optic interface.

In the following discussion all values apply to the optical interface, therefore power levels refer to

optical power and decibel units refer to optical power ratios. These are meant to apply to LED type

multimode systems in which a relatively broadband optical spectrum is modulated by a passive sensor

or sensors.

For meaningful specification of optical power levels a standard wavegnide aperture must be

specified. The selection of a standard wavegnide dimension involves consideration of losses, fiber

mechanical properties, coupling efficiency, and dispersion. Consideration of efficient source power

coupling and low loss connections favors large core fibers; wh/le cost and strength favor small diameter

fibers. For control applications the dispersion is not a significant problem because distances are

relatively short. The 100 micron, step index wavegnide currently used by many sensor manufacturers is

a practical compromise and is consistent with the source power levels specified in this program. Fiber

specifications are thus:
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Core Diameter:.

Numer/cai Apemue:

Index Profile:

100 microns

0.22

stepindex

In general there is no need to match cladding diameter across an interface if the core parameters and

coanector types are the same. The cladding diameter would be specified to be compatible with the

connector. The specifications in this document do not depend on the cladding diameter selected.

Optic connectors should be in accordance with MIL-C-38999; or an approved equivalent. The

electro-optic interface board should employ a fiber optic pigtail to a fiber optic MIL 38999 Series IV

connector receptacle with pins. The contacts should be t16 in accordance with MIL-T-29504/4.

According to SAE AS-3 fiber-optics committee recommendations, butt termini are preferred over

lensed termini. The pigtail should have proper strain relief to the backshell of the connector. The

number of fibers, the fiber bend radius, and kagth will be specified. The harness would contain at least

three connectors between the sensor and the electro-optic interface. The optical power budget for

system connectors and fiber should not be less than the formula 2(n + 1) dB where n is the number of

connectors in the system. This is based on 100/140 micron fiber where as smaller fibers will require a

larger margin.

3.2.1 The simple CW modulation interlhce,- The simplest electro-optical interface for

fiber-optic sensors is illustrated in figure 32.1-1. This interface provides no calibration from optical

power measurements so it is usefid only with sensors that produce frequency modulation. A single

fight emitting diode (LED) illuminates the fiber-optic sensor continuously. The sensor modulates the

light at a frequency proportional to the measurand. The modulated optical signal is detected in a

photo diode and processed through electronic circuits that measure the frequency of the modulation.

The electronic circuits required for the interface consist of a constant current source to drive the

LED, a pre-amplifier (transimpedance amplifier) with automatic gain control (AGC) for the photo

diode, bandpass filters, frequency counter, and digital interface to the microprocessor bus.

3.2.2 The analog TDM interface.- Fiber-optic sensors that produce analog intensity

modulation can be used with the analog TDM sensor interface illustrated in figure 3.22-1 (See

Appendix C). This interface provides a normalized optical loss meastm_ment that can be used to read

microbend, macrobend, variable absorption, or variable transmittance type fiber-optic sensors. A

single LED in the interface produces a short pulse of light to interrogate the sensor. The remote sensor

includes means to split the pulse into two parts. One serves as an intensity reference level while the

other is delayed in time and propagates fl_rough the sensing element. Two pulses of light, separated by

the delay time, return to the optical receiver. The ratio of the amplitudes of the two pulses is

proportional to the measurand. The two returp2ng pulses are detected by a photo diode and processed

through electronic circuits that measure the frequency of modulation.

The delay between pulses would typically be less than 100 nanoseconds. Detection averaging.

performed in the lowpass filters in figure 3.2.2-1, provides more than 20 dB (optical) improvement in

sensitivity.
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The electronic circuits required for this interface consist of It pulser fm the LED, a

transimpedance amplifier with AGC for the photo diode, time base trifAm" and synchronization,

analog multiplexes, lc,wpass filters, analog to digital converter, and digital interface to the

microprocessor bus. Both pulse amplitudes are digitized. The ratio of tbe amplitudes is cak:ulated in

the microprocessor.

An altemativc to the pulse processing circuit shown here is the radio frequellcy (RF)

interferometer where the LED pulser is replaced with a cw two-time RF Iourc¢ and the reoeiver

electronics measure the ratio of two frequencies.

3.2.3 The digital TDM interface: The digital optical interface ifiustrated in figure 3.2.3-1
would be used to read digital optical code plates in sensors such as those developed in the Army

ADOCS program(refs. 3,4,11 and see Appendix A). The interface reproduces the pattern on a remote

optical codeplate as a digital output word to the processor. "lHedyne Ryan Electronics has successfutly

implemented the time delay multiplexed architecture for high accuracy position feedback in the Army

ADOCS flight demonstrator. This technique dramatically reduces the number of fibers and

connector contacts required to interface to a number of binary optical sensors.

A single LED produces a a short pulse of light to read the sensor. The remote sensor includes

means to sprit the pulse into many, one for each bit in the optical code. Each pulse is delayed by a

different amount in time and combined into a single return path. A serial binary pulse train returns to

the optical receiver. The returning pulses are detected by a photo diode and processed through

electronic circuits that convert the serial pulse train to a paralleled digital word.

The length of the pulse train would typically be less than 240 nmmseconds while the sensor

update time is greater than 5 ms. Therefore, many serial digital optical words can be averaged to

produce a single sensor reading. This post detection averaging is performed in digital circuits between

the shift register and the processor interface, and can provide more than 10 dB (optical) improvement

in signal-to-noise ratio.

The electronic circuits required for the interface consist of a pulser for the LED, a

transimpedance amplifier for the photo diode, time base trigger and synchronization, cor,.lparator,

• shift register, digital averaging, and interface to the micro-processor bus.

The TDM transmitter produces a narrow pulse of right to interrogate a network or delay lines. A

proposed TDM optical pulse waveform is illustrated in figure 3.Z_2. The standard pulse width is a

compromise between the length of the delays which are achievable using fiber-optic delay lines in

practical geometries and the speeds achievable in practical optoelectronic transmitters and receivers.

The 10 ns width corresponds to a 4 meter delay which is quite practical in small, 2 cm diameter, mils.

This pulse width is also producible in high speed, high radiance light emitting diodes.

The standard delay length (about 4 meters in optical silica fiber) is that which sensor

manufacturers must provide for the excitation pulse.

The pulse risetime and fall time are selected to for practical transmitter time constants and

receiver filtering for the specified pulse wide.
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The minimum peak pulse power level is specified to _te the losses and receiver

sensitivities typically found in state-of_art fiber-optic sensors. This level is also within the range

of lasers and low duty cycle LEDs.

The suggested TDM specifications are:

Pulse Width:

Pdsetime/Falltime:

Peak Pulse Power.

Interference:

Slot Spacing:.

Receiver Sensitivity:.

lOllS

3 ns/4 ns

1 mW (0 dBm)

-30 dB (optical)
20ns

-51 dBm noise floor in

50 MHz bandwidth

(-74 dBm noise floor may be achieved using post.detection

averaging).

3.2,.4 The analog WDM la_- The analog WDM sensor interface illustrated in figure

32.4-1 would be used to read fiber-optic sensors that produce analog intensity modulation such as: "

microbend, macro_nd, absorption, or transmittance types. The interface produces normal_d

optical loss measurement using wavelength division multiplex (see Appendices D-I and D-2).

An array of LED's illuminate the sensor with a broadband spectrum as illustrated in the figure.

The remote sensor includes means to filter two spectral components from the source spectrum. The

intensity of one spectral component is varied in proportion to the measurand while the other serves as

a reference. The ratio of the ampfitudes of the two spectral components is proportional to the

measurand. The receiver includes means to disperse the optical spectrum on a photo diode array. The

optical spectrum returning f_om the sensor is detected in a photodiode array, and processed through

electronic circuits that calculate the spectral power ratio.

The componer/ts required in this interface are: a constant current source for the photo diode

array a source power monitor, a wavelength dispersing element on a photo diode array, analog

multiplexer, transimpedance amplifier, A/D convener, and microprocessor bus interface.

3.2.5 The Digital WDM Interface.- The digital wavelength division multiplex (WDM)

interface illustrated in figure 3.2.5-1 would be used to read digital optical codeplates (ref. 12 and

Appendix D). An array of LED's illuminate the sensor with a broadband spectrum as illustrated in the

figure. The remote sensor includes means to filter the spectrum into many component& one for each

bit in the optical code. Each spectral component illuminate, a track on the code place, then the

intensities from all tracks are combined into a single return path. A broadband spectral pattern

rsmrns to the optical receiver. The receiver includes means m disperse the optical spectrum on a

photo diode array. The spectral power distribution is detected and processed through electronic

circuits that produce the digital output.

The components required in this interface are the constant current source for the LED array,

dispersive element coupled to the photo.ode array, analog multiplexer, source monitor, comparator,

shift register, and microprocessor bus interface.

.!
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Litton Polysciex_cificFi_r--optic ProductssadNASAlewis RcseaucbConteramdevelopingthe

wavelengthdivisionmultiplexedinterfacealsoas an interfacetoan opticalcode plate.This inteHsee

usesopticalwavelengthdispersingelementsintheEEC toisolatesensorsignalsindistinctwavelength

bands. For use inthe EEC, the stabilityof thesourcespectrum and thedispersingelements overa

wide temperaturerange must be considered.

3.2.6 The spectud measurement iut_.- Some fiber-optic sensors actas variable

narrowband optical filters that produce a single spectral component in which the center wavelength is

proportional to the measurand. The electro-optic interface to these sensors is illustrated in figure

32.6-1. Sensors in this class include Fabry-Perot cavities, absorption edge shift, and spectral

transmittance (movable grating) types.

An array of LED's illuminate the sensor with a broadband spectrum as illustrated in the figure.

The remote sensor contains means to filter a single spectral component at a wavelength proportional

to the measurand. The receiver includes means to disperse the optical spectrum on a photodiode

array. The spectral component is detected by an element of the array and processed through electromc

f circuits that determine the wavelength.

The components required for this interface include a constant current source for the LED array,

I_ a d/spelsive element coupled to the photo diode array, analog mulfiple_er, translmpedance ampfifier,A/D convener, and microprocessor bus interface.

.. The WDM transmitter must provide a broad spectrum of light to be filtered by the sensornetwork. The minimum acceptable power density must be consistent with that obtainable from

state-of-the-art light emitting diodes and with the losses or power budgets of present WDM codeplate

and spectral filtering sensors. The total width of the spectrum emitted by the transmitter dependsupon the type and number of sensors in the application. A typical WDM optical spectrum is illustrated

in figure 3.2.6-2. A realistic specification which meets these requirements is:

Minimum power density:

Ripple:

Spectral Coverage:

2 microwattJnmma_ter

Maximum 3riB variation

across the specified band

750 nm - 950 nm

,b

The WDM receiver filters the wavelength coded sensor signals into discrete bands for analysis.

The channel spacing must be consistent with state-of-the-art WDM components and with the source

power density specified above. With the specified channel spacing, the system must have a useful

number of digital channels in a realizable source bandwidth or have sufficient wavelength resolution to

decode an analog wavelength sensor.
i .

Channel width and channel spacing are here consistent with common fiber sizes in a grating-type

WDM unit. The channel spacing corresponds to fiber diameter while channel width is determined by

core diameter. Note that maximum channel width is specified, actual width may be smaller depending

on core size. The presence of guard bands assures good channel separation over environment and

manufacturing tolerances. Standard channel locations allow interchangeable sensors, and

intermatability of encoders and decoders.

I
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The implementation of the spectrum analyzer in the receiver _equires further discussion,

development and analysis. This function is now performed in several different ways: grating coupled 1
CCD or miniature Fabry-Perot interferometer. In either case, the system specification may be .J

affected by component performance, e.g. finesse and stability of the Fabry Perot or size of the CCD.

i
The suggested WDM specification is:

Channel spacing:.

Maximum Channel width:

Guard band width:

10 run spacing between center of bands

8.7 nm width occupied by signal power

(Channel Spacing - Channel Width)
/2 = 0.65 nm

Channd/ocatwns: Bands shall be centered at wavelengths of 600 sun +- n ( Channel spacing )

with integer n. Allowable channels within the AIGaAs band are thus 730, 740, 750, .., 940, 950, so

about 25 channels are accessible using AIGaAs sources.

Interference." -30 dB of the excitation power or 17 nanowatts (ma_mum). Note present

state-of-the-art WDM components have as much as -15 dB cross talk. This specification places a

limit on the magnitude of the spurious reflections allowed in a single fiber system. The interference

specification limits the ma._num allowable power level in any other band. The -30 dB level is chosen

to assure compatibility with high accuracy, 0.1%, analog intensity type sensors.

Rece/ver _: -78 dBm noise floor in 200 Hz bandwidth.

]

3.2.7 The self luminous sensor interface.- Three of the fiber-optic sensors considered for

engine control radiate light without any optical excitation. These are the turbine blade pyrometer, the

black body temperature sensor, and the augmenter flame detector. For these reasons, the spectnsm

analyzer receiver illustrated in figure 3_7-1 is required.

The electro-optic circuit contains just the receiver portion of the WDM interfaces described

previously. The electronics serve to produced digitized representation of the optical power spectral

density to be processed by the micro computer.

Though the blackbody temperature sensor is not compatible with external multiplexing schemes

it is still a candidate sensor in the EOA. There may be unique sensing demands for which the optimal

architecture would include sensors which are not multiplexed. A blackbody probe is well suited to the

measurement of very high teml_ratures (such as exhaust gas) where few alternatives are compatible

with multiplexing. Furthermore, significant improvements could still be realized by replacing wire

connections with optical fibers without multiplexing. Tberefta_ it is gglagted that the optimal

architecture may still include a variety of sensor types with some multiplexed and others not.

3.2.8 Coherent fiber-optic serum" technology.- Ultimately the greatest sensitivity and

flexibility in fiber-optic sensors will be achieved through the use of integrated optics and singlemode

coherent systems. Use of this technology is the current trend in commercial telecommunications

which has been the source of the technology for fiber-optic flight controls. The generic form a coherent
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interfcrometric interface is shown in figure 3.2.8-1. The interface includes.a frequency swept cw laser

source illuminating a sensor probe through an input/output coupler.. In the sensor probe the

I_ parameter of interest (e.g. speed, flow, position) modulates the optical field on reflection. In the

receiver a reference field is mixed with the probe field to produce a beterodyne signal at the offset

f frequency of the reference field. The receiver consists of a high speed photodiode " with a low noisetransimpedance amplifier and a bandpass filter to isolate the beterodyne frequency. The output from

the receiver is a sinusoidal voltage carrier with amplitude a_d phase proportional to the optical field

I returned from the probe. Therefore, a radio receiver tuned to the hemrodym fi_quency can detect. amplitude, phase, or frequency modulation modulation of the complex optical field.

Coherent sensor types for engine parameters are as follows:

Speed - a fiber-optic interferometric magnetic field sensor to serve as

an eddy current probe similar to present speed sensors. Tiffs has the

advantage that light is contained in the fiber at the sensor so it is not

sensitive to contamination of optic surfaces.

Mow - an a.c. coupled interferometric fiber strain sensor in a vortex

shedding flowmeter provides an f_n. signal proportional to flow.

Pressure - two options: (1) coherent detection in a microbend-type

diaphragm pressure sensor, or (2) coherent phase detection in a

photoelastic crystal.

Temperature - frequency modulated carrier wave readout of silicon

carbide or optical fiber Fabry-Perot resonators.

Position - frequency modulated carrier wave readout of reflecting

piston.

Coherent sensors would be grouped on common frequency modulated carrier wave laser

sources. Temperature and pressure sensors would use a common phase reading receiver. Speed and

flow would use a common frequency discriminator receiver. Position sensors would use a common,

high accuracy, fringe counting receiver.

Lair sources will be required for the coherent interferometric optical receivers. The

temperature variations in the _ electronics module will cause extreme variations in the output

power and spectra] characteristics of presently available commercial semiconductor laser diodes.

However, new low threshold devices show promise of reducing the magnitude of this problem. The

primary effect of temperature on the operation of a laser diode is to increase the threshold current.

The magnitude of this effect is a doubling of threshold current for a 100 C rise in temperature. In the

present generation of commercial semiconductor laser diodes the threshold current is typically 30% to

50% of the maximum cw operating current so the effect of the 180 C temperature range of the EEC is a

severe drop in laser power. Closed loop, constant optical power operation is not feasible since this

would drive the injection current to excessive levels at the higher temperatures. Recently developed
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Imzrdla_ however,haveve_ lowthresholdcurrent.In thesedevices,thethresholdmaybelessthan
IzaIm'amt_f theallowablecwinjectioncurrentsothetwofoldincreasein thresholdcurrentwould
ramkkrambya tenpercentpowerreduction.

Fllw.r-op_ links to electrmk serums- Manyof the benefitsof fiber-optic signal

in aircraft control systems may be realized in networks of electronic sensors

intenmmmd by optical fibers (Appendix C). The elecue-_tic circuit in figure 32.9-1 illustrates a

i_a_qmi_ta bus terminal to interface with remote electronic sensors. The data bus protocol logic,

_u_-mlalitransmitter and fiber-optic receiver circuits would be replicated for each sensor. This

immfmmQdd transmit digital commands to the sensors to request data, then the remote terminals

digital data words bark to the mntroller.

3.3 Assessment of Evaluation Criteria

section the various optical modulation techniques will be evaluated on the basis of the

ai_m_ in Section 2.1. These criteria include appficability to engine sensors, calibration,

si_,m[mil" power budget, multiplex technique, and re.liability. Each technique is assigned a

measure for each feature (such as size in square inches, power in watts, complexity in

_ponents and software operations, power margin in riB, or reliability in failures per

mTma_ims) based on the state of the art forecast for the mid' 1990's. The preferred methods of

ql_lmmlulation will be those which can be realized in the systems having the best overall measure.

t_tmpting to substitute optic sensors into this architecture one must consider the suitability

Zfal_:smming methods to the multiples and sensor transmission techniques. For aample frequency

t_m:mmmmare well suited to optic transmission while analog signals are not unless compensation and

mlkmiiDtre provided. Also, due to the size and cost of optic transmitters, receivers, and connectors

itii_llmmble to minimize the number of these.

"mmmsmst desirable multiplexing technique and network architecture would be one which is

_mlm]_with all or at least the greatest number of sensors while reducing EEC size and complexity.

Aml_t_j_s/ng technique or network architecture which cannot be used for certain measurements

m-amlklla'scme measurements or sensor types would be judged undesirable. Similarly those sensor

_msmdlm_ane compatible with optical multiplexing are more desirable than those which cannot be

u_jrimmporated into a multiplexed network.

ApplicaHity to engine sensors.- The continuous wave modulator interface is

_ltfmm_Imaly to simple intemity-type sensors which produce a f:equency-output such as a variable

fmqmmgl]lght chopper. This measurement can be used for speed, flow, and vibration sensing on the

atom-

"nkeT/)M, and WDM codepiate interfaces m applicable to absolute displacement sensors

mqpiiM_tter than 1% accuracy. In the engine control system these are the finear position, rotary

fluid level measurements.

tllmmalog TDM and WDM interfaces are applicable to absolute fiber loss measurements

smqts_Sm]l_ better thin 1% accuracy. In the engine control system this measurement technique can

be _ finear position, fluid level, pressure, and temperature.
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The analog v.'avdenTh interfac_ measures the _'_velength retume4 from the sensor which is

typically varied by displacement of a dispersive element in the sensor. This type of interface is

applicable to linear and rotary posifio:,, flu/d level, speed, pressure, and "temperature.

The self-luminous sensor interfa, e is needed for sensors which emit their own optical radiation:

the light-off detector, turbine blade pyrometer, and blackbody temperature sensors.

The FMCW interface measures the beat frequency produced in an unbalanced interferometer.

This technique can be used for measurement of position, fluid level, pressure, temperature, and speed. _

The remote electrically powered sensor interface is an optical data link transceiver which can be

used with all of the conventional electronic sensors.

A matrix showing the measurands for each of the nine interface types is shown in "fitble 3.3.1-1.

3.3.2 Signal compensation or calibration.- The continuous wave modulator interface

provides no optical loss compensation or intensity calibration. Therefore it is applicable only to

measurements, such as the frequency of modulation, which are insermitive to signal level.

The TDM, and WDM codeplate interfaces provide a direct reading of an optical codeplate

pattern. The measurement calibration is provided by the codeplate assembly and is independent0f

optical powe_ levels and rink losses.

The analog TDM and WDM interfaces provide a normalized optical power measurement which
cancels source power and link loss drifts. The TDM interface does the normalization in the time

domain by forming a ratio of pulse amplitudes. The WDM interface does the normalization in the

f optical spectral domain by forming a ratio of spectral amplitudes.

The analog wavelength interface reads the wavelength of the light transmitted by the sensor

independently of optical power level or link transmission loss.

The self-luminous ,_ensor interface for the pyrometer and blackbody temperature sensor forms a

ratio of optical spectral components to determine the peak wavelength radiated by the probe. The

light-off detector interface produces a binary output indicating whether the total power is above or
below a threshold.

The coherent interface measures the frequency or phase of a heterodyne intermediate frequency

independently of optical power level or link transmission loss. The remote interferometer design

assures that the sensor will be insensitive to phase noise in the optical harness.

The remote electrically powered sensor interface transmits sensor data in digital codes complete

with error detection bits.

3.3.3 Size.- In _ble 3.4-1 these candidate multiplexing techniques are compared on the

'basis of the size of the interface circuitry and harness. Here size is represented by the number of

distinct sources, detectors, and fibers required to service a number of sensors. With the more

advanced optic multiplexing methods (namely WDM, TDM, FDM) the physical size of the interface is

independent of the number of sensors.
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The WDM spectral slicing techniques require 4 LEDs and N low b_dwidth optical receivers for

N sensors while the TDM systems require only one high bandwidth receiver with one source. Given the

same level of component integration, the TDM receiver is physically smaller than the WDM. The

continuous wave modulator, FMCV_, and the remote electrically powered sensor interfaces each

require a single source and single detector. The self-luminous sensor interfaces require a single

receiver for each sensor. An optical source may also be required if optical fiber fault detection is

implemented.

For the continuous wave modulator interface a two-fiber interconnect is recommended. This

design avoids the 6 dB power penalty in the input/output coupler and produces a higher contrast signal

for the frequency measurement.

For the digital TDM, analog TDM, and FMCW interfaces,thepreferred interconnect isa single

bidirectional optical fiber link because the sensors proposed for this interface tend to work in

reflection and spurious back reflections can be separated in the time domain. The 6 dB loss penalty

incurred in the reflective arrangement is included in the transducer loss estimates.

For the digital WDM, analog WDM, and analog wavelength interfaces, a two-tiber interconnect

is recommended to eliminate the effects of spurious reflections from connectors. One tiber connects

to the transmitter, the other to the receiver.

For the self-luminous sensor interface a single fiber is required for each probe. A two-fiber bus

structure is recommended for the remote electrically powered sensor interface. A single I/0 connector

pin is required for each intercomasct fiber on each interface.

All of the candidate interface designs require approximately the same number of circuit elements

(exclusive of optoelectronic devices): a 100 mA driver for the LEDs, three or four analog amplitiers

(transimpedance amplifier, active filter, AGC circuit, A/D converter), plus three or four digital logic

elements (frequency counter, sh/R register, sequencer, bus interface). Electronic circuit complexity is

not a significant discriminator.

The electrical power required for the TDM and WDM multiplexed sensor interfaces designed by

Eldec and Litton respectively is approximately 6 Watts. This level does not represent a low-power

CMOS design which is expected to reduce the power comumption to appro0dmately one Watt,

Estimates of the circuit beard area required for a multiplexed sensor interface range from 26 cm 2

(4 sq in.) to 77 cm 2 (12 sq in.) despite the fact that each design requires approximately the same number

and variety of components. Therefore, the 26 cm 2 estimate is taken as a high density approach

•representative ofwhat can be achieved in all ofthedesignswithma._mum utilization ofgnte-arrays,

ASIC.s, and surface mount technology.

Estimates of the weight of an elecuo-.optic interface ranged from 50 g (1.76 oz) to 128 g (4.5 oz).

The weight of the fiber optic cable in the system is determined by the network topology and is the same

for each of the interface designs.

3.3.4 Optical power budgets.- A physical limitation which is common to all tiber-optic

networks is the optical power budget. The elements of the optical power budget are the source power
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level,thenetworklosses,thereceivernoiselevel,andthesignalto noiserttio requiredto achievethe
requiredlevelof sensorperformance/sensitivity.

The powerbudgetsshownin Table3.3.4--1includesourcepowers,transmissionlosses,and

f receiver sensitivities. The source in each system is assumed to be a high radiance AIGaAs fight
emitting diode (LED) or laser diode 0.I)). At room temperature the LED provides 4.0 microwatts

optical power per milliampere of injection current into an optical fiber pigtail having 100 tan diameter

core and 0.29 numerical aperture. The maximum power output is'assumed to be fimited to the
• maximum average power dissipation of 200 milliwatts (ref. 17). In the WDM and CW systems the LED

is operated at a high duty cycle and provides 400 microwatts. For the TDM system the LED is pulsed

I in low cycle providing 4 mW peak optical in a 10 us WDM slicinga duty power pulse. spectral

techniques require 4 LEDs having 63 nm spectral width and 4 uW/nM power spectral density. The

laser diode source for the coherent system is assumed to provide a total of 4 mW into the same

aperture.

I

!

The losses seen by the sensor interface arise from connectors and the transducer itself.

Connector loss is estimated to be one decibel for the 100/140 fiber. A sensor interconnect would

require at least six connectors. "l_ansducers losses range from 5 to 25 dB based on manufacturer's

data. The total loss seen by the interface thus ranges from 11 to 31 dB as shown in the table.

In addition to the anticipated losses, system margins and component deratings must also be

included in the power budget. System margins account for repair splices, added connector, and

l

I

f

t.

connector aging (such as fiber "pistoning", scratching of the fiber end, or wear of connector surfaces).

Component deratings include source aging, source power drift over temperature,wavelength drift over

temperature, and noise drift over temperature (ref. 19). Source lifetime is commonly specified as the

time when the power has dropped to half its value so an additional -3 dB derating factor should be

applied to account for degradationover time. The temperature driftof source poweris about-1 dB per
100°C. In the broadband sources for the WDM techniques, the 250 mn spectrum shifts by 50 run over

the temperature range leaving 200 run available spectrum.

For fiber-optic sensors a wide dynamic range receiver is usually required so a PIN photodiode

with a transimpedance type preamplifier is the receiver design of choice. The performance of this type

of receiver is well understood and there is a generally accepted model for the sensitivity (ref. 18). The

optical noise equivalent power, excluding 1/f noise, achieved in state-of-the-art PIN photodiode

transimpedance amplifiers is typically:.

NEP = (4 x 10-16 Joules) x BW War_ O)

where BW is the effective bandwidth of the receiver. As discussed in reference 1, the receiver noise is

directly proportional to bandwidth in optimized designs. This value is very close to the theoretical

minimum so significant improvements in receiver sensitivity are not expected.
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With the receiver noise level known, the optical power level required to achieve • given I_sor •

accuracy can be calculated. For analog sensors, the signal to nohe ratio required is inversely

proportional to the sensor accuracy. As a general rule, to provide adequate phase margin at the

cootrol loop bandwidth, the sensor time constants must be less than one third the sampling interval

specified for the sensor.

For digital sensors the signal to noise ratio must be at least 12 to achieve • bit error rate better

than 10-9, so the received signal must have at least 24 x 10"16Joules per bit muming lqRZ format and

the bandwidth weighting given in reference 18. The number of bits in • single reading is proportional

to the logarithm of the analog accuracy so the total energy required for • single sensor reading can be

calculated. The digital readings must be completed within the sensor time constant

Two limitations to these theoretical estimates must be noted. First, the analog analysis assumes

the use of optimized, low-bandwidth receivers with low 1/f noise. Such receivers are uncommon. In

practice, the analog noise levels may be higher than estimated. Second, the bit rate in practical digital

optical sensors is typically at least three orders of mal_tude higher than the minimum estimated here

because low bit rates require excessive length in fiber delay lines. For the higher bit rates,

proportionally higher power levels will be required.

I The estimates for receiver sensitivity assume the use of • state-of-the-art photodiode receiver
equivalent to a 50 kilo-ohm transimpedance amplifier. This assumption is consistent with data

supplied by manufacturers and allows a unified treatment of receiver sensitivity for all sensor types.

[

[

I

[
Ii

The minimum receiver bandwidth of 200 Hz is chosen to be consistent with the update interval in the

fastest control loop. The TDM systems require wider bandwidth in the receiver front end, however

post-receiver averaging of the TDM pulse trains increases the signal-to-noise ratio by 15 to 23 dB.

In conclusion, the net power margins for a single sensor range from 4 to 16 dB if an LED source is

used with • PIN photodiode receiver.

"ib insure adequate optical signal levels at the electro-op_ interface, the fiber--optic link loss

must be controUed within limits. This analysis included manufacturers estimates of the optical

insertion loss of their sensors. Conversely, the sensor losses used in the opti_ power budget can be

•used as specifications for the maximum allowable loss in a sensor. Using this approach, the optical

loss budget for each of the nine sensor types is:

Mm6mnm It_ (dB'_

I o

I

[

TDM 25
Analog TDM 15
CW modulation 5

Digi WDM 19
Analog WDM 9

Analog wavelength 19

FMCW 14

Self luminous NA

Electronic NA
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3.3.5 Optic multlpla topoleOes and switch technology.- Multiplexing sensors on common

sources and receivers is a method for minimizing the number of circuit elements, the circuit board area

and the I/O pincount. The number of sensors on a common interface is ultimately limited by the

optical power budget so the impact of sharing sources and receivers on the optical power budget was

analyzed. Multiplex operation effects the optical power budget in two ways: (1) by d/v/ding power

amon 8 sensors and (2) by reducing the receiver in_gration time where data must be multiplexed in a

serial formal Five network topologios were considere_ (a) the non-multiplex (parallel) baseline

architecture; (b) a single shared source; (c) a single shared receiver, (d) shared source and receiver, and

(e) a matrix of sensors with shared somces and receivers.

The parallel architecture illustrated in figure 3.3.5-1 serves as a baseline for comparison. Here

an optical source and receiver are dedicated m each sensor. There are no network losses associated
with the number of sensors. All of the sources illuminate all of the sensors continuously and the

receivers have the _um integration time of 1/3 update interval. The theoretical minimum optical

power required at the receivers in this topology was calculated in Section 3.3.4.

TABLE 3.3.5-1 - SIZE OF MULTIPLEX TOPOLOGIES

Sources

Detectors

MSMD

(baseline) SSMD MSSD SSSD Matrix Switch

N

2N

N 1

Fibers N + 1 N + 1 2 2,/'_ 2

Pincotmt 2N N+I N+2 2 2,/-N N+I

In the topology illustrated in figure 3.3.5-2, a single source illuminates N sensors in the network

continuously so the power is divided. Receivers still integrate over the full 1/3 update intenml. The

source illuminates all sensors continuously, or quasi- continuously in the case of repetitively pulsed

sources. (The case of repetitively pulsed sources will be treated in detail in a later analysis of optically

pulse TDM networks.) The total impact on the power budget in this topology is a loss of-10 Log N dB.

In the case of the shared receiver, figure 3.3.5-3, a single optical receiver is shared by N sensors.

The sources are turned on sequentially to produce serial optical sensor inputs at the receiver. In this

• mode of operation the source power can be increased in inverse proportion to the duty cycle. Ib obtain

serial data from the receiver each of the N sensors is sampled in 1/N of the allowable integration time.

Therefore the receiver bandwidth and noise level are increased. This increase in receiver noise is

compensated by the increase in source power. There is still a slight penalty for sensors with long

update intervals because all sensors in the network must be sampled at the shortest update interval.

Where a receiver is shared there is also a potential for excess loss due to reciprocal loss in power

combining. So the net impact where a receiver is shared by N sensors is an additional link loss 0f-10

Log N due to reciprocal coupling losses. If the fiber size is larger for receivers than it is for transmitters
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and sensors, as in bundle couplers, asymmetric directional couplers, or.WDM demultiplexers this

reciprocal loss can be avoided at the expense of the added cmnplex/ty of having a multiplicity of fiber

sizes installed on the engine.

The fourth topology, shown in figure 33.5-4, is the case where a singie source and a single

receiver are shared by a group of sensors. In this case three effects impact the power.b0dget: power

division, reciprocal loss in power combining, and reduced receiver integration time. Therefore the net

impact on sensor signal-to-noise ratio is-30Log N dB ifa common fiber _ is used on the receive, or

-20 Log N dB if a larger receiver aperture or non-recipro_ power combiner is used.
e

Finally, the matrix architecture in figure 3.3.5-5 can be considered (ref. 20). In this case each

receiver is shared by ,/N sensors so there is an increase in receiver noise of fN and a potential

reciprocal loss of ,/'N. Each source illuminates ,/N sensors and the sources are switched on in

sequence. Therefore there is a power division loss of-5 Log N dB and the sources can be operated at

times the cw power level. The increased source power compensates for the increase in receiver

noise so the net impact on the network loss is -10 Log N ira common fiber size is used on the receiver

and - 5 Log N if a non-reciprocal power combiner is used.

In conclusion, multiplexing a groups of sensors on common sources and receivers will reduce the

power margin by an amount which depends on the topology. In topologies with a shared receiver there

is a potential benefit if the network uses a non-reciprocal power comb'min 8 technique such as

wavelength demultiplexer or asymmetric fiber couplers. After estimates of the sensor insertion losses

are received from the vendor consultants, the power budget can be used to determine the max/mum

number of sensors which can be supponed in each topology.

The number of sensors which can share a single interface circuit is determined by the power

budget and the number of available "addresses", i.e. the number ofwa_ bands or the number of

time slots. The power budget limits the number according to the loss penalties discussed in previous

reports. For a group of N sensors, the loss penalty ranges from 5 log N dB to 20 log N dB depending on

the multiplex technique. Figure 3.3.5-7 shows the single-sensor power margin required to support a

number of sensors. This figure can be used to determine the number of sensors fzom the net power

margin estimated in "Ihble 3.3.5.-1. Excess loss is a sign/ficant factor. This analysis assumes excess loss

in decibels directly proportional to the number of sensors in the network. Hence a four-sensor

network includes four decibels of excess loss.

The number of electro-optic interface circuits required to service the 44 sensors on the engine

depends on the number of sensors which can be multiplexed on a common interface. The two self

luminous probes, LOD and turbine blade temperature, are not compatible with any multiplex

technique. Figure 3.3.5-7 indicates that 4 to 15 interface circuits would be needed to access the

remaining 42 measurands, depending upon the topology selected and the multiplex technique.
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3.3£-I Optical switch multiplexer technology:. The advantages of the optical switch

multiplexer are reduced circuit board area, reduced pans count, and possibly lower power

consumption. Use of the optical switch would not reduce the I/O pincount nor the number of fibers

required to service the sensors. The architecture would feature optical switching of a single source or

receiver among an array of fibers. The purpose of the optical switch in this application is to replace

elec_nic analog multiplemrs by performing that function directly on optical signals. Presently,

electmuic sensors in an engine control are interfaced to digital control logic through low-level analog

multiplexers. In a fiber-optic sensor system it is desirable to provide a similar function, i.e. switch light

to a single output fiber from any one of N input fibers. Switch specifications are summarized in llble

33.5-2.

TABLE 3.3.5-2 - OPTICAL swrrcll SPECIFICATIONS

Requirement Multi-mode Single mode

Fanout 16:1 4 x 2:1 4 x 2:1

Loss 1 dB 3.2 dB 4.5 dB

Crosstalk -30 dB -50dB

Xms

Broadband

TBD

Speed < 100 _ sec

Wavelength 750-950 nm

Environment -55 to 125 C

-30 dB

1- nsec

xe .-L 2*t

TBD

Improvement in loss, speed, wavelength sensitivity

and environmental data are needed

Analog electronic multiplexers typically provide 8:1 or 16:1 fanout. A useful optical switch would

address the same number ofcharmels. Other parameters of interest are optical insertion loss, linearity,

crosstalk switching time, and optical wavelength sensitivity. "I_ically, I dB would be budgeted for the

in.wn/on loss. The optical finearity must be better than 0.1% over the optical power range from 10

picowatts to 100 microwatts. The crosstalk from inputs other than the one selected must be less than 30

dB (optical) to permit accurate analog sensing. A switching time less than 1 microsecond is desirable.

Broadband operation over 750 to 900 nm or 1250 to 1350 nm is also desirable. If the design is sensitive

to wavelength, then a wavelength tolerance must be specified. Both multimode and sioglemode

designs are needed.

Three types of optic switch can be considered for this design: optomechanical, electro-opticaL

and integrated optic. Optomechanical switches are now commercially available. These devices rely on

electromechanical movement of precisely aligned fiber arrays. They are subject to microphonic

pickup and vibration so they are not desirable in an engine mounted EEC. Bulk electro-optical

switches have been propo_, and demonstrated. Because these devices require complex alignment to

discrete micro-optic components and high voltage for operation they are generally not desirable in the
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EEC. The integrated optic waveguid _-switch is based on optical wave4mde modulator technology

being developed by UTRC. It features low voltage operation at extremely high speeds and the

potential for small, lightweight, rulv, dized package.

Numerous configurations of multimode optical switches have been fabricated, tested and
reported in the literature. These switch configurations fall into three categor/es; moving fiber,

scanning optical beam and mu]timode integrated optic devices. The moving fiber system employed

electro-magnetic force to the input fiber between one of two, closely fibers. Themove spa¢_ output

scanning optical beam switches moved a collimated input optical beam between two or more output

. fibers placed beyond a lens. The scanning mechanisms, in general, involve ether moving optical

elements, liquid crystal shutter/mirror elements, or electronptic bizefringent shutter elements. The

multimode integrated optic switch directed the optical signal in the input waveguide of a Y branch

structure to one of the two outputs. These devices functioned by modulating an electric field at the. junction of the Y branch which switched the optical signal from one output to the other.

f
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The present multimode optical switch technologies have at least one of two fundamental

problems which preclude their use in high speed multiplexer systems for aerospace applications.

These fundamental limitations are high insertion loss or slow switching speed. Of all the switch

configurations considered in this investigation, the moving fiber mvitches are the most promising

technology with insertion losses of 0.5 and 0.8 dB as well as switching speeds of I and 13 msec (refs. 21,

22). The 1 msec device was achieved by magnetically moving a fiber that was coated with a

ferromagnetic film, whereas the slower device moved a ferromagnetic reed with an attached optical

fiber. These switches also had output channel crosstalk isolation levels of less than -70 and -50 dB and

no optical wavelength sensitivity. The only other candidate technology is a scanning optical beam

switch that employed a galvanometer movement equipped with a spherical minor to switch the input

signal to one of five outputs (ref. 23). This system has a typical insemon loss of 1.5 dB and a scanning

frequency of 300 Hz. The crosstalk levels ranged from -23 to -38 dB and there was no wavelength

sensitivity stated. The moving fiber switch that manipulated the coated fiber is the best technology of

the multimode switches since it had the best performance and provided high reliability potential due

to the lowest parts count.

I °
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All the other multimode switch technologies had lower performance characteristics than the

preceding systems. The mechanical scanning optical beam switches which moved lenses (ref. 24) or

prisms (ref. 25) or mirrors (ref. 26) all had similar insertion losses, 1.5 dB, and twitching speeds of 8-10

n_ec. A liquid crystal optical beam scanning system was reported, having a 15 dB insertion loss and a

4 msec switching speed, furthermore the temperature range of th/s liquid crystal dev/oes was from 7 to

84 deg C (ref. 27). Another reported beam scanning switch employed the electrooptic effect in PLZT

ceramic to rotate the polarization vector of the input beam by 90 degs to produce a shutter mechanism

(ref. 28). This system was reported to have an insertion loss of 1.9 dB, but the 3 dB loss from polarizing

the input beam was neglected. The switching speed was 70 nsec. The multimode integrated optic

switches were not fiber compatible since the waveguides were 1.5 microns deep by 8--40 microns wide,

producing high insertion losses which were not reported (ref3.29-31). The attainable switching speeds

were reported to be 1 GHz when optimized electron designs are used.
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Singlemode switching slxuccurm are capable of switching optical signals in one microsecond or

less. moth L/NbO3 and semiconductor waveguide devices can be used for this purpose. L/NbO3 is the

morn mmtuze of the two technolosies since it has been smci/ed extensivelY in n_nt years for

teleumnmmnicat/on switchingapplications(ref.32).Severalresearchlaboratorieshave demonstrau_l

4s4 msd 8x8 switch arraysin L/NbO3 and thesestructuresare currentlybecoming commercially

avdd_le horn severalvendors.

Itqardless ofthespecific wavq_de tschnolo_ used to implement theintegratedoptical switch

_llbe N-1 swiw.helementsarcarranged inaK--stagebinarytreeconfiguration.Ib switchfl_m the

/np_IPOn tothedesiredoutput port,K switchesneed tobe activated.As a resultofreciprocity,th/s

s_ummre can alsofunctionas an _1 analogmultiplexerby operatingitin reverse.

Rogert et. aL (ref. 40) demonstrated a 4z4 crossbar array which consisted of sixteen reversed delta

bern dlirecfional couplers. The device operated at 1.3 microns and had a pigtailed fiber-to- fiber

imm_on loss of 5.2 dB. The swiw.h elements with 5.5-ram- long eleclxodes required 8.0 + 1.8 Volts for

tI_1_ms state and 13.4 + 1.7 Volts for the bar statc. The opt/ca] crosstalk in the switch array was

<--._+mlB for all switch elements.

WoFs et. aL (ref. 42) demonstrated a 4x4 crossbar array which consisted of sixteen X-switches.

l_ud}ue for insert/on loss was liven for the 1.3 micron dev/ce. The l-ram--long electrodes required

+2$WOl_ for the bar state and -35 VOlu for the cross smtc. The opt/ca] crossmlk ranged form -25 to

<--_ dB.

Sawaki e_. aL (re/. 33) _ted a recumlpudarly confllPwed switch array which consisted of

:!16mmmned delta beta direct/onal couplers. The device operated at 1.3 micron and exhibited a

filNr-ao-fiber insertion loss of 4.7 + 0:3 dB. The switch array had very uniform voltage requiremenm

_Tl_+ 0_'i Volts for the cross sure and20 + 0_'_Volts for the bar state. Opt/calcrossmlk raused from

-lSm - 30 dB.

_[/Ibrodt eL M. (ref. 41) demomtrated a 4x4 switch array which utilized a non-blockius

arch/tect_re. Tbe/r arch/tect_re required 3 banks of four reversed delta beta d/rect/ona]

_. The fiber-to-fiber insertion loss in their 1.3 micron device ranged from 2.9 to 4.8 dB. The

&.q$-mun-lous electrodes required 4 + 1.5 Volta for the cross state and 11.5 + 1.5 Volts for the bar

_Opt/cal crosstalk was extremely low and ranged from -36 to <-44 dB.

Duthie eL aL (ref. 35) demomtraux! an 8x8 re-arrausably nonblocldus switch array which

m/Tmm¢! 28 reversed delta beta directional couplers. The averase fiber-to-fiber inser_on loss in their

m'x_was 5.5 riB. The 40.5-mm--lous electrodesrequired 25.7 Volts for s'witching. Opt/cal crosstaIk

umlms than -20 dB.

_trand eL al. (ref. 34) dmnomtrated an 8x8 crossbar array which ut/li_d 64 directional

coqphrs. The 1.3 micron device had a fiber-to-fiber in.sen/on loss of 5.3-6.8 dB. The 3--ram-long

elmmmdes required 18.6 + 3.6 Volts for the bar state and 26.4 + 1.6 Volts for the cross state. Optical

cmmmJk is currently <-30 dB.

IN'_himoto et. al. (re.f. 36) demonstrated a polarization- independent s_ctly-nonbloddng 4x4

ss_¢lh array consisting of twelve polarizat/on-independent directional couplers. The device operated
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at 13 micron and exhibited a fiber-to-fiber insertion loss of 4.0-6.0.rib independent of istput

polarization. Switching voltages for the twelve elements ranged from 21 to32 Volts. Optical crosstalk

levels ranged from -15.5 to -45.8 Db with an avera_ croestalk level of -28 dB for the TM mode and

-29.6 dB for the TE mode.

et. (ref. 37) a polarization independent strictly-nonblockingGranestrand al. demonstrated 4x4

switch array which was configured in a tree architecture. The array required 24 switching elements.

- The 1.3 micron device had a fiber-to-fiber insertion loss of 8.4 + 1.4 dB for the"rE mode and 8.4 + 0.6[ .dB for the TM mode. The device required 50 Volts for switching between the cross and bar states.

Optical crosstalk was <-29 dB for all switch elements.
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A near-term (within one year) realistic estimate of the performance of lx8 and lx16

multiplexers/demultiplexers is presented:

Optical Insertion Loss: Assuming an electrode length of 10 mm, a lx8 circuit will be

approximately 4 cm long while a lx16 circuit will be approximately 5 cm long. Included in these lengths

axe 1 mm for bends into and out of each switch element and an additional 4 mm on one end of the

crystal to separate the waveguides to the typical 250 micron center to center fiber spacing.. A

conservative estimate for propagation loss is 0.3 dB/cm at both 0.8 and L3 micron so that the lx8 and

lx16 circuits will have 1.2 and 1.5 dB propagation loss, respectively.

The total fiber-to-fiber insertion loss in the lx8 and lx16 devices should be approximately 4 and

4._ dB, respectively. In addition to propagation loss, these values include excess device loss of 0.3 dB

per device rank, Fresnel loss of 0.1 dB per fiber/waveguide interface, fiber coupling loss of 0.3 dB per

interface, and excess pigtailing loss of 0.5 dB per interface. These estimates are slightly conservative

based on current technology; however, they should represent values which can be easily achieved once

the LiNbO3 technology is transferred from the research laboratories to manufacturing divisions.

Champion" devices should exhibit 2.5-3 dB insertion loss.

Optical Liaem'it3_. Devices operating at 1.3 micron should exhibit an optical 5nearity of better

than 0.1% for optical powers ranging from 10 pW to 100 ttW. At 0.8 micron, optical damage

(photorefractive effect) will place an upper fimit on optical power handling of 10 p.W for'13--diffused

waveguides. For power < 10 ttW, the lineanty should be comparable to the 1.3 micron devices. The

• power handling capabilities can be increased to 100 _W at0.8 micron ff proton-exchanged waveguides
are used.

Optical Crosstalic At least two laboratories have demonstrated polarization- dependent switch

arrays with <-35 rIB optical crosstalk. As fabrication processes become better controlled, achieving

crosstalk levels of-35 dB should become routine in lx8 and 1x16 circuits. Due to tighter fabrication

requirements, polarization- independent circuits will likely exhibit crosstalk levels of-25 riB.

Switching Time: Electrode capacitance is typically 5 pF or less for most device structures. For

50-ohm termination, switching times of 10 nsec are easily achieved.

Drive Voltage: The drive voltagein the polarization-dependent circuits should be < 5 Volts at 0.8

micron and <8 Volts at 1.3 micron for 10--ram-long electrodes. The drive voltages will be

approximately 3 times larger at each wavelength.
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llhvelength Sensitivity:.All d the devices described in this work are wavelength sensitive.

Va_lWgtthe wavelength changes both the coupling length and the voltage-induced in the directional

devices. To maintain <-30 dB optical crosstalk the wavelength must be controlled to

within -_2%.

3,tlA Reliability.- The failure rates of the electro-optic interfaces were calculated based on

the mmlber of electronic circuit elements and electro-optic components using MIL-HDBK-217E

with the following assumptions:

- A_mnvironment, 65"C ambient temperature

- $Al_qpmlity for optoekcUo_ MIL-M-38510 Class S for electronics

-m_ml_ 50"C stress

- _ and transistor counts • 100 per package

- _',hermetic DIP packases

- AramO_ Laser Diode, 100% duty factor, fixed 100 mA current source, 50% degradation

"lflhefailure rates cakulated for key electro-optic interface components using these assumptions

ane sMmm in "lhble 3.3.6--L Also shown in the table are the calculated failure rates for each of the ni_

¢amlidmte sensor interface types. Except for the coherent sensor, all of the candidates have failure

ram_ fall between 72. to 19.2 faHu_ per million hours. The differences in failure rates arise

main_f_om the optical sources or det_,ors.

lgm all sensors, redundancy would be implemented by duplicating the sensor, optical fiber

inlmcmmect, and electro-optic interface in each of the two channels of the engine control. In a

architecture the size, weight, performance, and component reliability advantages are

pmdmmed at the price of a single point failure potential which did not exist in the original

nom-mmUtiplexed electrical system. This potential may affect the system redundancy or fault tolerance,

imazltlbe number and types of sensors which can in practice be allocated to a multiplexed interface

may ml_oe limited by optic technology but rather by system fault tolerance requirements. This aspect

dlkproblem will be considered in "lhsk 11 of the proposed program.

experience is needed to determine fault isolation and maintenance strategies for

li_c sensor_

ORIGINAl.. PAOF IS

OF POOR QUALITY
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TABLE 3.3.6--I - ELECrRo-OPTIC INTERFACE RELIABILr_ DATA

Par_ Failure Rate/lO 6 Hr

Light Emitting Diode (LED)

f LED driver amplifier
LD

PIN photodiode

CCD photodiode array
Photodiode pre-amplifier

Analog amplifier

Analog multiplexer
AJD converter

TIL frequency counter

Digital gate array

Power supply regulation

Candidate

,

I

[

f Analog TDMCW modulation

Digital TDM
Self luminous

Coherent

Analog WDM

WDM
Spectral measurement
Electronic

0.8

0.6

360.0

0.4

8.0

O.2
0_2

03.

1.8

1.5
1.5

0.6

Single sensor
failure rate/106 hours

(UTRC estimates per MH.-HDBK-217E)

73.

7.8

9.6
10.8

361.0

15.6
15.6

15.6

19.2

3.3.7 EEC location.- The location of a EEC processor with electro-optic input and outputinterfaces effects the the evaluation criteria established for this study as described below.

I

{

1

[

Types of sensors: EEC location cannot compromise the types of sensors which can be

accommodated in the design, however a remote EEC may restrict the optical sensing mechanisms

employed for each quantity if higher degree of multiplexing is required to support the off-engine

location.

Silpud compensation or calibration: EEC location should not effect signal compensation or

calibration methods or whether the sensing mechanism is digital or analog.

Number of channels: Location of the EEC does not effect how many sensors can share a single

optical source or receiver. Remote location may be more feasible if many sensors share common

sources and receivers.

Number of distinct sources and detectors: Location of the EEC does not directly effect the

number of optical sources and detectors required to service all of the sensors. However, a remote EEC

would place more emphasis on minimizing the I/O fiber count and thereby may influence the number

of sources and detectors.
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Number of fibers sad i/O phtcoent: A remotely located EEC _ asttm_ Irmd to favor

architecture having the minimum number of parallel optical fibers and I/O ¢onae_ons to service all

of the sensors. Note that this is primarily a size and maintainability issue, system weight is not

significantly increased by a_ding more fibers to the cable. Note that it is desirable to minimi_ the I/O

pincount for any location of the EEC.

Optical power marl_: A remote EEC impacts the optical power margin by inserting additional

optical connectors between the EEC sensor interface transmitter_ and receivers. This impact is

estimated to be an additionaJ two connectors in each direction or about 4 dB in additional loss. The

power margin is also effected if a higher degree of multiplexing is required to support an off-engine

EEC.

• Signal processing time: Location of the EEC does not impact the signal processing time for the

electronic interface to compute the sensor value or the bandwidth of the analog portion of the receiver.

Complexity:. The location of the EEC effects the number of circuit elements in the electronic

interface only if higher degree of multiplexing is required to support an off-engine EEC.

Electrical power consumption: Additional electrical power may be required for the interface

circuitry if additional multiplexing is needed for an off--engine location.

I/O circuit area: The location of the EEC should not effect the circuit board area required for the

electro-optic interface.

Weilht: Application of fiber-.optic data links and fiber-optic sensors reduoes the harness weight

thereby changing the tradeoff between harness weight and EEC location. The total length of cable in

the sensor system is estimated to be 400 feet per channel. The weight of the optical fiber cable is 0.0045

lb/ft compared to 0.0372 ib/ft for wire. If the wire is replaced with optical fiber cable then the weight of

the optical harness would be less than 2 lb. Assuming that an additional 4 ib of electronics plus 4.5 lb of

composite connectors would be required to support the optical interface to the sensors, the total

weight of an optical control harness would be 10.5 lb. Assuming a worst case of 88 fibers in the harness

the additional weight required to extend the harness 10 feet from the engine is only 4 lb. This requires,

of course, that ALL sensing and actuation functions on the engine can be accomplished with optical

signals alone. The conclusion reached through this comparison is that harness weight is not a

significant factor in design of the all--optic control system. Therefore, location of the EEC in the

electro-optic architecture does not significantly impact the weight of the system.

l_liability:. The location of the EEC effects its reliability mainly by the environment. Previous

studies concluded that the thermal and vibration environment for optimum airframe and engine

mounting locations are essentially the same. In both cases the EEC electronics must be rated for

operation over the =55 C to 125 C temperature range and high vibration levels. On the engine itself, a

relatively cool location away from the core is preferred. Note the the MTBF the commercial

engine-mounted EEC in service now exceeds 20,000 hr. Therefore, the reliability factor favors a EEC

location in the cooler, lower vibration locations in the airfi'ame or on the engine but does not effect the

choice of engine versus off--engine location.
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Since the EEC location does not strongly influenceEEC reliability, redundancy

requirements would not be effected.

EMI immunity. By design, the electro-optic architecture will use no metal wires for signal

transmission so the EMI susceptibility of the system will be unaffected by the harness length or routing

to different EEC locations.

MahttainabtBt_. EEC location effects maintainability through accessibility. Fault detection, and

isolation, and elecuonic components replacement may be easier in an airbame location.

Availability or development schedule: Since an a/l-optic arch/tecture is assumed wherever the

EEC is located, the development issues are not effected by location.

The choice of location for the EEC is influenced primarily by maintainability, complexity (in the

form of multiplexing), and optical power budget In general this means a location away from hot spots

and extreme vibration levels. In the airframe this implies locating the EEC in a central bay. On the

engine the EEC must be located forw_d outside the fan. Improved maintainability favors the central

location with other aircraft electronics. Reduced system complexity and maximum optical power

budget favor the location on the engine. Other factors (sensor types, sensing mechanisms, fibers,

sources, detectors, processing, power consumption, size, weight, reliability, redundancy, EMI

immunity, and development schedule) are not strongly effected by the location of the EEC.

In conclusion, the ciecue._ptic architecture will support either the engine or airframe locations

but the use of this architecture does not influence this selection. None of the evaluation factors are

effected by where the sensors are distributed around the ¢mgine. This is because the fiber-optic cable

weight is insignificant. EEC location (within the confines of the aircraft) can be determined without

consideration of the sensor locations.

3.4 Summary of Electro-Optic ,_rchR_r_

The 14 figures of merit for the nine candidate inteHace types are summarized in "lhble 3.4--1. In

most areas little or no significant difference can be discerned between the candidate sensing methods.

The areas in which there is some discrimination are the types of sensors which can be accommodated,

the effectiveness of drift compensation, the numbers of sources and detectors required, the optical

power margin, the number of multiplex channels, and reliability.

All of the candidate interface de,gin are capable of computing multiple sensor values within the

• 5 millisecond control loop. The fiber-optic receiver bandwidths can all be retched to the data

acquisition rate. Signal processing time is not a significant discriminator between interface designs.

All of the candidate systems are presently in prototype stage, except for the coherent system

which is still in laboratory development and lags the multimode, incoherent designs by an estimated

five years. None of the fiber-optic sensor designs have been proven in the aircraft engine environment.

While the simplicity of the transducer design and the interface elves recommend the analog

designs over the digital al_proaches, the limited accuracy of analog compensation schemes in the
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engine mvixonment may dictate use of the more tomplex digilxl methods to imure semor aa:uracy.

This selection depends on real performance data in the target environment. Of particular concern are

the effects of spectral drift in analog wavelenif+h domain intensity referencing and drift of delay coil

loss in analog time domain intensity referencing. Therefore, both analog and digital optical sensor

types should be evaluated in system demonstration. The architecture for the demonstration/evalua-

tion should accommodate both types for the appropriate groups of sensors.

The wavelength multiplex methods in general require a larger number o_ sources and detectors

than the time domain techniques. However, the use of more efficient packaging such as LED or

photodetector arrays may reduce the size of multiple receivers or transmitters.

The optical power margin in passive multimode optical fiber sensor links ranges from 13 dB to 22

dB. However there is a large uncertainty in these estimates due to unknown performance of

fiber-optic sensors in the engine environment. The number of multiplex channels on a common

shared interface, as determined by this optical power margin, ranges between four and eight.

Estimates of failure rates range from 7.2 to 15.6 failures per million hours, with the exception of

coherent systems and remote electro+xics. Note the laser source alone has a failure rate two orders of

magnitude higher (360 failures per million hours). There is a small reliability penalty in wavelength

multiplex systems due to the larger numbers of sources and detectors, however the magnitude of this

difference may not be significant.

In conclusion, the analysis shows no strong discriminator (except reliability of laser diodes and

remote electronics) on which to base a selection of preferred common interface type. Therefore a

hardware test program is recommended to assess the relative maturity of the technologies and to

determine real performance in the engine environment.
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4.O OPTICAL ACTUATION

I actuation of fluidic devices has been alter_tive electrical controls.Opti proposed as an to

Optical power sources, glass fiber transmission lines, and optical connector technology are all

developed and available for this application. The essential element of a compkte optically controlled

actuator which still requires development is the opto-fluidic interface where optical intensity is

converted to fluidic pressure.

I" * A number of attempts to build opto-fluidic or opto-mechanic interfaces have been made. In

1885, Alexander Graham Bell used the opto-.acoustic effect to produce sound in a gas with a chopped

beam of sunlight (ref. 43). For most of the century following Bell's experiment, the opto-acoustic effectwas used only to study the absorption of light by materials. In 1976, an optoacoustic u_iepbone was

demonstrated at Bell Telephone Laboratories (ref. 44). In 1980, an optically controlled fluidic actuator

I was built. This device used the opto-acoustic effect to generate a pressure signal in the control port of
a fluidic laminar proportional amplifier (ref. 45). Optical actuation of electro-- mechanical devices via

photoelectric cells has also been demonstrated (refs. 46.-48).

The optical hydraulic servovalve (OSV) proposed for the EOA is made up of a hydromechanical

subsystem and an opto-fluidic subsystem as shown in figure 4.0-1. The OSV employs an optical

command signal to generate a fluidic pressure signal that is used to control a hydraulic serv0valve. The

optical command signal, generated via solid-state laser, is conveyed to the opto-hydraulic interface

(OH]) through fiber optics. The OH] is a modified fluidic laminar proportional amplifier (LPA) which

transforms the optical signal into a differential signal. The OH] is followed by hydraulicpressure

amplification with a fluidic gain block assembled from laminar proportional amplifiers. The OH] and

[

l

I

I

[

!

[

LPAs are fluidic devices that function in the same manner ezcept that the OH] is modified to

accommodate the opticaJ input signal.

The Opto--Hydraulic Interface (OH]) illustrated in figures 4.0-1 and 4.0--2 converts an optical

signal into a hydraulic pressure via thermal manipulation of boundary layer flow in a fluidic device

(refs. 49-51). Pressurized fluid is accelerated through a nozzle forming a fluid jet (represented by three

arrows) which creates a pressure at the outputs via jet stagnation. The signal conversion is performed

by optically heating one side of the nozzle back plane causing a kradizr, d reduction in the hydraulic oil

viscosity, deflecting the jet off center and producing a differential pressure between the output ports.

The OHI driver module consists of a commercial pulse width modulator circuit and a current

amplifier for the laser d/odes. The pulse width modulator c/rcult accepts a d/g/tal signal input and

produces an output pulse train with duty cycle proportional to the input level. The laser diode delivers

50 mW continuous output power from a step index 100/140 fiber optic pigtail. The OHI/hydraulic

amplifier was connected to the laser diode with a 100/140 step index optical fiber to provide the optical

command signal to the OH]. The connection with the OH] is made with a 0.48 pitch graded index rod

lens. The graded index rod lens serves as the window and focusing element. The focused optical

energy has a 35 micron diameter spot. The rod lens is potted into the fluidic top cover plate whereas

the fiber-optic termination is bolted to this cover plate. The OH] top cover plate is the physical

boundary between the optical and fluidic portions of the assembly. The top cover plate provided a

smooth and flat surface for sealing to the fluidic laminates while housing the optical components.

_R.,__ |_NTION,_ i _' _I.._,
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In the opto--flu/d/¢ interfa_ light is focused onto the flow bounds/layer of the power jet in a

laminar proportional amplifier. This interface has produced a larger fluidic response than previous

opto..acoustic interfaces and can be operated fn_m dc to 100 Hz without appreciable signal loss. This

optical actuator system successfully demonstrated that the OFI can be combined with fluidic

amplifiers to build an actuator system.
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5.0 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

Analysis of the candidate electro-optic interfaces concluded that a flJ_.t demonstration/vafida-

tion is needed to determine preferred optical modulation methods for an optimal electro.optic

architecture. Such a program would provide more realistic on-eng/ne Im'lmmance data and mayreveal discriminators to guide the selection of a preferred architecture. This section, describes a

configuration of the electro-optic sensor in,terfazes that is suited to a flight test program. The purpose

of the program is to design, fabricate, and test an electro .optic architectme (EOA) and.intqrated it
with a set of representative sensors for the propulsion control system in a na'litary mrcraft. The

recommended architecture is an on-engine EEC which contains electro-optic interface circultsl[or

fiber-optic sensors on the engine. These circuits would feature passive optical multiplex of groups of
sensors through acommon electro-optic interface.

An attractive configuration for the flight tesris a generic, modular testbed which will provide for
evaluation of a number of different electro-optic interface technologies and is suitable for installation

on the aircraft test platforms. A block diagram of such a system is shown in figure 5.0--1. The testbed

would consist of an engine mountable electronic enclosure containing microprocessor, power supply,

fiber-optic data bus interface, and electro-optical interface boards. The microprocessor would be

programmed to acquire and analyze sensor data. The fiber-optic data bus would provide a link to the

_" integrated fllght/propulsion control system. An illustration of the engine mountable unit is shown in

figure 5.0-2.

A single electro--opt/c board would acquire all of the sensor values in one of the groups in l_ble

2.4-I. Boards would be procured for each of the seven sensor groups: Self luminous interface, H/gh

temperature interface, Low temperature interface, Speed and flow interface, Vibration interface,

Pressure _nterf_e, and Position interfaces. These c/rcu/t boards would all be fabricated to common

electrical, mechanica,, and optical interface specifications to allow mterchangeability. Figure 5.0-3

illustrates a generic specification for an electro-.optic circuit board.

Following are relevant documents, typical design requirements, typical environmental data, and

U typical reliability goals for the demonstration optical sensor and op_ inte_ce electronics.
These requirements are supplied as a general guide only. It is suggested that the suppliers of semors

. " and electro-optic interface boards be familiar with the following _t and industry documents

as they pertain to aircraft e_gJne control hardware:

l"

I

[

U_. GOVERNMENT DOCUMEN_:

ME,-E-5OO7D

MII_B-5087B

mL-L-7 S
MILL.-236998-2

MII.-C.-38999H

Engine, Aircraft, Turbojet and "lhtbofan, General Specifications for

Bonding, Electrical, and Lightning Protection for

With Amend 1 Aerospace Systems

Lubricating Oil, Aircraft lhrbine engine, Synthetic

Lubricating Oil, A/rcraft lhrbine Engine, Synthetic

Electrical Connectors For Severe Environment
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MIL-T-29504/4

MIL-T-5624L

_IB

MIL-Sl"D-462

ME,-STD-810C

MIL-HDBK-235-1

Fiber Pin  rmin (Pret nary)

]hrbine fuel, aviation: Grades JP-4 and JP-5

_tic Interference Charactemtics, P._quirements for

Equipment

Elecumnqp_tic Interference Characteristics,

With lqofice 1 Measurmnents of

Electrical Power, Ah'cra_ Charactemfics and UtilLmfion of

Reliability _ for Systems and Equipment, Development and
Production

Environmental l_t Methods

_tic (Radiated) Environment considerations for Design and

lhocurenwnt of Electrical and Electronic Equipment - Part 1

/ND_ DOCUM_r/_:

D6-16050--2 _fic Interference (The Boeing Company)
o

D6--44588N Electrical Requirements for Utilization Equipment Installed on

Commercial "Damport Airplanes (The Boeing Company)

wzz7000 (Doe0u Aircraft)
RTCA DO16OB Envimmnental Condition and "llmt Procedures for Airborne Electronic/

Elecuical Equipment and Insuun_ts (Radio "lbclmical Commission for

._nommfics)

The general design objectives for the demonstration hardware are low weight, high reliabifity,

shnple design, low cost, and minimum size. The hardware will be requ/red to meet specific

requirements for sensor performance, as well as optical, electronic, and mechanical interfacing within

the engine control system. The sensors and electro-optic circuit boards should be designed in

accordance with the general requirements of MR,-E-5007.

Each sensor should provide a disital representation of the measured parameter. The distal data

output refresh rate should be faster than or equal to values in lhble Z 1-1. The reslxame time of the

sensors should be minimize& 8oals_n8 ieu than 1/3 that shown in "lhble 2.1-1. The inteHace board

electrical connector and voltages available at the connector will be specified. The interface board

electrical power requirement should be specified by the sensor vendor.

The electro-optic interface board will be mounted in, and interfaced to, an engine mountable

enclosure. The electro-optical interface board should not exceed specified dimensions. The board

should mount via a flange around its edges using screws of size, number, and locat/on, as specified.

The weight of each proposed sensor design should be minimized. The electro-optic interface board

weight should not exceed 1.0 Ibs. The board should be designed for engine mounting on vibration

isolators. The unit would be air cooled by natural convection.
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Ambient light effects due to pick-up in fibers and connectors mus.t be negligible.

The sensors should be electromagnetically in compliance with MIL-B-.5087B, MIL,-STD-461B,

MIL,-STD-462 and MIL-HDBK-235-1. The vendor would be responsible for determining the

interface hoard EMI criteria to insure sensor interface board and EEC compatibility. The optical

sensor system should also comply with the requirements of specifications WZZ7000, D6--.16050-2, and

D6--44588N.

The demonstration sensors should be capable of operating throughout the ambient temperature

range of -55 degrees C to 180 degrees C. Suppliers should indicate the nut,_mum temperature

capability of proposed sensor and the source of this limiL The flight ambient temperature for most

sensors is expected to be 55 to 260 degrees C, w/th fifteen minute excursions to 290 degrees C. The

sensor interface electron/cs must be designed to operate through the range of EEC temperatures: fxom

-55 degrees C to 125 degrees C. It must operate in this range for ambient pressures between 2 and 20

PSIA.

,

The sensors should be compatible with the following fluids: FueLs - MII,-T-5624L, grades JP4

and JP5; Oils - MIL-L-23699g-2, Chlorotrifiuoroethylene (CTFE).

r "l_ts should be performed on each sensor system to ensure compliance with the performance
specification. Suppliers should recommend specific procedures or analysis for design verification,

environment compatibility, reliability, andenduranee tests. Environmental stress screening should

include: compatibility and lightning protection test; thermal cyclinlg vibration test;electromagnetic

operational shocks test; crash safety shocks test; explosion proof test; humidity test; and fungus test

[

[

i

l

per MK,-STD--454.

After completion of the certification tests the units should be completely disassembled to the

subassembly level for examination of all parts. Measurements should be taken as necessary to disclose

• excessively worn, distorted or weakened pans. These measurements should be compared with the

applicable drawings, dimensions and tolerances or with similar measurements made prior to the tests.

After completion of the tests a final report should be provided.

The fully developed flight reliability of the sensor should be a Mean Time Between Failure

(MTBF) of 30,000 hours at a maturity of 20,000 flight hours, and 90,000 hours at a maturity of one

million flight hours. MTBF is defined as flight hours divided by the total number of sensor failures.

The service life of the sensor should be 10,000 hours, indicating apprmimately 8,000 flight hours.

[i

[
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ELECTRONIC ENCLOSURE
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Rgum S.0-1. -- A r.onfigumtlam for the FOCSI II testbed would oonMst of an engine-
mountable endoamre containing a power supply (PS), ml©roprocemmr
(uP), flber,olJc data bus, and electro-optic Interface boards.
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Figure 5.0-2. -- Electro-optic interface boards will be mounted in an engine mountable
enclosure.
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Figure 5.0-3. -- Electro-optic Interface boards would be bmbrlr.ated to common
electrical, mech|nlcal, and opUcsl interface specifications.
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&O CRITICAL COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT NEEDS

Accelerated development of electro-optic components is required to meet the size and

environmental requirements for the electro-optic architecture in propuls/on eoalmi systems. Five

areas of technology must be addressed: optical sources, optoelectronic deviee integration and

packaging, optical switches, fiber-optic component reliability, and interface standaxds.

l-

I.

I.

The FOCSI program concluded that optical cable, connectors, and fiber_ sensors are now

available for EOA development. The FOCSI cable and connector hardware were presented in Section

3.2, figure 3.2-1. Evaluation ofthis hardware in long term exposure to the engine environment is still

required.

In the area of optical sources, development should address increased optical power for all

applications, broader spectra for WDM systems, and lasers for operation at 125 C.

In the area of optoelectronic device integration and packaging, the outstanding need for further

i EOA development is for pigtailed functional modules for key EOA interface functions. As stated in

Section 3.3.3 on the subject of size, maximum utilization of hybrid optoelectronic packaging and

monolithic integrated electronic circuit arrays will be required to produce electro=optic i-_terfaces thatfit within the confines of the EEC enclosure. These components will be in the form of

multi-application, general purpose pigtailed functional modules 0PFIvl) to ease electrical and

mechanical design.

Three module designs are proposed: a broadband optical source module, a WDM receiver

.[ module, and a dual LED TDM pulse transmitter. These modules will perform the fiber.optic sensor
excitation and detection functions in the EOA. These functions will allow optical multiplex to interface

multiple optic sensors to the EEC processor. The broadband optical source module includes an LED

current drive, and feedback circuits. This will provide the 2 gWInmarray, source optical component

optical power density over the 200 nm wavelength range requited for the WDM F.KIA discussed in

Section 30- The WDM receiver module consists of a PIN photodiode array, analog multiplexer, and

A/D convener. The WDM receiver will detect the optical signals in the ten spectral bands for the

WDM EOAs discussed in Section 3.2. The TDM transmitter module consists of two LEDs with high

speed pulse circuits. This component willproduce the narrow, high intensity pulses required for the

TDM EOA presented in Section 3.2.

Optical switches for the EOA were described in Section 3.3.5. Presently ava/lable optical switch

technology does not satisfy system requirements. Improvements in loss, speed, wavekmgth sensitivity,

and ¢nviroumental capabilities are needed.

AS stated in Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.6 (on optical power budgets and reliability respectively), the

, performance of optical components (e.g. optical power levels, spectral properties, noise levels, optical

loss, and failure rates) must be maintained over the environment. In particular, the performance

models used for the electro-optic architecture require that over the lifetime (typically on the order of

10,0130 hours) and the environment the followin 8 conditions must be maintained:
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Opticalsourcepowermustnot drift morethreedecibels.

Optical spectra must not drift more than 50 rim.

Receiver noise levels must not drift more than one decibel.

Optical link loss must not drift by more than three decibels.

Failure rate of an inmrfgce oimuit must be lsm than 4zl0"6/lmur.

For each of the electro-optic designs an optical interface specification must be provided to

insure compatibility in fiber sims, connectors, optical power levels, and optical spectral

characteristics. Each spec/fication must indicate the sensors to which that interface is •pplicable,

properties of the optical source (optical power, spectral components), properties of the receiver

(sensitivity, bandwidth, tim/n& spectral filter/ng_ and properties of the sensor (loss, delays).

Standard interfaces will be required also for econom/cal design of future aircraft systems

employing optical sensors. These standards would allow • modular system architecture providing

greater flex/bility in design, upgrades, and maintenance. The basic interface specifications would

include wavegnide parameters (such as core size and numerical aperture)_ wavelengths, optical power

levels, and component Josses. H a common TDM interface is to be used for • variety of sensors, then •

common time delay standard and pulse waveform must be set. H WDM is to be used with a variety of

sensors, then realistic standard wavelength bands need to be specified. In either case the fundamental

link characteristics: core diameter, numerical aperture, and loss must be specified. The five

multimode, passive fiber-optic sensor types can be covered by four general specifications: Optical

interconnect, Spectral properties, Tune domain properties, and Sensor haertion loss.

It must be noted here that it is presentlyvet7 difficult to impose common standards on producers

of fiber-optic sensors. This is true for two reasons: (1) Many sensor designs have been optimized for a

specific fiber type (e.& 50/85, 50/125, or 2N}/2_ in particular cases) so producers may claim their

design cannot be made compatible with common interface using • standard fiber size (e.g. 100/140);

and (2) some producers do not wish to sell fiber-optic sensors separately fTom their electro-optic

circuits because proprietary signal processing or electro-optic components are used or sale of the

complete system is more profitable.

Standards for optical fiber sensors have been discussed in industry committees. A white paper

outlining areas requiring standardization in TDM and WDM sensor interfaces Was presented to a

meeting of interested industry specialists. Comments were received and the drafts were revised

accordingly. The revised drafts will be presented to the SAE AS3 Fiber-43ptics committee sensor task

•group. A desire for • rational selection of a standard fiber for aircraft was expressed by most, though

there were some feelings that it is too early to standardize the fiber size. Instead, fiber types may be

specific to the application. Also, standard opticai nw,asmement techniques are needed: e.& optical

power and 10ss in sbon links and optical signal to noise ratios.

The commercial aircraft and engine companies are presently seeking standards for a fiber-optic

interface benveen the engine control and the airframe. For example, environmental requirements,

fiber sizes, and connector types to implement optic data bus and thro_e position sensing are needed.

Also needed are recommehded practices for testing and installation.
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APPENDIX A.

•VENDOR INFORMATION REQUEST

This attachment describes technical data requested bythe United 'lbclmologies Research Center

(UTRC) for NASA Contract NAS3-25343 to design an optimal arch/tecture for electso.4_tical

Imising and control in advanced aircraft and space systems. The propulsion system Full Authority

DigitaJ Electronic Control (FADEC) will be the focus for the study. Consideration of this system

provides a concrete example for evaluation of a variety of sensors and multiplexing techniques. Unlike

earlier studies, the emphasis of this program will be on the FADEC interface design rather than on the

transducer technology itself.

The program will evaluate a variety of electro-optic architectures and complete a conceptual

design of an all-optic aircraft propulsion control system by:. (1) establishing criteria for the

comparative evaluation of various optic arch/tecmres; (2) identifying and characterizing candidate

optic systems in a u_de study matrix format; then O) performing a evaluation of the impact of the

selected system on the control.

Designs for candidate fiber optic systems for measurement of the parameters listed in the

attached Table A.1 are required for item (2) above. The accuracy and operating environment for the

sensois are as shown in the table. The sensor interface, electronics, including the optical sources,

detectors, and filters must operate on a heat sink tempecature ranging from -54 to 125 C. The designs

should reflect the state-of-the an forecast for the late 1990's.

In addition to a system block diagram and general description, the design reports should include

the following 17 items:

. Types of sensors: Which of the sensors listed in Table A.I can be accommodated in

the design? Which cannot? What optical sensing mechanism is employed for each

quantity?

2. Signal compensation or calibration: Is the sensing mechanism digital or analog? If

analog, then what compensation or referencing method is employed?

3. Number of channe/s: How many sensors can share a single optical source or
receiver?

4. Number of dimnct sources:. How many optical sources, light emitting diodes or laser

diodes, are required to service all of the sensors shown in Table A.I?

5. Number of detectors: How many optical detectors are required to service all of the
sensors shown in Table A.I?

6. Number o/fibers: How many parallel optical fibers are required to service all of the

sensors shown in Table A.I?

A-1



7. 1/Opmcounr. How manyop_cal connector contacts are requiredto connect the FA-

DEC to the optic sensors?

8. Opt/ca/power margin: What is the optical power level of each source in the design?

What is the receiver noise level? What are the sensor and link losses?

. Sgna/procem_ _ How much time is required for the electronic interface to

compute the sensor value? Wha_ is the bandwidth of the analog portion of the re-
ceiver?

10. Complete. How many circuit ekments (transistors, amplifiers, logic elements) are

in the electronic interface?

11. F_,/ecm'c.a/.vower consumpuon: How many warn of electrical power are required for

the interface circuitry?

1_ l/O c/rcu_ area: Estimate the circuit board area required for the electro-optic inter-

face. Specify where electro.optic hybrids or custom monofithic integrated circuits

could be used to minimize the size of the interface.

13. We_hr. Estimate the weight of the electro-optic interface and the fiber optic cable

in the system.

14. Rz/mb//_. Estimate the mean time to failure of the electro-optic interface based on

the number of electronic circuit elements and electro-optic components.

15. Redundancy:.. How would redundancy be implemented for the sensor network?

16. M_///_. When the system fails, how are fau/ts isolated? What components

would be repaired or replaced?

17. Am//ab//ity or de_dopment schedsde:. Are all of the components in the system avail-

able today in flight quality? What components are lacking? What new develop-

ments are needed for this design?

I
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Number of
Sensors

4

2

4
2

5

2
1

3

3

TABLE A.I - FADEC SENSOR SET wrrii UNIFORM

TEMPERATURE SPECIFICATIONS

Update
Measurement Tune Accuracy Range

Linear position
Linear position

Linear position

Linear position

Linear position
Linear position
Rotary position

5ms 4- 0.36 cm 0 to 36cm

10ms 4-0_6 cm 0_to 26 cm

5 ms 4- 0.18 cm 0 to 18 ¢m

10ms 4- 0.09 cm 0to9cm
5 ms 4- 0.05 cm 0 to 5 ¢m

10ms 4- 0.05 cm 0toScm

10 ms 4- 0.2 de8 0 to 130 de8

Gas temperature 120ms

Gas temperature 20 ms

Fuel temperature 120 ms

Turbine blade

temperature 20 ms

Light off detector 20 ms

Fuel flow 10 ms
Fuel flow 40 ms

1 Gas pressure 10 ms
1 Gas pressure 120 ms
1 Gas pressure 10 ms

1 Hydraulic pressure 40 ms

1 Fuel pressure 120 ms

Ambient

Rotaryspeed 10ms
RoI_'y speed 10 ms

-54 to 200 C
-54 to 200 C

-54 to 200 C
-54 to 200 C

-54 to 200 C

-54 to 200 C

-54 to 200 C

1 Vibration 120 ms

4-2C -M to 260 C -54 to 200 C

4-11C Oto 1500 C Oto 350C

4- 3 C -54 to 180 C -54 to 200 C

4-10C 500 to 1500 C -54 to35_ C

.+..5% < 29Ohm

(optical wavelength)

zootc sm ks/hr.
5000 to 16ooo kf/hr.

(1 inch diameter)

2

4- 4.0 kPa
4- 1.0 ida
4- 40 kPa

4-40 kPa
_-L40 LPa

7 to 830 kPa
7 to 280 kPa

35 to 5000 kPa

500 to 8000 kPa
0 to 690 kPa

650 to 16000 rpm
1600 to 19000 rpm

4-2.5 g

Fluid Level 120 ms 4- 2 %

A-3

0to50g

(10Hzto ZkHz)

-54 to 350 C

-54 to 200 C
-54 to 200 C

-54 to 350 C
-54 to 200 C
-54 to 350 C

-54 to 200 C
-54 to 200 C

-54 to200 C

-54 to 200 C

-54 to 350 C

-54 to 200 C
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

" Use of fly-by-wire systemsin aircraft to monitor and control the propulsion and flight, has

been recognized to limit the performance, maneuverability and safety of the aircraft in a

flight critical application. Lighting, EMI and EMP (electromagnetic effects) affect the
electrical signals in the sensor, electronic control units (ECU) and/or the signa/

transmission on the electrical wiring between the sensor and the ECU. Interference

induced in the signals by the electromagnetic effects can lead to inappropriate control

system response or catastrophic failure of the control system. The EMI and EMP problems

are exacerbated in aircraft whose structures are fabricated with advanced composite

materials that have poor electrical insulation properties. Such systems may be shielded

from lighting, EMI and EMP by using metallic enclosures and braided wire mesh to

enclose them in an electromagnetic.ally sealed envelope. However, electromagnetic

shielding of wiring, sensors and ECU adds weight and bulk to the control system and

therefore does not offer any advantage.

In an effort to improve this situation, NASA Lewis Research Center has planned a study to

implement fiber-optics in advanced aircrafts that provides ao'vantages not realized in a

conventional system architecture. This technology will allow complete replacemem of the

fly-by-wire system by a fly-by-light one. Introduction of fiber-optic data links and

multiplexed optic-sensor arrays will provide reduction in harness and system weight, system

size and added advantage of high temperature capability, wide bandwidth, immunity to

EMIL, EMP and RFI.

Teledyne Ryan Electronics (TRE), under subcontract to United Technologies have studied

Time Division Multiplexing CIDM) techniques as applied to the fiber-optic sensors and

electro-optic (EO) system architecture. A description of the optimum EO architecture to

multiplex 43 sensors is provided based on the most promisin 8 TDM scheme of the three

"rDM schemes studied. In Section 2, the standard (EO) sensor system architecture is

described using six separate system interfaces. In Section 3, six common optical sensing

concepts are identified and described to group 43 sensors. Section 4 provides the

description of primarily two of the six interfaces required followed by a description of the
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three TDM schemes is Section 5. In Section 6, a brief description of the seventeen items

per UTRC request is provided along with references in Section 7.
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SECTION 2

ELECTRO.OPTIC SENSOR SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

Figure 2-1 shows a block diagram of the sensor system electro-optical architecture that may

be used to service all 43 sensors listed in Table 2-1 using time division multiplexing (TDM).

The architecture contains the circuitry necessary to interrogate each sensor process and

translate the data as required, store the data, send the data to the host system and control

the operadon of the entire interface.

The group of 43 sensors are separated into six sub-groups according the type of processing

required for that sensing concept. Each of .the six sub-groups has separate transmitters,

receivers and a data preprocessing section to perform data conversion and/or averaging so

that the data presented to the controller is in a common paranel, digital format. Due to the

speed of the interrogation cycle for some of the sensor types it is advantageous to

incorporate some discrete data preprocessin8 in separate circuitry in each of the six

interface subsections. The preprocessing includes averaging of the data over several

samples or some specific time duration in the ease of the frequency meamrement and

conversion of the data from one format to another. The sensor measurement concepts,

interface configurations and operation of each of the six types of interface sections are

described in a later section of this report.

As mentioned above, six interface sections are required to address the six subgroups of

sensors. For the digital sensors such as the linear, rotary and fluid level (incorporates a

position sensor with bellows) one common interface is allocated to multiplex 21 of these

sensors. All of these sensors utilize a digital code scale and fiber optic delay lines to create

a serial digital code that represents the position of the code scale. This mncept has been

demonstrated on the Advanced Digital Optica] Control System (ADOCS) program that

TRE has been involved in for the past six years. Thirty sensors using this concept have

been flight tested in a helicopter flight control system with a total flight time of over 500

hours.

Pressure and fluid flow sensors that employ the microbend measurement concept are

combined on a second analog interface section. The microbend measurement concept has

been used widely and prototypes of pressure, vibration and other sensors have been tested

and demonstrated for high temperature applications.

2-1
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Table 2-1. FADEC Sensor Sel with Uniform TempemtuLr¢ Spec/ficafions

Number of Update
Sensors Heasurement Time Accura:y. Range Ambient

4 Linear position 5 ms +/- 0.36 cm 0 to 36 cm -54 to 200 C
2 Linear pc_ition 10 ms +/- 0.26 cm 0 to 26 c= -54 to 200 C
4 Linear position 5 ms +/- 0.18 cm 0 to 18 cm -54 to 200 C
2 Linear position 10 ms +/- 0.09 cm 0 to 9 cm -54 to 200 C
5 Linear position 5 ms +/- 0.05 cm 0 to 5 cm -54 to 200 C
2" Linear position 10 ms +/- 0.05 cm 0 to 5 ¢m -54 to 200 C
1 Rotary position 10 ms +/- 0.2 deg 0 to 130 deg -54 to 200 C

1 Gas temperature 120 ms +/- 2 C -54 to 260 C -54 to 200 C
4 Gas temperature 20 ms +/-11C 0 to 1500 C 0 to 350 C
1 Fuel temperature 120 ms +/- 3 C -54 to 180 C -54 to 200 C
1 Turbine blade

temperature 20 ms +/-10 C 500 to 1500 C -54 to 350 C

1 Light off detector

3 Fuel ilov
3 Fuel flov

1 Gas pressure
1 Gas pressure
1 Gas pressure
1 Bydraullc pressure
1 Fuel pressure

1 Rotary speed

1 Rotary speed

1 Vibration

1 Fluid level

20 ms +/-5 % < 290 run -54 to 350 C
(optlcal vavelength)

10 ms,+/-100 kg/hr,200 to 6000 kg/hr, -54 to 200 C
40 ms,+/-100kglhr,5000 to 16000 kg/hr,-54 to 200 C

(1 inch diameter)

10 ms +1-4.0 kPa 7 to 830 kPa -54 to 350 C
120 ms +1-1.0 kPa 7 to 280 kPa -54 to 200 C

10 ms +1-40 kPa 35 to 5000 kPa -_ to 350 C
40 ms +/-40 kPa 500 to 8000 kPa -54 to 200 C

120 ms +/-40 kPa 0 to 690 kPa -._ to 200 C

10 ms +/- 7 rpm
10ms +/- 7 rpm

120 ms +/- 2.5g

650 to 16000 rpm -54 to 200 C
1600 to 19000 rpm -54 to 200 C

0 to 50 g -54 to 350 C
(10 Bz to'l kBz)

120 ms +/-2Z 0 to 15 cm -54 to 200 C

2-3
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The temperature sensors that use the absorption concept may'be designed in to a very

sire/far optical configuration compared to the microbend sensors. The return signals and

the processing required is sufficiently similar that these may be multiplexed into the same

interface sect/on. These sensors are designed using the concept of I/ght absorption in

material which has a well defined temperature dependence. The light amplitude returned

to the interface is measured and convened to a d/gital word that represents the

temperature.

The turbine blade temperature sensor, which is based on a noncontact measurement

technique, is used for the turbine blade section. This sensor mon|tors the blackbody

radiation from the turbine blades at two closely spaced wavelengths and from the ratio of

the amplitudes at these two wavelengths the temperature is determined. Since the

radiation being monffored is continuous and the processing required is unique, this sensor

cannot be multiplexed with others. Therefore, a separate interface is required for this

se_r.

The light off detector uses a measurement technique that mon/tors a continuous source of

radiation to determine when it has exceeded a predetermined level Period/caDy a

reference signal is sent to the sensor and a portion of this signal is reflected back to the

interface. This reflected return signal is used to calibrate the sensor. The interface

measures the target radiation level and compares it to the return reference level. Since the

radiation source being monltored for this sensor is also continuous and the processing

unique, it also cannot be multiplexed with other sensors.

The vibration sensor is also a continuous measurement system. The sensor is a microbend

aceelerometer in wh/ch one of the m/crobend gratinp is fixed and the other acts as an

inertial mass which moves with applied acceleration. The light transmission through the

fiber is modulated at the rate of the applied acceleration. The processing of the output

data depends on the type of information required at the output of the sensor interface. If

the rms value of the acceleration over the frequency range of interest is required then the

processing is relatively simple. If a data set is required which gives the acceleration

amplitude as a function of frequency, then an _ processor is used in the interface design.

This should be feas_le within the bounds of a single circuit card of moderate size.

The rotary speed sensors use an optical reflect/ve light chopper to monitor the speed of

rotating shahs. The processing required for these two sensors is to count the pulse

2-4
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frequencies over the data updai_, time interval Further study is.required to determine if

they can be tfme multiplexed intu a single receiver and frequenoj counter.

Figure 2-2 shows a timing diagram of the sensor interrogation sequence. The group of 43

sensors is divided into six subgroups according to the data update time required for each

sensor. The sensor interrogation process is divided into frames of 120 ms each. Each

flame is divided into 12 subframes of $ ms each. During each subframe the sensor group

with the update period requirement less than or equal to the update period for that sensor

group is interrogated.

The interrogation of the digital and analog sensor types shown in Figure 2-1 is performed

l_ sequentially with relatively short sample times. The interrogation of the temperature and
frequency measurement types may use sample times that are longer than the 5 ms. Th_

means that the sampling of these sensors may be done concurrently with the sampling of
other sensors in other groups. For the most efficient use of the circuitry the senSOrs

within each of the sensor groups should be completely multiplexed or sequenl/ally

sampled using as much common circuitry as possible.

E

[

[

F

1

IIUBFRAME
SEQUENCE NO.

SENSOR
GROUP

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 le

0 E 10 IS 20 25 30 N 40 46 Ii0 118 l0 (16 70

TIME, mm

GROUP UPDATE PERIOD

1 §ms
2 lOmm
3 20ms
4 40 ms
6 120 ms

Figure 2-2. Sensor Interrogation Timing Diagram
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SECTION 3

OPTICAL SENSING CONCEPTS

The list of sensors in the data requirements package of UTRC may be designed using six

optical sensing concepts. Table 3-I summa.,iz_ the types of sensors and the corresponding

mechanism used to perform the measurement.

Table 3-I. Types of Sensors

Sensor

Position

Temperature

LightOff
Fuel Flow

Pre._ure

Rotary Speed

Vibration

Fluid Level

No. of Sensors

2O

6

I

I

6

5

2

I

1

,Specific C.oncept

(Z) Oray-code/Z_ Opdc_ TDM

(2) Absorption/fluorescence

(3) B  .k-body r U on
(4) Opti TDM
(2) Ap semor/vortex shedding frequency

with microbend sensor

(2) Microbend sensor/amplitude

(5) Rotor Reflection Frequency

(6) Microbend Accelerometer

(1) Bellows + Position Sensor (Digital TDM)

3.1 DIGITAL OPTICAL TIME DMSION MULTllPI-I_X'ING _II'DIMnCONC?EPT

The d/gita] optical TDM method of measuring position has been dem_ on the

ADOCS program and a second generation of such a transducer is being developed at TRE

under the Advanced Optical Position Transducer (AOFF) program sponsored by the U.S

Army.

The measurement method may be describedby referring to Figure 3-1. The Figure shows

a reflective digital code scale with a linear array of fibers used to interrogate the code scale.

Each of the fibers in the array or read head is connected through a delay fine to the

interconnect cable. The electro-optical interface at the other end of the cable conm/ns a

transmitter and receiver. The transmitter produces an interrogation pulse about 20 ns wide

wh/ch is coupled to the transducer through the interconnect cable. Each successive delay

Rue in the transducer is progressively delayed by an amount sufficient to provide a round



.p

trip dela), time of 20 ns, which is the width of the interrogation.pulse. In this manner, a

single interrogation pulse 20 ns wide generates a serial pulse train that represents the state

of each data bit on the code scale by a unique time cell

CLOCK I

MOTION

DIRECTIONAL

TRANSMITTER

ENCODE

HEAD
FIBERS

REFLECTIVE/ABSORBING

PATTERN

RECEIVER _i-- +_ SYNC (_

POWER

DIGITAL OUTPUT SPLITTER/COMBINER

(SERIAL)

Figure 3-1. Digital Displacement Transducer Element with Reflective Gray-Code Scale

Figure 3-2 shows the liming sequence for the interrogation operation. The received signal

on the second line shows Fresnel reflections from connectors, followed by the signals from

the digital code scale in the transducer. The first bit to return is always high and is used for

an amplitude and timing reference in the recovery of the data bits.

3.2 ANALOG MICROBEND CONCEPT

Figure 3-3 shows an illustration of the analog microbend concept which may be used for

measuring sma_ displacements of diaphragm and beams. A fiber is placed between two

complementary gratings which is displaced as the gratings are moved closer together. The

displacement of the fiber causes bending that extn'bits excess optical loss that is a well

defined function of the displacement. This method of sensing displacement has been well

documented in the literature( 1) and has been used in the industry for pressure, flow and

acceleration measurements.
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Figure 3-3. Schematic Representation of Microbendi_ Sensor

Figure 3-4 shows the complete fiber-optic _t of a microbend sensor. Two mirrored

fiber ends are used to give reflected signals back to the electro- optical interface. One

delay line is placed in the common path for the two reflections to separate the first mirror

!
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Figure 34 shows the complete fiber-optic circu/t of a microbend sensor. Two mirrored

fiber ends are used to g/ve reflected signals back to the elecu'o- optical interface. One

delay line is placed in the common path for the two reflec_om to separate the tint m/nor

reflection in time from the connector reflections. A second fiber is routed through the

microbend gratings and a second delay line to the second mirrored end. The tint reflection

provides a .timing and amplitude reference and the second reflection provides a measure of

the attenuation due to displacement through the gratings.

Figure 3-5 shows the _ _ of the interroption cycle. A ummn/t pulse of 100 ns

duration is used which requ/res a receiver bandwidth of about 10 MHz. The third line

shows the two return signals for the reference pulse and the measurement pulse. During

processing, gates sample the amplitudes of the two pulses from wh/ch the grating

displacement is calculated.

I

LOAD I

DIRECTIONAL

COUPLER

Figure 3-4. Time Division Multiplexed M/crobending Optical Transducer

DATA

',G.AL I L.J L--
Illlll IlIENC| MIA•URIMINT

PULSE PULSE

|AMPLE
GATE A

Figure 3-5. Signal Tuning Diagram for Microbending Transducer
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3.3 BLACK.BODY RADIATION __I_I_NT CONCW_PT

Figure 3-6 shows the Black-Body Radiation measurement ¢once_ which may be used in

two modes of operation. The mode more suitable for the tm'bine temperature application

is the non-contact type where the sensor is brought in proximity of the tm'bine. Using

optical imaging, radiation _om the turbine blade is collected and trangp_ted via an optical

fiber light .chopper to electro-optic unit where it is detected processed and formatted.

Details on the description are provided in reference (2).

Because of the nature of the sensing concept, this sensor cannot be multiplexed. However,

several such sensors could be operated from a common electro-optic unit, but at the

expense of bigger interface volume.

Chopper
Connector _=

T . Fiber
Sapphire
Black Body
Sensor/
Fiber OpLic
Probe

Coupler _ Display

!
]

I

I Signal

D2 Processor

Ge|n
Computer

F1 & F2 - FilLers .

D1 & D2 - DeLecLors

A 1 & A2 - Amplifiers

Figure 3-6. Fiber Optic Temperature Sensor System
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3A LIGHT-OI_ DETECTOR CONCEPT

Figure 3-7 shows a block diagram and timing d/agram for the light-off detector. Since this

sensor is always active and 0ight coming in from the object that is being monitored), it

needs to be cah'brated only occasionally. The cah'bration is performed by sending a

reference light pulse to the sensor which is reflected back to the interface from the

referencc.m/rror. Th/s return pulse is used to cah'brate the fiber optic link to the sensor

and compensate for variations in the link losses. The mnpl/tude of the Hight being emitted

from the object may then be precisely measured and compared to a predeterm/ned level

A measurement higher than a threshold level ind/cates that the I/ght is on.

This measurement concept is sufficiently different from the others to preclude

mult/plexing it with any other sensor proposed in this report. It is possible to muhiplex

this sensor with others of the same type, but separate receiver preamplifiers must be used

with each sensor with electrical switch/ng at the output of the preamplifiers,

&

|

f f
CONNECTOR lqll;IElqENCl[

REFLECTIONS PULSE

: TiME

Figure 3.7 Block Diagram and Timing Diagram for Light Off Detector
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3.5 ROTARY SPEED SENSOR CON_

Figure3-8shows a systemblockdiagramofa _tem with':two_eed sensors.The

principle used for determining speed is to modulate the I/ght amplitude in the sensor at a

rate directly proportional to the speed of the shaft being monitored. The processor

measures this frequency of the modulation and calcula_ the rotary speed.

Another approach that is currently under development at TRE can also be used to

measure the gasifier turbine speed of an engine. In this approach the pressure

fluctuat/ons fzequency at the _ edge of the turbine blades is measured by a

microbend modulator through a diaphragm. This approach h suitable for applications

where the sensor service temperature requirements exceed 200°C. Therefore, this

technique is not recommended for this application.

I

[

I

TO
CONTROLLER

RECEIVER

TRANSMITTER [

I
I
I

TRANSMITTER I

RECEIVER

FREQUENCY

[ COUNTER I

I I
ELECTRO-OPTICAL INTERFACE

SENSOR

NO. 1

NO. 2

Figure 3-8. System Block Diagram for Frequency Meuu:_ent Sensors with No

Multiple.en_
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The fight ampl/mde modulation technique that is used in the proposed sensor is shown in

Figure 3-9. Two fibers are focused onto a disk coupled to the shaft being monitored. The

disk has alternating reflective and non-reflective areas that pass under the two fibers.

When a reflective area is under the fibers, I/gh't/s coupled from the input fiber. This

system forms a reflective optical chopper.

LENSES

INPUT OUTPUT E

SHAFT C

i m

HOUSING

REFLECTIVE CHOPPER DISK

¢

Figure 3-9. Conceptual Diagram of Optical Rotary Speed Sensor

Several signal processing methods are considered for memuring speed. The simplest is a

digital counter wh/ch simply counts the pulses generated as a remit of reflective and non-

reflective areas. Tais processor requires 0_¢ highest signal-to-noise ratio of all the

processors considered. For the optical chopper type of sensor this processor should be

adequate.

The second type of processor that may be considered for measuring speed is a tracking

filter such as a phase locked loop matched to the signal bandwidth and dymun/cs,

followed by a counter. This has the advantage of being able to el/minate much of the

3-8
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noise w/thin the total receiver bandwidth requ/red to accommodate the total frequency

range of the incoming signs/. The potential disadvantage of this 'system is the difficulty in

identifying the appropriate signal from spurious signals with shnilar amplitudes in the

frequency range of interest.

A third type of processor that is being considered is an FFT processor. _ is the most

universal processor and provides the best performance since it may emily be progrmnmed

to adapt to a wide range of signal conditions. With current.technology it is also the most

complex and largest in size. As the state-of-an in electronics changes, the level of

integration and design of more complex digi:al signal processors will be feasible and it

will be possible to build a programmable high speed FIT processor with very few

components. The attractive feature of this system is that it provides much additional

information on the stares of the engine or syste m being monitored.

A detailed system analysis needs to be performed to determine the feas_nlty of

multiplexin 8 the two sensors into a single receiver and frequency counter. If there is

sufficient signal-to-noise ratio or contrast ratio and a sufficient number of pulses to

determine the speed to the required accuracy in half of the update period then the

multiplexing should be feasible.

r 3.6 VIBRATION MEASUI_EMENT CONCEPT
Vibration may be measured using an accelerometer wb2ch employs a fiber.optic

microbend sensor that measures the force required to accelerate a mass. The mass is

mounted to a thin, wide beam and contains corrugations on its lower surface. The base of

the accelerometer contains mating corrugations and a support for the ends of the beam.

A fiber loop is clamped between the two sets of corrugations. Accelerations of the base

cause a relative motion between the mass and the base, resulting in microbending and an

intensity modulation of the optical power in the fiber loop. The accelemmeter ranse and

sensitivity are determined by the stiffness of the beam and by the quantity of mass

mounted on the beam. These parameters can be adjusted to tailor the accelemmeter to

specific measurement requirements. A detail study on this matter is provided in

reference (3).
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SECTION 4

I. ELECTRO-OPTICAL INTERFACE DESCRHrrION

" A wtal of six electro-optic interfaces are required to address the list of 43 seasors.

Description of primarily two types, digital and analog interfaces which were examined at

TRE are provided in this section. The rest four EO interfaces require additional

evaluation and analysis and therefore, is beyond the scope of this work.

4.1 DIGITAL OPTICAL TDM SENSOR INTERFACE

Figure 4-1 is a block diagram of the electronic interface for digital optical TDM sensors.

This block diagram is representative of the functions required for aircraf_ sensor systems

including a dual interface to the host system. The main elements of this interface are as

follows:

[

l

[

l

!

lo

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Separate transmitter for each sensor

Common receiver for a group of sensors

Serial to parallel convener

Digital data averager

Gray to binary convener

Two dual port memories for the host interface

Transmitter sequencer

Transmitter auto level control (ALC) circuit

System controller

1

[

I

[

Figure 4-2 shows a timin 8 diagram of the sensor interrogation sequence. This

diagram shows a group of 24 sensors being interrogated in a sequence after a single sum

command is received from the host system. After receiving the start command from the

host system the controller selects the first sensor and sends a ummmit pulse to that sensor.

The received signal is shown on the second line from the bottom. The serial received

signal is convened to parallel format then averaged in the digital averager. This data word

interrogation cycle is repeated 32 times for each sensor before the data is convened to

binary format and stored in the interface memory. The 32 sample averaging gives an

improvement in the optical link sensitivity of about 13 riB.
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TRANSMITTED
PULSE

RECEIVER
BLANKING

Figure 4-2. Transm/ned and Encoded Reflected $/gnais in Tune D/v/s/on Multiplexed

Optical Transducer

4.2 ANAI._G MICROBEND SENSOR INTERF,tC"E

Figure 4-3 is a block diagram of the elec_on/c interface for an mflog microbend sensor

system. The main elements of this interface are:

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

System conu'oller, data processor and interface

Transm/t timing controUer

One Ixansminer per sensor

Receiver

Sample and hold diner

Two sample and hold circuits

Analog dataselector

The block diagram shows that the essential difference from the digital system is the s/gnal

processing/data recovery section. Although the details are not shown here, the interface to

the host system is identical to the interface for the digital sensor system including the dual

dam bus/f required. Refer to the timing diagram in F/gm'e 3-5 for this discussion of the

operation of this system. A sensor channel is selected and a single Ixansmit pulse is

generated upon/n/clarion of the interrogation process by command from the host system.

The return signals consist of a reference signal and a measurement signal. The amplitude
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of each of these signals is sampled and convened to d/gital format by the A/D convener

and then read into the data processor. Since this transm/t/receive cycle takes less than 500

ns, this cycle is repeated 32 times and the ampl/tude data is averaged in the data processor

to provide add/tional $I_R ma_ At the end of the interrogation of one sensor channel

the.next sensor is selected and the interrogation process is repeated for that sensor until all

sensors have been interrogated.

TRAmlTI'Elll OUTPUT
TO NO. 1 OATA

NO. 1

1'_4OTOO[TECTOR/
FIECEIVEFI

lUELl_r

START

Figure 4-3. Block Diagram of Electron/c Interface for Analog Microbend Sensors
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SECTION $

TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING SCHEMES
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There are three sensor system multiplexing ard_itectures that are considered for

evaluation." The previous electro-optical interface descriptions, are based on one of these

three concepts but the operation of the interface is emily adapted to the other two methods

by altering the method of selecting the individual sensors.

$.1 SYSTEM CONCEPT A

Figure 5-1 is a block diagram of a sensor system using the multiplexing concept with one

common receiver for a group of sensors and a separate tmnsm/tter for each sensor. As

described previously, the selection of the individual sensors is done by selecting the

appropriate transmitter. The main advantage of this system is that it provides the most

efficient use the availab!e optical power. 'I'nh will be di.umssed further in the section on

the SNR budgets.

W"-

I
I
t
I

I
I
I
I
I

_ll_ m m m m m m R m_m m

TRANSMITTER "7

N CHANNEL
DIGITAL

CHANNEL
SELECTOR

DIGITAL DATA

coNTROkLER,
DATA

PROCESSOR &

INTERFACE

TR_ER-

!
I

I
I

RECEIVER

NO. 1

I

I 'I
!

I

I
ELECTRO-OPTICAL INTERFACE ._J

mm w mm mmm m gram m mmm mmm Im

Figure 5-1. TDM Sensor System Using One Receiver with Multiple Transmitters
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Fim'¢ 5--2 is a block diagram of a sensor system using one common transmitter and

_mmm_ receivers for each sensor. The individual _n.c, ors are selected by selecting the

q_ropu_ rece/ver. The ma/n advantage of Wb system is that only one optical

Imm_mer is required for a group of sensors. Optical r_urces in the past have been

e_,,em/me and major limiting favors in the system rel/ability. The rel/abil/ty issues have

bwn sddures._d and pre.d/cte.d lffetim_ of •300 years for cw operation at 25 degrees C and

I_ ]_ms at 80 degrees C have been reported(4). _ are still hi_ but as production

increase these should come down to a level of <$100 for a fiber pigtailed dev/ce.

_ d/r,advantage of this configuration is that the optical source power must be split

ilw _ paths wh/ch reduces the system SNR budget by the number of sensors

1_l}_ulme.d from a single source. This is _-"m_ned further in the d/.scu_on on the SN'R

II II TRAN_|R

I

Ii

HiuLre 5-2. TDM Sensor System Using One Transm/tter with Multiple Receivers
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5.3 SYSTEM CONCEPT C

Figure 5-3 is a block diagram of a sensor multiplexing system using a single transmiuer and

a single receiver with an optical I:N switching network. This system provides the minlm.m

possible complexity but at this time cannot be considered practical m_nce a high speed,

mul_mode optical switch is not available. The i_gle mode wavegulde switches that are

presently av_able suffer high losses when coupled to multimode fibers bemuse of core

area mismatch. Current techniques for multimode switches such as liquid crystals, piezos,

or mechanical fiber displacemem are too slow ¢o be practical for these applicatiom.

A technology chat shows promise for a I:N optical switch network is the use of Multiple

Quantum Well (MQW) elec_o-opfic absorption switches coupled W laser cavities for

optical amplification that compensates the losses. This has been described in recent

literature (5) and it appears chat both the switches and the amplifiers way be fabricated on a

common substrate. Since this is a relatively new concept additional study is required to

determine its ultimate fem_itity, particularly with regard to the receive mode sensitivity

[ and a substantial development lead time should be anticipated. Figure 5-4 shows a block

d/agram of a switch network using this concept.

L .............

OPTICAL

RECEIVER gWITCH

.rrwoNK --'--[

SWITCH CONTROL

i

CONTROLLER,
DATA

PRocESSOR &
INTERFACE

m m m immlm m emmml

I
1

!

I
I ELECTRO-OPTICAL INTERFACE

Figure 5-3. TDM Sensor System Using One Transmitter, One Receiver and a I:N Optical

Switch Network
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The receiver sensit/vities used are taken from manufacturers data on monol/thlc

GaAs receiver amplifiers coupled to 1300 nm detectors. The actual value may

vary depending on factors such as the detector area required for a particular

multiplexing configuration. The receiver sensitivity for the digital sensor is

based on a bandwidth of 50 MHz and for the analog system 10 MHz. The SN'R

margin required to achieve the stated system performance for both sensor types
assumes averaging over 32 samples.

J

I

L

5.5 NUMBER OF gENSORS PER INTERFACE CARD

The number of sensors that may be multiplexed per single interface card depends, in

general, on the interface card size requirements, the type of TDM scheme used and

reliability. The more the number sensors the more the electronic components, Le. larger

the interface card. The reliabi//ty of the system card is qu/te complex, but one can safely

state that it reduces with increasing number of components. There are, however, three

common factors in the three proposed 1T)M schemes, such as the optical connector density

(number of connectors per unit area), sampling rate/processing time and complexity of

controller/data processing/Interface electronics that can influence the card size and these

are discussed first. Fotlowing this, the mree proposed multiplexing systems are discussed to

understand the factors specific to that configuration.

$.5.1 Common Fsetors

5.5.1.1 Ontieal Connector I)ensi_

All the sensor types included in _ report use reflective seining mechanisms which allow

the use of a single interconnect cable with a single optical connector on the interface

electronics assembly. As fiber-optic connector technology progresses the requ/red optical

connector dens/ty will become less of a l/m/ring factor than the complexity of the related

electronics. Card edge connectors with m/xed electrical/optical contacts are currently

available with optical contact spacings of 0.156 inches. However, this spacing may be

reduced by using the sil/con v-groove al/gnment blocks that provide an order of magnitude

closer spacing. A number of issues including al/gnment and temperature stability need to

be addressed prior to commercialization of connector system for the aircraft market.

$-¢.1.2 Samnle Rate/Processing Time

This factor can influence the number of sensors to be multiplexed in situations where the

sampling rate is approx/mately equal to the required update rate. Parallel processing may

provide the required update rate, but the major advantage of multiplexing is reduced. The

processing time used to interrogate each sensor is directly related to the accuracy required

5-6
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and SNR ava/lable for each fiber-optic sensor link. This implies that ff the system is

deficient in one of these parameters the other two may be sltered to overcome the

deficiency. In the ADOCS'case, however, this factor was not a problem.

The ADOCS fiber-optic sensor system uses a sample time of 16 microseconds with a

processing time of about 10 microseconds for uch sensor. Toe overlapping of the

sampling arid data processing operations with parallel processing circuitry allows the total

interrogation time to be reduced to essentially 16 microseconds. The total interrogation

time for the analog sensor types has been estimated to be approximately the same. As an

example if a 5 ms dam update period is required for each sensor then 312 sensors may be

interrogated in each update period. This is clearly not the case bemuse the complexity of

the electronics is an overriding factor limiting the number of sensors multiplexed into a

single card.

$.3.1.3 Comnlexi_T Qf C_ntmller/Duts Proeessin_Hnte_see El_ules

The ADOCS system interface electronics excluding the optical transm/tters/modulators

occupies 40 cubic inches of space using standard components and PC board construction.

With the use of ASIC and hybrid technology it is pos,_'ble to reduce _ volume to less than

10 cubic inches for this portion of the electronics. This impUes a savings of approximately

30 cubic inches of space common to the three proposed schemes.

$.5.2 Multinlextne Scheme Denendent Fs_ors

5.5.2.1 Scheme A. Senlratc Transmitters/Common Receiver

This is the TDM scheme used in the ADOCS program and has proven quite effective.

Using this scheme the total volume to multiplex 24 sensors is approximately 242 cubic

inches of which 63 cubic inches is allocated to the power supplies, 44 cubic inches to 2

circu/t boards, 30 cubic inches to optical mmsmitters and modulators, 30 cubic inches for

the receiver, and the rest for interconnect boards, fiber-optic connectors and harnesses. It

is clear that with the use of ASIC and hybrid technology, subsmn_sl volume mvin_ may be

achieved. The factors that are particularly of interest for this multiplexing are:

• Complexity of transmitter electronics/packaging density

• Maximum pra_csl detector area

Laser d/odes are currently available in 0.15 cubic inch packages with fiber pigu_. There

appears to be room in these packages for the hybrid packaged drive electronics necessary
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to create a narrow pulse and prcsdde an automatic level control input. If this is achievable,

a volume savin_ of approximately 25 cubic inches may be realized.

"The factor of maximum practical detector area that may be accommodated by a receiver

,preamplifier is dependent on several amplifiers and system design factors. These factors

iudude the system bandwidth and sensitivity requirementi and the forward gain and

feedback capacitance of the amplifier. Simulations have been done using an elecu_nic

_¢ircuit analysis program to determine the sensitivity of a typical amplifier designed for a 90

bandwidth to the detector capacitance. Fq_tre 5.4 shows the circuit with the values

_used for thh analysis and the resulting frequency response plots for frye values of detector

_¢apacitance. The following table shows typical values of capacitance v/$ detector size for a

square detector made from GalnAs material:

Detector Size. miemm C.anaeiumee. nf

75 .3

150 1.2

30O 4.8

500 13.3

1500 120.0

:Figure 5-5 shows that a bandwidth of 50 MI-h is achievable with a detector capacitance of

10 pf. From the table above we can see that the capacitance/area quotient is 5.33 X 10 -5

ipf/micron 2. A 10 pf capacitance is found in a square detector element with a side

dimension of 433 microns. With a fiber clad diameter of 110 microns, 16 h'bers (or sensors)

could be butt coupled to the detector without optimizing the packing of the fibers. If a

lower receiver sensitivity could be tolerated then a larger detector could be used and more

_sensors may be multiplexed.

S..g.2.2 System B. Senarate Receivers/Common 'ri'ansmitttn"

'The factors that determine the mnwlmum number of channels that may be multiplexed into

a gngle interface card for this nmltiplexing s3atem arc:

• System loss budget margin

• Receiver circuit complexity/packaging density

The primary limitation Of this multiplexing technique is that the power from a single optical

source is divided among the channels that are multiplexed into the interface card. For the
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SNR budget shown in Table 5-1, 24 channeLs give a SN'R penalty of 15 dB. This system

reqaines an optical source level that is not easily achievable today. In addition, the higher

powm_leveLs reduce the life of the optical source.

.Altham_ the complexity of the entire receiver is significantly greater than the complexity

of dse_trausmhter circuit, the actual circuitry that needs to be duplicated for each channel is

just the detector and preampl/fier. These are currently available in 0.075 cubic inch

psdmBes with fiber pigtails. There is some added complexity to the remainder of the

rmr to accommodate the switching and baseline stabilization required for this system

coaeSu tio-

fh.5,2J System C - Common Transmitter and Reeelver/Ontiesl Switch Network

The primary factor that determines the maximum number of channels that may be

muili_exed into a single interface card for this multiplexing system is:

.. Gain/noise performance of optical switch/amplifler network

Kiul_on (6) has shown that the noise bandwidth of a system with a laser cavity used as an

o_¢ad amplifier coupled to an incoherent detector is equal to the optical bandwidth of the

systemL This imposes a severe limitation on the application of optical amplifiers unless a

very marrowband optical filter is used. This would limit the optical system bandwidth to

somel/hin 8 close to the optical switch/ampllfler network shown in Figure 5-3 modified to

iDda_e T/R couplers at the transducer ports with the receive legs coupled together into a

receiver port. With this approach the optical amplifiers would be used in the

_t direction only. Much work remaln_ to be done to determine the tradeoffs of

s_jstem performance, complexity, reliability and cost for these various configurations.

,J

!

!
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SECTION 6

RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS

.

I. Type of Sensors

All of the sensors listed in the table have been incorporated into the system defign.

2. Signal Compensation or Cal/bration

The sensing mechanism for the position tent, ors is digital and for all of the others it is

analog. The sensor calibration methods are listed in the table below.

_fdl,_...T._ Cal_ration Method

" Digital Internally generated reference signal time-

 ep emL
I"

|. Analog Internally generated reference signal _me

Turbine Blade Temperature

Light Off Detector

multiplexed.

Two wavelength ratio.

Reference generated in the

mmmined through the tensor.

Vibration Reference generated in the interface and

Iransmined through the tensor.

Tune base in interface for frequency measurement.Rotary Speed Sensors

3. Number of Channels

interface and

L

J

I*
Each sensor has its own optical source. The digital and analog sensors share a common

receiver within their respective groups. All other sensors have separate receivers.

4. Number of Optical Sources

One source is required for each sensor except for the turbine blade sensor which .is a

passive system. Forty-two sources are required for the complete system.

!
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5. Number of Detectors

Approximately 10 detectors are required for the complete interface. The considerations

for this number are discussed in the section on multiplexing.

t

6." Number of Fibers

Each sensor requires one interconnect fiber.

7. I/O Pincount

One optical connector is required for each interconnect fiber.

8. OpticalPower Margin

The optical power budgets for the digital and analog sensors are discussed in Section 5.4.

More study needs to be performed to determine the power margins for the other types of
sensor.

Signal Processing Tune and Receiver Bandwidth

Processinf Time

16 microseconds

16 microseconds

< 3 microseconds

16 microseconds

16 microseconds

5 microseconds

,

fc.mac.T.  

Digi_

Analog

Turbine Blade Temperature

Light Off Detector

Vibration

Rotary Speed Sensors

10. Complexity

Receiver Bandwidth

50 MI-Iz

10 MI-Iz

<2kHz

10 MHz

10MHz

<50 kHz

Further study is required to evaluate this factor.

11. Electrical Power Consumption

It is anticipated that the power requirements should not exceed 25 watts.

study is required to determine this more accurately.

Add/dona]

t

.J

!
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12. I/O Circuit Area

Further design work is requ/red to evaluate this factor.

13. Weight1.
This cannot be evaluated at this time.

i 14. Reliability

o

15. Redundancy

[

:_.' 16. _taim_bility

I

I.

l

It is anticipated that the reliability requirements for flight critical aircraft systems can be

met with this sensor system. More design work is required to give an accurate MTBF

figure.

The redundancy requirements must be considered from the top level system performance

requirements. Redundancy can be provided internally in each sensor housing or by

incorporating duplicate identical sensor systems.

Fault isolation can be provided for each of the sensors to locate the fahlt to the

replaceable assembly. In the sensors that use time division multiplexing for calibration.

an analysis of the return signals will provide most of the information necessary for

isolating the faults. Studies have been done of fault isolation mzthods to identify one that

gives complete isolation of all pos_'ble faults for the digital sensor types. It may be

necessary, depending on the system requirements, to add a source at a second wavelength

to provide complete fault detection and isolation.

17. Availability or Development Schedule

Developmental models of the position semors have been extensively flight tested on the

ADOCS program. Additional work is required to make them into production items. All

of the concepts used in the other sensors have been demomu'ated but additional work is

required to develop production units.

[

!
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EXECUTIVE -q_Y

This study presents comparative infor_ation onseveral different
electrically active and passive fiber optic sensors and sensing
system architectures for future advanced aircraft applications.

The characteristics presented for architectures based on

electrically active sensors with fiber optic.signal communication
are derived from ELDEC development of EL-OPTIC TM sensors, which
have been undergoing in-flight evaluation since January of 1987.

The characteristics presented for architectures baaed on passive
fiber optic sensors are derived from development of various
intensity modulated Rultimode sensors Incorporating our patented
TDIN (time domain intensity normalization) technique.

Tradeoffs are summarized in an Architecture Characteristics
Matrix that references specific portions of the text for further

elaboration. Finally, significant sensor and system development

issues relevant to practlcal _mplementatlon of sensing system
architectures in advance aircraft are discussed.
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1 ORGANI=ATION OF THIS _

lnfor_atlon on designs for oandldate fiber optic sensor

systems, as requested by ATTACHMENT "A" of the letter

subcontract, (P.O. no. 153664), are presented In the

. beglnning of of report..Info .rmation hassection 2 this Thls

been ass_mblcd in Batrlx format to a,slst In iaenriIylng ano
characterizlng the system options.

_: In addition, ELDEC is pleased to present more detailed

Inform. atlon in the balance of section 2 and section 3
relatlng to our preferred sensor concepts and their

implementations.

2 E__TDATE FIBER OPTIC SENSOR SYSTEMS
A matrix of the characteristics of the ELDEC EL-OPTIC TM and

TDIN TM sensor concepts is presented in Tables la and ib

respectively which include references to sections of thisreport in which more detailed discussions are presented.

ELDEC hum investigated many sensing concepts and considers
r two of them most l_kely to satisfy the overall industry
|

needs, partlc_llarly those related to interface commonality
comblned with practicality. We believe that these concepts

are more likely than other alternatives to result in cost-effective devices for near term deployment. An ongoing IR&D

program is developing these two techniques into families of .

fiber optic based sensors sultable for the aerospace

of these to reach fllght test statusenvironment. The flrst

is the ELDEC EL-OPTIC sensor concept. One unit has been

flying since February of 1987 as an operatlonal device in

r scheduled commercial service and a second since January of
1988. This concept employs a battery powered electrlcal

transducer element, wlth an optical fiber slgnal llne.

_. The second concept, now being prepared for delivery, is the

ELDEC TDIN sensor concept. It employs an analog optical

, intensity modulation transducer with ratlometric

1 normalization and is an electrically passive opto-mechanJcal
device. Each of these schemes provides the advantages of

versatility and interface circuit commonality; that is, a

I single interface module design will operate with various.i transducers designed to detect many different physical

phenomena.

I" The initial development has been concluded for each program

[

!
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and we are now in position to proceed with "extending these
concepts to other sensed paraaeters. Both concepts support
the multiplexing ot sensor signals.

_o

• f
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2.1 EL-OPTIC TM description

The EL-OPTIC concept involves micro-powered, electrical

sensing elements (Is. transducers) with fi_or optic signal
lines but without any other attachlents; no electrical power

lines or electrical bonding. This concept facilitates the

development of sensors incorporating the benefits of fiber

optics that will provide state-of-the-art performance for
many present electrlcally sensed moasurands, including those

llsted in the FADEC sensor set. This concept facilitates

use of a common architecture for all sensed parameters. The

following functional blocks, shown in figure 2.1-I, comprise

a single channel of this sensor concept: electrical power

storage, systemperlod generation, the transducer and its
driver/interface circuit with data formatting, and output

signal generation. The sensor output Imploys a llghtly
stressed LED.

Most transducers, whether optical or otherwise, measure what
are basically analog phenomena. The few exceptions include

on-off parameters such as RPM indication. The EL-OPTIC

concept provides for sultable compensation and referencing

within the sensor circuits, then formats this analog data in

a standardized digitally coded optical format for transmls-
sion to a standardized receiver interface module. This

concept provides a robust optical power margin.

In our EL-OPTIC Local Sensor Interface Unit (LSIU)

architecture, presented in paragraph 2.1.2, each sensor

output function has a slngle optical fiber with one-way

signal transmission. This uses one connector terminus at

the FADEC box feeding to a dedicated optical interface

module. This electrlcallv-multinlexed approach provides a

reduction of single-point failure opportunities. The
reasons that we favor this scheme for the EL-OPTIC concept

are presented in later paragraphs of section 2 and elsewhere

in this report. The EL-OPTIC concept is, however,

compatible with optical sensor multiplexing and command-
response addressing.

The EL-OPTIC concept will acconmodate multiple fiber optic
output lines if such an architecture is required for
redundancy. It can be implemented by the addition of
another LED and connector. These outputs may then connect
to multiple FADEC units. Redundant batteries are also
possible.

-5-
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EL-OPTIC

IIECEIVEIL/INTERFACE

NODULE

BBNBOR fJYflSLSm llI, OeK DZ,KmULlbf
.

leZglDIlR 2.1-1

The fiber optic Interface module, also shown in Figure
2.1-1, is comprised of an integrated detector preamplifier
(IDP) of modest capability, an AGC aRpltfter section and

digital detector-decoder with storage buffer. No optical
source is required at the interface module.

The EL-OPTIC concept combines proven electrical sensing
• eehnologF with fiber optic signalling to provide the
environmental inunity expected from fiber optic technology.
It features total EMI Isolation, and the signal is
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unaffected by lightning strike, and ENP. O_r impleMntation
i8 designed for operation in harsh envlrorment8. A
proximity device is hermetically sealed to provide water

immersion protection and enhanced survivability to fire. It
has low weight as well as reduced systucoRplexlty and cost

relstlve to many competing passive fiber optic sensing

technologies and is far more forgiving of optical c_bllng
losses and variations in lo8s.

This sensor format has substantial advantage in the near

term (Is. 5 year time frame). Within this period, passive
fiber optic technology is not likely to be competitive with

respect to either non-recurrlng or recurring costs. El-

Optic sensors are based upon known, familiar sensing
technology with modest fiber optic content. Consequently,

development schedules and costs, as well as production

costs, may be lower and more accurately projected at program

inception.

Development risk to produce proof-of-concept sensors ratedto 130"C i8 low. Such development would meet many early
test vehicle needs and would basically be an application of
known technology. Research required to extend the EL-OPTIC

175uC is to be Iodest. Thereconcept to operation expected
is potential to further extend this concept to 300°C

[

[
[
[

operation (see section 3).

The EL-OPTIC concept is compatible with nest phenomena for
which electrical sensors presently exist. It has been
applied to non-contact proximity sensing, position sensing,
and mass flow (conceptually) at this time, with pressure and
temperature slated for future development. It complements
micro-machined electronic sensor technology. It facilitates

commonality of the sensor optical interface module
independent of the nature of the sensed parameter and
therefore should satisfy the desire for commonality.

l

L

The sensor output pulse train occupies a time span of less
than 100 microseconds. The sensed parameter value Is stored
in digital form by the end of this period. _his data i8
updated as required by the particular sensor function; for

example, once every 5 mi11Iseconds. The update rate Is tied

to sensor power requirements which are described in

paragraph 2.1.1.1.

The interface nodule will be implemented ln Application
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) form, initially as a

hybrid device having 3 IC chips. The circuits are all

.

[ -7-
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slmplt, low cost designs vlth very low stress levels and

modest purformanoe requtraents. Presently, the ZDP
detector Is an HFOD 2404. The output latched buffer can be

a low speed device equivalent to a CHO$ 54C374. The present
discra4_ tnplaentation of this scheme uses oonerctally
avai_ optical hardware of modest perfornancee draws 25
mA at _ volts, and occupies 6 square Inches of board area.

The ul_te Interface module r to be /Japlaented An high
densit7 JWXC form, will draw less than 6 nA and occupy less
than • I square inch area. The Interface receiver module

weight will depend upon the technology to k usedw but
should _m no more .than 10 grm.

The s_or environment is likely to Include extremely high
temperatmres. However, the LED end other circuit ellmonts

will I_ _peretod in forward bias only at very low duty-cycle
for wh/c_ they can show good reliability in spite of this
high temperature. It Is reasonable to extend sensor

operat£anal capability to 175°C based on work done by Eldec
Tec_ and Central Operations Division (TCO) on high
taupermtmre electronic circuits and packaging, and the
latest /reformation on the battery and LED capabilities.
Future developments should allow extension to 300°C service
te=pezabure with reliability and service lifetime.

The _GFTIC concept Involves micro-powered electrical
clrc_Lits and sensing elements, the need for vhlch Is

dtctatsdby the realities of power availability via optical
fiber, ew from small batteries when a minimum 20 year
cont_m_us service life is required dependent upon update
rate.

The nd_knun power needs are set by electrical requirements
of ti_nnstng circuit, its peripherals, and the LED signal
emitter. In virtually all practical schemes, available
power ud_l be severely restricted. In order to make such
schenes wtable, strategies must be developed that minimize
the necsmsary power level within the sensor. There is a

tradeof_etween power consumption and sensor repetition

rate |dmta update rate) in that the average available power
will be met by fixed system parameters. Several schemes are
avatlmhlQ to conserve this power. Discussion of these is
beyond t Jhe scope of thls report.

ELDECbm_ evolved • fornat for the digital output signal.
Ac_ Is not dependent upon precise t/me stability at the
sensor at receiver and does not Invoke a vide receiver

bandw_lSdh requirement. A major advantage of this EL-OPTIC

-8-



concept over passive sensing schemes is that it can provide

a robust optical power margin. ".

There are three basic ways of providing toelectrical power

the sensor circuitm; battery, power-by fiber, and local
power lines. The key to achieving the full benefits of the

EL-OPTIC concept in the near future at competitive cost and
I . performance _s the use of the local battery power source

discussed in section 3. Power-by-flber {PBF) is discussed

I in paragraph 2.1.4.1. The oonmequancem of powering a menmorby aircraft electrlcal power lines ere:

Io

[

r
2.1.1

as

b.

c.

d.

e°

f.

EMI filter capacitors must be provided;
these are physically large and expensive;
they have relatively low electrical breakdown
voltage characteristics;
it is difficult to obtain sufficient filtering
action;

some EMI in the region between 40 end i00 MHz will

get through, and

the Hi-Pot problem has not been adequately
handled, conmequently the sensor Is not

adequately protected against lightning strike.

LSIU Architecture

The ELDEC EL-OPTIC sensor concept is well suited for engineuse. It facilltates the colleotlon of signals from all of

the sensors in • local region, regardless of the parameter

being measured, through use of a small standardized sensor
(or interface) module: Use the Local Sensorreceiver of

Interface Unit (LSIU) concept ', 2, shown in Figure 2.1-2

can decrease overall system complexity, cut weight, improve

maintainability, and control cost• The standardized

interface module is a feature greatly desired by the

airframe industry.

I
"A New Approach to Sensors for Shipboard Use", W. Little,
Eldec SSD, paper presented aT the SPZE sympomlum on FIBER

OPTIC SYSTEMS FOR MOBILE PLATFORMS, 20-21 Aug. 1987, San

Diego, Callf.

2
"AN OVERVIEW OF HYBRID ELECTRICAI_OPTICALGENERALPURPOSE

SENSING", W.R. Little, Eldeo Corp., paper presented at

the SAE ASD meeting Nov. I-4, 1987 at Dallas.
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The LSZU formats and stores sensor data together with a
sensor location identification code, fault status coda and
parity bit for transmission on a data bus. Continuous
availability of the simple oporatlonal status code is a

fsaturs of significance to improve mission reliability. EL-
OPTIC sensor operability can be flagged without need for an
Intsractlvs Built-ln-Test (BIT) schaa that brings inherent
complexity and non-rellabillty. . !

maJ

| "'"'i ! I i
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e

$¢aSOII lip ¢004 llOe|l_ 114tdL |PLILi
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,....

LSIU

LSZU BLOCK DIXQRAM

FIGURE 2.1-2
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2.1.1.1 Optical power Budget

At the sensor, the present design uses a low critter drive

level to give 50 to 75 mlcrowatt8 optical output at the end

of the I00 micron core fiber optic plgtail. Future sensor

versions may have a connector. The receiver threshold, to

yield a stable digital output pulse train, 18 between 25 and
50 nanowatt8 measured at the box connector. These
characteristics provide a full 30 dB design signal budget.
These numbers also should be exceeded in well engineered
production hardware using present technology. Therefore,

this power margin allows normal system oper_tion with over
-20 dB of one-way cable and connector losses .

! 2.1.1.2 Reliability

J
A meanlngful estimate of the sansorNTBF can not be
performed at this time because of a lack of reliability data

i[ for batteries, and for the LED under the projected usage.
t An estimate of battery MTBF 18 presented in section 3. MIL-

HDBK-217E projects LED numbers to I15°C, but the projection

r. to 300°C is suspect, especially at the low duty cycle ofthis applicatlon. Details of packaging will play a major

part in component rellabillty at these high temperatures.

Reliabillty calculations have been made for a structurally
similar ELDEC product, the 8-551 proximity switch, _hat uses
a hybrld electronic circuit. This projection Is I0" hours

MTBF for the fighter aircraft uninhabited {AUF) environment
with MIL-STD-883 screening. Actual ¢omaerclal airline

service of our two piece proximity switch llne shows 150,000
hours MTBUR (unscheduled removal does NOT necessarily Imply

a sensor failure). Projecting to a mature GaAs circuit

technology with careful packaging it 18 reasonable to expect
106 hours MTBF for most EL-OPTIC sensors. These

I

[

calculations show the transducer element to contribute only

slightly to thl8 MTBF number; the electronic circuits are

the major factor.

An estimate for the interface Rodulo is again greatly

dependent upon the packaging details, but a rough-order-of-
magnitude is 100 hours MTBF based on available data for
similar ASIC devices.

-11-



2.1.2 Multiplex Architecture

The EL-OPTIC concept can lmplenent nulttplexlng with
modestly greater complexity at the sensor. Multiplex
control circuits must be added to the system and an emitter

added to the interface module. It sends a coded interroga-
tion 81gnal that elicits a response from only one of the
various (addresaable) sensors on that line. Such
multiplexing is not feasible with the present non-

multiplexed, continuously transmitting, non-synchronized
version of the EL-OPTIC sensor because of data collisions.

Optical power losses are now greater by the amount lost to
splitters and added connections. This arrangement also
results in the need for a higher powered interface emitter
and a greater electrical power drain than for non-
multiplexed EL-OPTIC. This conoept has the further dis-

advantage that each of the (addrasaable) sensors becomes
unique when assigned an address at installation which causes
a logistics penalty.

l
9(
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Arguments of maintainability and cost support the I_I_
architecture of figure 2.1-2 Involvlng the-local collection

of sensor signals at an interface "concentrator" unit

located at a bus node. These factors favor keeping the
fiber links between transducer and interface unit short with

minimal additional connections.

2.1.3 Power-by-Fiber architecture

i Power-by-flber (PBF), or Power-by-llght (PBL), technology is

one version of the ELDEC EL-OPTIC concept to facilitate the

[i combining of electrical transducer advantages with those of_iber optic signal transmission. In PBL, the necessary
sensor power is provided optically down the fiber, but must
then be converted to suitable electrical values. The lain

| concern is in supplying an adequate Input-power level to

i accommodate cable losses and the opto-electrlc conversion

efficiency. The return slgnal path is not technlcally

difficult. ELDEC has an on-going program to develop thistechnology 3.

I7

I:

[

I
[
t

l.
I

At the interface module the power source emitteris to be

•run, as a minimum, at 50% duty-c_cle and must be pushed to

its power limits at ambient temperatures within the module
housing of 125eC for engine mounted FADEC _ppllcatlon. It

will be the most heavily stressed system component; its

reliability may be a significant l_Itlng factor to the

overall system reliability.

There is a strong desire for siupllclty, both within the

electrical components and the cabling, in order to adhieve
full benefits as compared vlth existing electrical sensing

hardware. In reference 3, five major cable architectures
were identified for PBF use. From this, ELDEC has

developed means to optimize the PBF funatlon that uses only
one connecting fiber llne. This scheme avoids use of fiber

splitter/combiner elements yet shows good overall
conversion efficiency and results in lower complexity and
cost than other schemes. The trick is to balance all

aspects of the system for best advantage and to achieve the

minimum possible electrlcal load.

$
Eldec dec. 011-0871-001 "Optical Fiber Transmlsr_ion of

Power for Electrlc Circuits (Power-by-Fiber), prepared
by Diane Stong, Oct. 27, 1987.
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At the sensor, additional circuits are needed for opto-
electric power conversion. Although these are not complex,
they will increase cost.

Although the EL-OPTIC concept ia colpatible with Power-by-
Light as an alternative power $ource, it does not yield the
same advantages as battery pover. 8pecl£ically, PBL Is
limited by power conversion inefficiencies, cable/connector
losses, and a tight optical power budget. Most such work to
date ha8 depended upon laser diodes to provide an adequate
power budget but these are presently poorly suited for use
at high ambient taperatures. Compared with the battery
powered EL-OPTIC version, the PBL concept needs more
components, and will necessarily have lover predicted
reliability. Overall system developlent time and costs may
be larger and sales price higher. However, there may still
be applications for which It is an approprlata solution.

2.1.4.1 Optical Power Budget

The largest concern for PBL, the level of electrlcal power

available to the censor, ie greatly influenced by the fiber
optic cable losses. In this case, these losses are for a
one way path and result mainly from the connectors.
Assuming average quality 1.0 dB loss connector hardware,
degraded by time, temperature and other effects, it is
conservative to budget an average 2 dB loss per connection.
To thls must be added component eervice-llfetime degrada-

tion, plum system operational margin. Unfortunately, past
industry experience ham shown that there are likely to be

excessive cabling losses, perhaps a result of cable routing,
cable-tAra and the llke, and that In-service conditions can

result in significant maintenance problems when optical
power budget margins ere figured too closely. The truth is

that the Induetrydoos not, at this time, know what excess

power budget allowance will reeult in a satisfactory field-
maintenance experience.

Because of the power budget issue and architectural
considerations, the PBL scheme will be much more difficult

to configure than the battery powered version of the EL-
OPTIC concept.

-14-
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2.2 Candidate TDIN Sensor $ystems/Archltecture_(Passlve)

ELDEC has developed and patented (U.S. patent #4,681,395) a

flb2r optic sensor referencing scheme titled Time Domain

Intensity Normalization (TDIN), which Is capable of serving
as the key ingredient or building block to numerous system
architectures.

a

Basic TDIN DescriDtlon

All sensors operating within the TDIN concept analyze the

intensity of llght returned from the sensor to determine the

_easurand; that is, all are forms of intensity modulated '
sensors.

I ELDEC has chosen to focus its fiberpassive optic sensor

development efforts on analog intensity sensors for a
variety of reasons. The most important is the potential for

i_L simplicity with attendant low cost, high reliability, easymaintenance, small size and low weight. Second, intensity

E

E

r

I:
¢

6

sensors work well with low cost, broadband LED sources and

large core, step index multlaode fibers. Expensive, lower

reliability laser diodes are not required in most cases.

The use of multimode fibers in turn provides for better

source-fiber coupling and simpler, more reliable connector

designs. In contrast to Interferometrlc/slnglemode

technology, intensity modulated/multlmode technology is more
mature. Third, it has been demonstrated by a multitude of

investigators that essentlally any conceivable parameter can

be made to cause an intensity change in 8 Rultimode fiber.

Through careful design, any of these _echanisms can become

useful sensors. This broad applicability of intensity

modulation for sensing various Raasurands brings forth the

possibility that a slngle (or small sat) of standard

electrical interfaces can serve a large family of fiber

optic sensors. Finally, unlike their digital aounttrparts,

analog intensity sensors degrade gracefully in the presence
of adverse conditions, allowing continued use.

The central significance of TDIN is that it isolates the
sensor response from variations in the source power,
connector losses, fiber attenuation, and receiver
sensitivity. A block diagram of a fundamental single
channel TDIN analog sensor is shown in Figure 2.2-1.

-

°
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TDIN BLOCK DIAGRAM

FIGURE 2.2-I

Notice the llRpltcIty c! the concept, especially the small
number of optical components. In operation, a pulse is
transmitted along a fiber to the sensor, where a coupler is
used to separate the pulse into two legs: a sensor leg and a
reference leg. A single delay line Is used to generate a
delay in one of the lags. When the pulses are reflected and
recombined by the coupler, two pulses propagate back to the
electronics where they are meparated for proceis!ng. Since
both pulses are emitted from the same source, travel the
lane fJJ_lre and connectorm out and back, end are received by
the same photorsceiver, signal strength variitlonl caused by
these Items are cosmon to beth pulses and are compensated
when the signals are separated and divided. The ratio of
the pulse amplitudes contains the sensor information.

Not only does TDIN compensate for the unwanted variations,
it is an excellent solution as a common Interface technique

i
L.

.!
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r for all analog intensity sensorm. With tt_ a single

electronics design/module can be used for ptmorous
parameters. Integrated circuit techniques can reduce the
circuitry down to one to three chips, making the circuits
very simple and low cost, especially in ma_s production.
Commonality allows greatly simplified logistics support for
the sensor electronics. Also, 8£noe much of the optics is
co, non, it too can made Into a 8tandard_odule. Sensor
design would then be reduced to design of the eens_g
mechanism and packaging.

[

Furthermore, due to the ever-present reference pulse, TDIN
has a natural built-in-test capabillty.

ELDEC has reduced TDIN to practice and obtained excellent
performance. The delay line, coupler, and mirrors have been
proven in both performance and producibility. Stability in
the pulse height ratio against temperature and variations in
the modal content of the multimode fiber wavequtdes has been
designed into the system and demonstrated. Testing has
shown that disconnecting and remating connectors results in
a change of less than 0.1% In the output. Also, the

response has been shown to vary less than 0.25% full Scale

range (FSR) over an optical power range greater than !2 dB,
indicating good power margin and excellent llnk loss

compensation. Because of these results, ELDEC believes that

the TDIN system approach Is an excellent candidate for

engine control applications.

In addition to its many features, TDIN 18 adaptable to
multlplexing. TDIN performs a sampling function of the

measurements, and sampling brings the potential for (pulse-
amplltude-modulatlon) tlme-dlvlsion-multlplexlng (PAM-TDM).

Also, TDIN can be configured In combination with wavelength
division multiplexing (WDM) and/or 8patlal division

multiplexing (SDM}. Wlth appropriate att_tlon to

f redundancy and reliability, _ultlplexlng potentially offers
notable benefits in weight, cost, and complexlty in the
FADEC box and the Interconnect.

Several sensor system architectures are presented below that
build upon the fundamental TDIN concept.

Overall TDIN System Architecture Descrlvtlo_

The system configurations below are built with TDIN as the

basic ingredient or buildlng block. Seemlngly, an infinite

-17-
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number of system con££gurattons are envisioned when one
considers all _he combination8 of 8patlalw Wavelength, and
Tile division Rultiplexing that are possible in transmissive
or reflective "mter" or "linear" con£1guratlons plus all the
varioue modulation schues. Many of these can be dropped
due to over-conplexitye poor power budget porfornance
(losi)w or other reasons of :iJpract£callty. ELDEC has
attempted to filter the numerous conoept8, and we believe
that the following are representative.

ELDEC prefers three concepts all based on a generic "sensor
multiplexer w (sensor mux) configuration. These are 8hewn in
a summary fashlon'by Figure 2.2-2. An electronic Interface
aodule couples the interrogation signals out to the sensor
mux which directs the signals to the appropriate sensors.
Each sensor Is a basic TDlN-referenood sensor. The

parameter-modulated 81gnals ere then returned to the sensor

mux where they ere combined onto a slngle path for return to
the electronics receiver.

FADEC

SENSOR

CONNECTOR MULTIPLEXER SENSOR I

J

'
MULTI FIBER CABLE

DUPLEX CABLE

SENSOR 2

SENSOR N

q I
FLIER OPTIC 8l_80R 8YSTIN _ DIAGRAM

FIGURE 2.2-2
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These approaches use stand-alone TDIN sens6rs that are

In_ividually calibrated at fabrication and provlde their own
reference sianal.* Note that?e sensor muxunlt can be
anywhere along the fiber path from within the FADEC, all

the way to within a cluster of tightly grouped sensors such
as a four-axls sldearm controller, or at any polnt in

between.

Figure 2.2-2 is labeled to show that each fiber path to the
sensors is actually two fibers - one for interrogation and

the second for response. For this effort, ELDEC is

describing two-flber systems due to the problm caused by
_onnector reflectlons. As connector reflections are

eliminated with technology developments, then single fiber

configurations are possible, with a slight penalty in

optical flux budget.

_! that of numerous but individual sen_ors.

The three multiplexed configurations described in sections

As a baseline for comparison, a mon-multlplszod
configuration is also Included in this discussion. In this

case, the sensor mux is simply a fiber breakout box which

only collects and distributes the signals; there is no

multiplexlng of any sort, and the performance as a system is

2.2.2 - 2.2.4 are based on spatial (SDM), wavelength (WDM),

and time (TDM} division multiplexing, in which the sensor

mux takes on more interesting characteristics as described

below. (Note: the terms SDM, WDH, and TDM are used somewhat

loosely here. As will be seen, all use a sarlal format to

share portions of the same electronics - hence, all use TDM.

Likewise, all approaches use spatial separation of the

sensors, and hence, involve SDM principles. The names have
been abbreviated to designate the configuration within the

sensor mux: SDM uses separate interrogation paths (separate

fibers within a common cable) from the FADEC to the sensors;

WDM shares the same fiber path but determines direction to

the sensors based on color; TDM also shares the same input

fiber path, but separates the signals in time with unique

I

4It is also possible to comblneRultiple sensors with a single
reference signal using TDM. Implementation would involve an
(N+l) x 2 coupler and a unique delay for each sensor. This
approach would be used only with a tightly related, closely
situated group of sensors, such a side-arm controller where a

single package is reasonable.

,

,
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time delays built into the individual paths to the sensors.)

The maximum number of sensors that can be combined into

multiplexed TDIN systems is typically 14mired by the optical
flux budget. All system discuskions and characteristics
below assume that "nn sensors are connected into the system,

with "n" being deterninad by power budget calculations.

Laser diodes can b@ used vithTDIN, provided the required
signal to noise ratio (SNR) is not over a few hundred to
one. Certainly the power budget over normal receiver noise
will be increased and more channels can be multiplexed.
However, due to modal noise with multi-mode fibers, the SNR
will be limlted on the other and to a few hundred. Thls

will be the case with any analog sensor using laser diodes.
For purposes of this report, specific analyses with laser
diodes are not Included. LEDs for which modal noise is

negligible are assumed for all sources.

Overall TDIN System Architecture Characteristics

A summary of the characteristics requested in the statement
of work is presented in the Architecture Characteristics
Matrix table in section 2.0.

Some of the 17 characteristics can bo addressed globally for
all the concepts. A set of assusptions (for a single TDIN
channel) for the late 1990's for all calculatlons is:

o LED coupled paver - +6 dBm (peak) into 100/140
micron, 0.27 HA step-index fiber, at 298 °K

o RCVR equiv, noise resistance - 50K ohm, 50 MHz BW
o Resolution - 100 (SNR)

o Bandwidth - 200 Hz (noise bandwidth)
o Connector loss u 1 dB each x 6 connectors

o Two-fiber paths, 100/140 step-index to/from sensors
o Customized electronics design/packaging

I. TYPes of Sensors - TDIN is applicable to all sensors for

which a "DC" or abeolute response is required. From the
llst in Attachment A, those Include all position,
temperature, and pressure sensors. The one exception is the
turbine blade taporaturo, which maybe better sensed with
an approach other than intensity duo to the extreme
temperature. Other parameters may be possible with aspects
of the TDIN interface, but would requlro different post-

processing electronics (see section 3.2) Present status of

I

1

I

¥,
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El_ec's sensors, in terms of meeting the requiratet8 of
Attachment A, are also presented An section 3.2.

2. _ional Compensation - As described in section 2.2, all
sensors use the TDIN scheme for referencing against unknown

intensity variations.

i 8. Power Maraln - Optical power margin is a function of the

5. d of Detectors - All three Rultipiexed approaches m only
one detector per "n" sensors due to the Jerlal

sensor/sensor-data format. The non-Rultlplexed baseline

approach, of course, would require one detector for each
sensor.

number of channels combined, the response tines required,
plus the basic coupled power, losses, and receiver

sensitivity considerations. To manage the number of
variables, all _alculations are based on a target power
margin of 11 dB _ at 125°C (worst case), wlth the result

being the maximum number of sensors or channels that are

possible.

Q

I:

9. Sianal Processina Time - _s suggested in the SOW, an
effective time constant ot tau-(l/3)*Smsec is used as a

typical value for all calculations. Using the approximation

of bandwidth - 1/(2pi*tau), the resultlng effective signal

bandwidth is near 100 Hz. (The time required for A/D

conversion is typically around only 40 _Icroseconds, and is

neglected.) In all calculations, we have assumed an
effective noise bandwidth of 200 Hr.

It should be noted that the various mux approaches perform
processing in different manners, the specific signal and
noise bandwldths allotted to a specific channel kay be

changed. However, from a system viewpoint, the effective

output signal bandwidth in all cases will be I00 Hz.

With dynamic signals (changing aeasurands), errors will

occur from multiple causes. Their effects are additive.

Simple analog filters will cause a dynamic error.

Assuming a parameter ramp input of rate twice full
scale range per second, a I00 Hz BW results in a

dynamic ramp or slew error of 0.33t.

Sll dB - 3 dB repair splices + 2 dB added connectors + 3 dB

connector aging + 3 dB source aging.

-21-
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In the WDK and SDH _llll, where each parameter is
sampled once in every 5 mite. frame, the Individual
response tines must be sped up to compensate for the
increased number of channels that share the frame.

Within such a frame, the parameter nay have changed up
to 1.or (using the same rate example as above) between
interrogations, worst case, In highly multiplexed
systems. Here, the processing BW imposes a dynamic
step error. For example, a tins constant of 1/3 of the
allotted dwell time causes a step error of 5t (exp(-3))
of the It step (this assumes that the previous value is
retained as a starting point for the nut value), or
0.05_.

Such step error is the dominant error in highly
multiplexed lystensl in low-level multiplexing, rasp
error dominates.

This error Is worsened if a sensor is the first one

(worst case) interrogated in a serial group, and it has
to hold its value until the whole group t8
Interrogated, causing further lag. This lag could be

as much as It peak fort his example.

& final error is the error resulting from the time lags
from the host sampling; this too could be up to 2t peak
for this example. This latter error term can be
reduced by more rapid sampling. This tern is not

considered in any response time discussion below, since
it Is beyond the control or the effects of the mux
design.

In TDI4, step error is minimized, since a new sample is taken
every 1/6 lois (6 IWz is the present repetition rate), and
thus ramp error doltnates.

11. Elec. Dower consumD. - 2 watts. Due to the time-sequenced
(serial) format of the sensor Interrogation and the use of a
single receiver (for the multiplexed systems), the power
consumption is essentially constant regardless of the nux
system con£iguration or the | of sensors. In the TDH case,
as the transmitted pulse train is spread out to allow more
sensors, the peak power will be Increased in an attempt to
maintain a constant average drive level. With the narrow
pulses in the TDIH approach, the heating frmn individual

pulses is negligible, and thus the LEDs can be average power
limited without a sacrifice In reliability. This is not the

_o_
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case for vide, pulse baseband schemes, for-.vhtch relJ_btlity
will be limited more by peak power.

For the non-multiplexed configuration, the consumption is

1.5 watts per each sensor.

15. Redundancy - This a ma_or issue for critical flight systems,
and can be handled in a number of ways. The probable best
approach is to simply duplicate (triplicate, etc.) the
system configurations as shown, including the FADZCw fiber
paths and sensor mux, and the sensors.

16. Maintainability -'TDIN, as the fundamental ingredient of a
system, has excellent system maintainability features:

1. TDIN provides a constant amplitude reference signal for
each sensor that can be used for failure monitoring_
Its amplitude can provide a reading o£ the general

state of the losses through the system, and therefore,

system health. Secondly, the normal intensity range of

the sensing mechanism would not go to zero, allowing

detection o£ a failure In either of the TDIN legs.

Failure and/or "out of range" are easily monitored.

2. Since each sensor is individually calibrated at the

factory, sensor replacement is accomplished with a
simple swap (a mechanical rigging adjustment may be

required).

3. The FADEC electronics is a standard interface that

works identlcally for all "DC" intensity sensors. A

set of offset and/or slope and # of sensors adjustments

Pay be needed depending on the variety of sensors that

are attached to it, although ideally, all sensors would

have common characteristics. The benefit is simplified

logistics support.

4. The sensor mux is configured wlth connectors such that

it can be a replaceable unit although the elimination

of these connections would iuprove the power margin.

17. Availabllltv of Comoonents - The status of the ELDEC TDIN

concept and intensity sensors is described in more detail in

section 3.2. In summary, inprovements are needed in source

power, receiver sensitivity, connector losses and

reflections, electronics bandwidths, fiber NA, end coupler

performance to fully take advantage of the strengths of
TDIN. Not surprlsingly, the status of TDIN components ks
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heavily dependent on the status of the technology of the
parts that we have available to use in our designs, which in
many cases, is the same for all sensors approaches.

The status of the components needed for configuration in the
three suggested systems is much the sane as for a single
sensor. The additional components required are the couplers
in the 8enaornux units (broadband in two cases end
8pectrally 8eleotive in the WDMcase). Also, in the W_l
configuration, wavelength stable LED-type eouroee are .

required that are suitable for the aerospace environment.
It is important that these components exhibit low loss and
high power, end are built to withstand the environment.

The characteristics given/used represent the late 1990's
time frame. At this writing, the basic TDIN end additional

system components (sensors and sensor luxuntts) could be
available within a year or two, although the number of
sensors that oould be RultIplexed would be slightly reduced
from the 1990'8 estimations due to power margin
considerations. Errors achieved would also be increased
slightly due to coupler drift and connector reflections.
ELDEC plans to develop a custom IC chip-set for the
electronics by the early 1990's.

The specific system configurations are described in the

following sections. The 17 characteristics questions that
were not addressed globally above are addressed in the
specific sections below.

|

I

o'I

i V

2.2.1 Baseline Configuration

The baseline configuration, as mentioned previously, Is
envisioned as the sensor mux box being a "breakout box"
which serves only to pass the fiber paths directly to the
individual sensors. Each sensor oonunicate8 with its

unique FADEC interface and has Its own fiber path. This

configuration i8 included in this report only for comparison
purposes; no figure 18 shown. In actuality, the "breakout

box" may not exist; the paths could route directly to
sensors. (For analysis, the "breakout box" Is assumed to
have no connectors.)
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Refer to Figure 2.2-1 for a single optiaal channel of such a
system. 100/140, 0.27 HA fiber im asstmed'for the
interconnect.

_haracteristics

3. # of Channels - 1 sensor per electronic Interface.

4. # of Sogrces - 1 per sensor

6. # of Fibers - 2 per sensor

7. J of I/O Dins - 2 per sensor

8. Optical Dower maroin (e125 °CI - 29.4 dB PIN, 36.5 dB APD

10. Complexity - per sensor: 1 transistor (L_.D driver), 1 LED, 2
custom It's, plus misc. R's and C's

11. Elec. Dower consumD. - 1.5 watts per sensor

12. l/O area - 4 sq. in. per sensur

13. _ Electronics: 4 ounces per sensor. Cable weight is

to be based on (duplex) 100/140 fiber for each sensor.

14. Rellabilltv - approx. 53,000 hrs. MTBF -- per sensor,
including the LED. Thls value will be reduced for this

approach and all those below If an APD Is used due to the

high voltage stresses.

2.2.2 Spatial Multiplexing (SDM)

DescrIDtlon

The spatial multiplexed configuration Is d_plcted in

Figure 2.2-3. Separate fibers a_e coupled to the sensor
mux, one for each sensor. Within, they are coupled straight

through to the individual sensors. The parueter-lc_hLlated

signals are returned from the sensors to the sensor mux

where they are passively reoombined in a broadband coupler
and sent back to the electronics receiver.
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TRANSMISSIVE CONFIGURATION

SDM SENSOR MULTZPLEXE

FIGURE 2.2-3

Within the frame of the system update rate, each sensor's
source transmits TDIN pulses for approximately the system
rate divided by the number of sensors that are combined.
Each sensor is sequentially scanned in this manner. Note
that a single transmitter clock, detector and receiver

front-end are multiplexed through all sensors within the
system. In the electronics, the controller that switches
the sources also switches the A/D and respective receiver
output drivers or latches. The electronics can be switched
quickly and the TDIN receiver can lock onto anew sensor

pulse train in approximately 10 micromeconds. Thus, very
little percentage of SNR is lost due to overhead. The
receiver dwells on (filters) the pulse train for each
sensor's time interval, converts, and then places the data
into the respective menmors's output latch.

The response time of the receiver forthe individual
channels is a function of the number of channels that are

processed. For example, if mnW mansore are sequenced within
a 5 msec. frame, then the response time of the electronics
must be no greater than (1/3)*(Smsec/n) for the signals to
settle before performing a Qonversion. However, oonmldertng
the sensors as a group, the overall effective response tJuae
remains unchanged.
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Note that an option to the sequencing of a_naors within a
system frame is the interposition of pulses within a TDZN
sample frame (presently approx. 6 MHz / | of channels).
This is what is being done necessarily in the TDM approach
below. Synchronization of the transmitter LZDm must
consider the path delays within the installation, which is a
compromise with logistical flexibility. The analysis
results below assume this _etbod is nok used.

This approach assumes the use of 100/140 fibers tot he mux
unit and to/from the sensors. The filer returning from the
mux unit to the receiver is assumed to be 200/230, 0.37 NA
• iber. The mux unit uses an asymmetric coupler.

Characteristics

3. i of Channels - (@ power marginm below) with PIN: 18
wlth APD: 49

4. # of Sources - 1 per sensor

6. | of Fibers - at FADEC: # of sensors + 1

7. # of I/O Dins - | of sensors + 1

8. OPtical Dower maraln (e125 °C] - II.I dB PIN, ii.0 dB APD

I0. ComDlexi_y - (| of sensors)*(l transistor + I LED) + (3
custom IC's + misc.)

12. _ (# of sensors)*(0.5 sq. in.} + 4 sq. in.

13. Welaht - Electronics: (# of sensors)*0.5 ounce + 4 ounces;

Cable weight: to be based on duplex 100/140 cable.

14. Reliability - MTBF estimation based on parts count increase:

53,000 hrs.- (# of sensors} * lO00 hrs. (See section
2.2.1)

2.2.3 Time Division Multiplexing (TDM)

DmscrIDtloq

" The time division multiplexed ¢onfiguratlon is shown in

r _27_



Figure 2.2-4. It Is different fron the spatial case in that
here there is only one source that powers all the sensors.
Its pulsed power i8 sent to the splitter in the sensor aux,
where the power is mplit Into the individual 8_nsor's
interrogation path. Each path has a delay built into it
that delays the respective pulses into tins-spaced tiae
slots. These delayed pulses are finally modulated by the
sensors and returned to the ssnsor mux, combined in a

broadband passive coupler, and sent to the receiver for

processing.

FADEC ,._..__[

CONNECTOR

SENSOR I

SENSOR 2

SENSOR 3

] Z SENS N

DELAY LINE

J

J

]
]

b

d

J

TRANSMISSIVE C0NFIOURATION

TDM SENSOR MULTIPLEXER

FIGURE 2.2-4

Of the three concepts, this system approach is the lost
mLmllar to a basic TDIN scheme. The transmitter is

Identical, the only change being that the duty cycle is
reduced to allow the interposition of lultiple time slots
for the increased number of sensors. The receiver is also

similar, except tJ_ttmore vevefora mmpllnggates are
needed, two for each sensor in the system.
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The pulses ore a serial train of the varlo_ sensor'-
referenoe and measurand algnals. Data synohrc_ization is

based on the same principle for multlple sensors as for a

single sensor. Following the input ampllfiers, the clock is
recovered and used to demultlplex the slgnals into their

rospective time slots for processing.

The response time required for this approaoh Es • little
different than the SDM approach above. Since all the

channels are interposed within the TDIN repetition rate

(presently 6 MHz / # of channels}, there is no significant
intra-frame dynamic step error problem from sempling; the

primary limitation will be dynamic ramp error.

To assure the pulses fall into the correct time slots, the

length of the delay lines must consider the delays of the
existing fiber paths within the installation; the sensor mux
is therefore Installation dependent. This is a potential

disadvantage of the TDM approach.

This approach assumes the use of 200/230, 0.37 NA fibers
to/from the mux unit, and 100/140 fibers to/from the
sensors. The mux unit uses aslmmetric couplers.

Characteristics

3. # of Channels - (@ power margins below) with PIN: 7
with APD: 15

4. @ ¢f Sources - I

6. # of Fibers - at FADEC: 2

7. # of I/O Dins - 2

8. ODtical Dower maraln (_125 °C) - 11.0 dB PIN, 11.2 dB APD

10. _omDlexitv - (1 transistor + 1 LED + 3 custom IC's +Risc.)

12. _ 4.5 sq. in.

13. Welaht - Electronics: 4.5 ounces;

on 200/240 duplex cable.

14. Rellabilitv - MTBF approx. 53,000 hrs, including the LED.

(See section 2.2.1)

Cable weight: to be based
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2.2.4 Wavelength Multiplexing (WDM)

 mmU A n

Referring to Figure 2.2-5, an approach is sheen for the
combination of sensors using wavelength division
multiplexing in the path to the sensor aux. Within the
sensor mux, this approach appears to be elnllar to the tlne
domain approach with the passive couplers replaced with
_avelength-tuned devices and the delay lines removed. In
terns of FADEC operation, however, this approach ks-actually
more similar to the spatial approach. Within a frame,
multiple LED sources at differentwavelengthu are activated
in sequence at approximately the system rate divided by the
number of sensors. During each transmttter'm interval, that
transmitter emits a train of TDlN-type pulses that are

coupled out through a combiner in the electronlcsto the
sensor mux. There, the respective color is directed to the

appropriate sensor, parameter modulated, and returnedto the
sensor mux for combination to the return fiber and sent to

the electronics receiver. The receiver operation is

Identlcal to that of the spatlal approach, Including the

response times required.

This approach assumes the use of 100/140 fibers to/from the
mux unit and to/from the sensors.

I

ql'
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FIGURE 2.2-5

Characteristics

3. # of Channels - (@ power margins below} with PIN: 4
wlth APD: I0

4. | of Sources - 1 per sensor

6. | of Fibers - at FADEC: 2

7. J of I/O Dins - 2

8. ODtlCal Dower maraln f@125 "C} - 12.5 dB PIN, 11.3 dB APD

10. Complexity - Optical WDM + (# of sensors)*(1 transistor + 1

LED) + (3 custom IC's + misc.}

12. _ (# of iensors}e(0.5 eq. in.} + 4.5 eq. in.

13. _ Electronlcs: (# of sensors)*0.5 ounce + 4.5 ounces;

Cable: to be based on 100/140 duplex cable.
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14. Reliability - MTBF estimation based on parts count increase:
53,000 hrs. - (# of sensors) * 1000 hrs. (See section
2.2.1)

SENSOR AND SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT ISSUES

EL-OPTIC .

The present flight service implementation of the EL-OPTIC
concept is a non-contacting limit switch function celled •
"proximity" switch. This device weighs 67 grams plus 12
grams of mounting hardware. Present Cable per Boeing
specification BHS'13-59 weighs 3 grasper meter.

3.1.1 Development Rick

Each of the sensors for position, pressure, temperature, and
fuel flow has been developed through proof-of-concept
demonstration. Also a sensor for detecting lubricant debris
(chip detector) has been demonstrated. These sensors will

be modest extensions of familiar technology, mainly a

repackaging effort, and therefore the risks of successful

development to meet all specification requirements are quite
low.

To take these sensors to flight-quality brassboard form for
operation up to 130°twill realistically require about a two
year effort, given suitable funding. At this temperature

level, all necessary components are avallable today In

flight quality. Development of each product with llttle
further research Is required. We would probably choose to

design the circuits in ASIC form.

The EL-OPTIC sensors are expected to have development and
production costs modestly greater than equivalent present
day electrical sensors. In addition, the sensor interface
module should be modestly more expensive than similar
present hardware. In both cases, additional components
compared with traditional sensing are the LED and IDP, but
the usual electrical lane driver/receiver protection devices
have been eliminated.

3.1.1.1 Battery issues

A suitable battery is critical to the EL-OPTIC concept. A
survey of the technology has highlighted the lithium
thionyl-chloride cell as the moat promising candidate for
immediate applications to 130°C. Advanced solid-state cells

.l
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are also becoming available that are useful to 200°C.

ELDEC Sensing Systems Division has an ongoing test program

designed to evaluate and apply this llthlum cell technology
to advanced sensor concepts. A 5500 hour continuous

exposure test at +130°C under servlce load has been

completed on a llmlted sample size. An 80°C continuous

exposure test has logged 11,000 hours.. O_her tests are
planned. Data from these tests provide information required

for detailed specification of these cells and define the

operatlonal envelope for the advanced sensors. Cell quality

assurance provisions and source inspection requirements are

oalso" being determined during this program.

Test results support the prediction that these lithium cells

will operate in this type of application for over 20 years
without maintenance °.

The lithium primary (non-rechargeable) battery cell has
gained acceptance with commercial aviation and military
customers where it is used for computer-memory backup power
and as primary power for diverse appliomtions such as field
communication sets and missiles. The lithium cell contains

no strategic materials and uses only a small amount of
lithium, which is both inexp_nsive and abundant. This

technology, new in the last twenty years, is being
aggressively developed by a dozen manufacturers. There are
many types of lithium cells distinguished by internal
chemistry, size and construction. The type proposed for
sensor use is a small cell w4th the lithium thlonyl-chlorlde

couple. This cell supplies a constant 3.5 to 3.7 volts
throughout its llfe and over the -55 to +130°C tempernture

range. Among its important features are a high capacity and

high performance, very low rate of self discharge leading to

very long storage.llfe, hermetically sealed package with no

leaking or venting, end safety when damaged, crushed,
shorted or heated.

This cell design has been extensively tested by the
manufacturers, the Milltary and Underwriters Laboratory,

Inc. and proven to be safe and reliable. ELDEC has also

developed a method of prolonging useful life in low_ower
applications beyond industry expectations.

6
ELDEC Doc. No. 011-2870-308, "Application ofthe Lithium

Battery to S_lf-Powered Sensors", Jan 1987
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An analysis of military aircraft, missile, shipboard and

other 81milar potential applications shows these
environments to be less severe in gems ways than coumercial
aviation whore total flight hours are much greater. The new
generation of solld-statobatterlrdesign8 will.extend the
useful temperature limits am the technology matures and can

be expected to keep psoe with the capabilities of electronic
circuits.

Battery NTBF calculations per MILHDBR-217E can not be made
because batteries are not listed in that document. Such

calculations would require extensive performanoe history
from the specific type of battery and environment

anticipated by the subject application; such data are not
available. However, to provide some indication of NTBF, a
rough model of the lithium electrochemical system was

developed based on the hornettcally sealed solid tantalum
capacitor per NIL-C-39003, style CSR. The result, reported
in reference S _presented without comment on its validity),
showed 4.6 x 10" hours MTBF for the fighter aircraft
environment (AUF).

3.1.1.2 High Temperature Circuit and Transducer Development

Several sources detail the need for development of
electronic circuits end of various sensors which are

operable at_u_h_g_pr temperatures than are presently
achievable,'/,','",",". Operation overt ha range -60°C to

7. L.J. Palkutl, etal.," Integrated Circuit Characteristics

at 260°C for Aircraft Englne-Control Applications," IEEE

Trans. on Comp. Hyb. and Manuf. Tec/_., Vol CHMT-2, No.4,
Dec '79, pp 405.

s. W.C. Nieberding, at al.,W High Temperature Electronics

Requirements in Aeropropulsion Systems," IEEE Trans. on
Industrial Electronics, Vol IE-29 No. 2, Hay '82 pp 103.

9. M.D. Marvin," High Temperature Electronics Technology,

Phase II - Final Reports" GE Aircraft Engine Btlslr_tam Group,

R83AEB637. Contract No. N00173-79-C-0010, May e84, pp I-4.
4
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+300°C Js needed within 10 years, wlth some e]?eciallse_

sensor-heads p_eratlng to much higher tell.refutes, meveral

ELDEC studies ", have centered on high temperature

_. electronic and packaging technologies.

It is reasonable to extend the present EL-OPTIC sensor

temperature limit to 175°C based on work done at ELDEC TCO
on high temperature electronic circuits and packaging, and
the latest information on battery and LED capabilities.

Future developments ere expected to facilitate extension to

300°c service temperature without great compromise of

reliability or service Ill.tiRe. Research required to

develop circuits suitable for use at higher temperatures
would include th& fol_owing areas of ¢on¢ern:

4

I

i
Electronic circuits: dielectrically Isolated silicon
circuits can be developed for up to 200°C use. Gallium

I0. Kreitlnger, et el., "Full Authority Digital Electronic

Control, Phase II - Final Report," R82AEB435, Contract No.

N00019-76-C-0423, Oct '83.

q

11. G.L. Poppol et el., "Fiber Optic Control System Integration

- Final Report," NASA CR-179568, R87AEB111, Contract No. NAS3-
24624, Feb '87.

lz. Problem Statement: "Fiber Optic Sensor Development With

Standard Sensor Interface," 737 Fiber OptlcDeslgn Build Team,
BCAC, Feb 4, 1987.

13. Eldec Memoranda; GAK85-23, "High Temperature

Electronics Study Report," June 23, 1985.

GAK85-33, "I_Igh Temperature Electronics Study Report
Part II," Sept 25, 1985.

TDR85-10, "Additional Information on High Temperature
Electronics," Oct 1, 1985.

LCW87-4, "High Temperature GalllumArsenlde Packaging,"
6, 1987.

LCW87-7, "High Temperature Hybrid Circuit," Mar 20, 1967.

!
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]
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arsenids, needed for reduced leakage current at higher
temperatures, is suitable to at lsas_ 350ec and has

been proposed for ELD_Cust to 300°C. Silicon carbide
shows proatss to 650C", but is a long way from
practical reality.

Hermetic enclosure: a concept suitable for a
connectorised sensor enclosure format is being
developed. This concept is compatible with development
for high taperature applications.

LED: extrapolation of published data shows satisfactory
operation (for the EL-OPTIC application) to 200°C. Use
at temperatures to 300°C is promising but must await

further packaging development and testing.

Magnetic materials: Curie temperature limits apply.
Most projected designs avoid the use of any magnetic

materials, or employ only those having capability above
300°C.

Wire: the HNLnickel coated copper magnet wire is rated
to 220°C continuous and has been tested to as high as

300"C. For use with the EL-OPTIC concept (no self
heating), 300°C seems acceptable.

3.1.2 Position Sensing

Recent proprietary advances in our present proximity switch
technology will assist ELDEC in development of the desired
higher temperature transducers for limit switch and

proportional position sensing. With these advances,

temperature effects become of second order importance, thus
extending the useful temperature operating range. This
concept accommodates rotary position as well as linear
position sensing over both short and long ranges and can be
applied to many a_tuator and valve position sensing applica-
tions. It is a viable replacement for the LVDTposltlon
transducer.

I

.J

b

J

14 SCIENCE NEWS, vol. 132, page 390, article discussing
high tamp semiconductor limitations of 200°C for silicon

circuits, 250°C for silicon sensors, end 650°C for silicon
carbide.
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An EL-OPTIC 6 inch stroke linear p_sltlon _ansor will weigh

about 20_ gT_ms. The target and associated rod weigh 20

grams.

3.1.3 Pressure 3ensors

An ELDEC subsidiary, Transducers Inc., is presently

manufacturing pressure transducer elements In the ran_

from 700kPa up to 0000kPa which operate to above 15 0"C.

Since these devices are exposed to 500°C during their

fabrication, there is not thought to be any fundamental

technical reason that they can not be further developed to
meet the top temperatures required by thA subject appllca-

-tlons. This technology fits well with the EL-OPTIC concept;
no technical obstacles are foreseen.

3.1.4 Temperature Sensors

The standard RTE temperature elements per MIL-T-24388B are

i compatible with the EL-OPTIC concept for use over the range_ -54°C to +500°C.

I:

I:

The turbine blade temperature _easurement is best done with

a pyrometry t3chnlque. This can be accomplished by means of

a suitable optlcal fiber probe connected to an EL-OPTIC
sensing element having a bandpass optical filter.

The light off detector requires an optical fiber probe
(sapphire) feeding the ultraviolet light to a special
filtered detector.

3.1.5 Fuel flow Sensors

[

[

I

i

I

l

Eldec Corp. builds a full complement of true Mass Fuel Flow

systems. The advanced, motorless versions are compatible

with our EL-OPTiC.concept, vlth improved EMI performance. A

proof-of-concept model of suitable sensor electronic
circuits has been built and no technical problems were
found.

3.1.6 Other Sensors

Our lubricant debris "chip detector" is a proportional
readout device capable of responding to and grading the
presence of peraaable chips (and ¢hromitm flakes) down 1;o 10
milligrams in size. It has 100% coverage of the flow

through a 1/2 inc_ tube, and operates in a hlgh temperature
environment. ThiJ device does not remove or trap the chips,

-37-
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but performs only the sense function.

Eldec Corp. has not yet investigated EL-OPTIC versions of

rotary speed, v_ration, or fluld level sensors.

3.2 TDIN

This section discusses the status of TDIN and presents
technology JJg_rovements required by the 19900s time frame to
achieve Its full capability as a building block for enhanced
system configurations.

In the late 1980es, TDIN Is shoving promising results as a
"high accuracy reference scheme for analog intensity sensors.
Testing has shown that accuracies of better than 1% are
possible over greater than 10 dB of optical signal range. A
sensor temperature range of -55°C to +200°C (for a short
interval) has been demonstrated with small temperature
coefficients. The electronics Is operational from -55°C to

1250C wlth approx. 15 sq. inches of board area using

standard components. However, improvement is still
envisioned, and it is the technology as a whole (its
components, standards, etc.) that Rust be given attention.

Fiber optics technology Is maturing nicely for the
talacoamuntr_atlon sector, but is not yet Rature for the
aerospace sector. Many performance needs are related to
harsh envtronmlntal Issues. To meet all the objectives of
the late 1990'e, technology developments are needed to
address a few fundamental issues:

3.2.1 Optical Power Margin

Higher power I/J)-type sources are needed to provide more
power margin for increased versatility in system
configurations. Sources with broad spectral width (>10 nm)
are necessary to minimize modal noise to better than (the
equivalent of) 12 bits.

Receiver configurations and sensitivities need to improve.
The aerospace industry needs an Integrated PIN
detector/premqp that has a vide thermal range and also has
high sensitivity on the order of 50K ohms or better NEP in a
100 HHz or greater bandwidth.

Correspondingly, connector losses must be reduced.
Aerospace installations are (so far) connector-intensive and

i

°

0_
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connector losses have been the dominant so, roe of loss. In

every case, power budget ks a critical Issue, end
interactively limits resolution, response t/le,

configuration versatility, temperature range, power
consumption, etc.

Multimode fibers need to have higher NA's to allow higher

source coupling and better resietance to bendt_ losses. As
a closely related issue, TDIN uses a delay coil, and to
design smaller sensors, a smaller diameter is preferred.
However, bending losses are temperature-dependent, and a
tighter coil will have a higher temperature coefficient
unless a corresponding higher NA is used.

3.2.2 Connector Reflections

Low-reflection connectors are required to attain full

accuracy over any possible variation of interconnects. TDZN
has a slight eensitivlty to connector reflections In that
the resulting small spurious signals act as error or noise

sources. A pair of normal-reflectlon connectors can

contribute as much as 0.5% of steady-state error.

If connector reflections are reduced sufficiently, single
fiber architectures are conveniently possible, reducing

Interconnect complexity by 50%.

3.2.3 Couplers

TDIN presently uses a coupler to establish a separate path

for the generation of the reference signal. In the future,
such a reference could come from an in-line partial

reflection, but much development Is necessary for this

technique to approach the performance of the coupler method.

TDIN performance at this time appears to be limited by the
fused coupler's splitting ratio sensitivity to temperature
and modal input variations. To maintain 1% accuracy, the
coupler's contribution must be a fraction of this -- but
some types have shown splitting ratio drift of close to 5%.
Modal conditi_ntng can solve the pedal eensittvlty, but this
is invariably achieved at the cost of optical power loss.
Both modal and temperature response can potenttally be
improved with more "geometrically" based coupler designs.

The present size of fused couplers is also a problem. Their

packaged length o_ 1 to 1.5 inches is restrictive in the
design of small sensors.
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The long term temperature range ofcouplars (approx. -55°C

to 125°C) is the limiting factor In the capability of the
TDIN optics. (The fibers and other optics are capable of
operation near 400C). With fused couplers, the limitation
is a result of the epoxies used. To attain 2000C or higher
operation, packaging must be Improved..

For system configurations, a wider range of couplers is
required. These should include sFmnetric and asymmetric
couplers with ranges of lx2 up to NxN. Presently, the best
couplers are fused 2x2e although new approaches are
appearing.

3.2.4 Electronics

A custom chip-sat is needed for TDIN to reduce the

electronics area. It is Import!tnt that these chips be
designed to operate at the ÷125_Ctemperature found on
engines. A vision of two cumtom ICes shows one analog chip
for the receiver front-end and one for the transmitter and

other digital/switching functions. A third chip may be
appropriate as a controller for multiplexing functions. The
present TDIN electronics is capable of 125°C operation, but

uses discrete ICes and occuplts approximately 15 square
inches (one sided).

The source/detactor/praamp issues were mentioned above. In
addition, TDIN performance will be improved with higher
bandwidth circuits. Higher bandwidth results in better
immunity in all aspects of tIming error including delay line

length mismatch. Also, as frequency capabilities improve,
shorter delay lines are possible, resulting in better sensor
thermal stability and smaller size.

3.2.5 Interconnect.Reliability

A serious limitation to any fiber optic installation aboard
aircraft will be the reliability/maintainability of the
connectors and the cable. 8am section 3.3.

3.2.6 TDIN SumRary

In response to the specific requirements listed in
Attachment A of the 50W, 1% or better accuracy over
temperature is presently a challenge, but we are optImistic
that it can be improved with time. The prImary present
cause of this difficulty t8 coupler stability over
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temperature. +/-2% is achievable now with careful selection

of components.

3.2.7 Position Sensors

To date, ELDEC has concentrated its TDXN efforts on position
censors, and two approaches have been used with different

advantages. The first, Nacrobending, le an intrinsic
concept which cannot he contaminated by dirt and moisture in

the optical path. Its limitations are ripple in the
response (on the order of +/-1%), and some sensitivity to
modal variations. The other concept uses a unique "neutral

density" variable transmittance analog code plate, which is
-an extrinsic approach that have excellent linearity and

virtual independence of modal variations.

As of this writing, both of these approaches have
demonstrated good results, but optimization is still
required. The main concern is sealing against environmental
effects. Some improvement An linearity and power loss As
still desirable. "-

3.2.8 Temperature Sensors (except Turbine blade)

TDIN is well suited to the measurement of temperature.
ELDEC has not yet developed temperature eeneors, and
specific mechanisms are not chosen. Bo_e possible concepts
include using the differential change in core and clad
refractive indexes to provide a NA change within a
macrobending coil biased in a salmitive region, a variable

gap approach with a bimetallic mirror, a temperature-
dependent refractive index cladding, microbending, or fixed
end gap with a variable-index gap-fill to modulate the
optical distance.

The temperature ranges in Attachment A are of concern
(+350C), but once solved, there is nothing inherent in the
use of intensity concepts that prevents TDIN fro_ being

used. The challenge will be temperature probe design.

3.2.9 Pressure Sensors

TDIN is also directly applicable to the measurement of
pressure. ELDEC has not yet developed pressure sensors, and

again, specific mechanisms are not chosen. Presently

envisioned concepts are the use of bellows
expansion/compreskion against a macrobending coil, and
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microbondlng or end-gap modulation with a diaphragm.

As with temperature sensors, the tauperature ranges in
Attachment A are o£ concern (+350C), but once achieved,

there is nothing inherent in the use of intensity concepts
that prevents TDIN from being used. It is an attar of
pressure probe design challenges.

3.2.10 Other Sensors

TDIN Is most useful with parameters that are "IX:" in nature.

Considering Attachment A, these are the sensors that are

discussed diractl¥ above.

The other sensors on the list oE Attachment A can also be

configured with the TDIN approach (TDIN would provide a
sampling function of the parameters}, but since they are
"AC" in nature or measure relative event timing or event
rate, other interface approaches are more suitable, at least
as far as single channel sensors are concerned. However,
when considering system issues, it may make aense to
modularize the interface to allow aspects such as the
transmitter and the receiver detector end amplifiers to be
cannon and shared by any and all similar and non-similar
sensors but have different past-processing units. This
approach would allow the use of multiplexed fiber paths as
well as the electronic front-end sections for any variety of
sensor types. The post-processing units would be serially
switched in conjunction with the type of multiplexing used.

This issue must be rssolved hy evaluation of the logistics
and reliabllitie8 Involved. If non-similar sensor types are
combined in this way, then the total numbers of electronic
front-ends, connectors pins, and fiber paths are reduced; if
separate interfaces are used, the advantage will be
generally simpler (although more of them} Individual
interfaces.

V_

'1

°:1

f

8

3.3 Needed technology develolments - general

3.3.1 Interconne=tion Devslolment and Testing

A considerable developmental effort 18 necessary to arrive
at better =oupts for aircraft £1beroptie wiring

practices, espociqlly for engine application. These

concepts will need to be given a thorough shake-down by the
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engine and airfremenanufacturer8 culninatlng wlth in-

service flight testing.

3.3.2 Interconnection Tool Kit

A simple tool kit is needed for handling all fiber optic
interconnection tasks. Thle should require _I¥ low ooet,

uncomplicated, hand held devices requiring _inlmal
calibration so that functional tools can and will be made
available at remote location8 or can be carried on the

aircraft.

3.3.3 On-alrcraft Repair Methods

Effective means are needed to determine the location and the
nature of fiber optic cable/harness/connector defects.
Present OTDR devices have been designed for

telecommunications use and are unsuited, as well as being

much too expensive, for aircraft use.
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This report covers infor_t_on pertaining to the desiln of fiber optic

8ensoTs that are based upon wavelensth division multiplaxinl (WDM) techniquss.

Infornatlon is provided for rotary end linear p_sition sensln S, rotary 8poed

eenslnl, and pressure and temperature 8enslns. Rotary position, llnssr

position end rotary speed sensins design infornatlon is outlined in detail.

The dosign of the devices for msurtnl t_t_rat_e and proesure is not 8ho_

for proprietary reasons. Hovever, adequate detall such as power budlet,

required spectral bandwidth, sensitivity, end certain electronlc interface

detail is liven.

The relationshlp between sensor and electronic interface desiKn is

discussed. Several concepts for sensor nultlplexlns architectures are also

prosented.

The list of 17 questions presented as • part of the deta roquire_nts has

been •ddressed.

/



2°0 _ CCE_TS

Rotar7 and ltnur position, rotary speed, pressure and tenperature sensors

will be csmeidered here. Fluid level sensin 8. does not seen tractable usins the

proposed s3mten, and although it nay be possible to attack the problem of
J

liahtooff dbstaction and fluid flow, inplenantatinn uslJ_ an interface of the

type discumced hare seems nontrtvial.

2. I Rotm_ & Linear Position Sensor DesIsn

One uRy of accoamodatin8 variations In optical power level duo to source

de|radat/mL, fiber loss variation, connector variations, and so forth, is to

use a dLta/l_l system which alloys fluctuations in signal level so lon 8 as the

levels comeespondinI to "on" and "elf" states straddle the line represantinI

the compsnmtor threshold. Litton proposes use of such technology for rotary

and linear position and rotary Ipoed.

2. I. I Bat_ectlve Approach

Ta L£_ton reflective position sensor systems, one optical fiber serves as

both injection and pickup for the optical system. The injected liaht is

colliaaX_ _by the GRIN lens and dispersed by the 8ratin8. A chromatically

diapered m_ripe of lijht is than focused onto the code tracks by. the same

lens. _ there i8 a reflective track, taw ltsht is reflected back into the

lens. Zt thin props|ares back throush _ optical system to be rogocused into

flbmr. The returnins lisht contains wavslan|th band disltal information

concern£uM the relative position of the lens and coda plate.

P/4ume 2-1 shove the elements of 8 reflective position sensor sys_m.

This system consists of a broadband source, a power splitter, an optical

deaultipleuer, and tba'detection and decodins circuits. The interface is
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|enerally located s_ distance from the sensor. In the _onftguration shown,

the power splitter is located with the interface electronics and a sinslo fiber

connects the sensor. In soma cases, It may be desirable to use two fibers to

connect the sensor to nlnlmlse connector back-reflectlons, in which case the

power splitter vouuld be packa|ed with t_e sensor.

Flairs 2-I also illustrates in 8 atopwlse fashion the manner In which

broadband enerfy is transalttad throush the system. One method of produclns a

broadband (700 na to 900 nm) source is to combine the output of nultlple LEDs.

A whlt_ lIsht source is another nsans of provldln8 snort/ in the 700 to 1000 nn

rejlon. However, serious consideratlon nay not be 81ven to thls type of

source for applications that require the sensor interface to he mounted in a

high vibration and hish temperature environment.

It can be seen from the diagram that the source spectral vidth _t be

adjusted to acc_modate the nuabor of refisctivs tracks and 8uard bands on the

code plate. )tore than one LED nay be required to 111vmlnate a ten bit code

plate wlth ruard bands. _ conslderln8 the dasIBn of a code plate, a mlnUMn

track width must be maintained to insure that a detectable power level is

reflected to the denultlplexer. Guard bands must be scaled to nlnlnlre

cross_lk between channels while holding ezcess loes to 8 ntntmm.

Photodlode arrays or discrete photodlode receivers with the appropriate

pre-aapltfisr and post-amplifisr circuits are used to detect sis_als ccmin8

from the optical demLttlplexer. Trads-offs hetv_n detection techniques ere

made in terns of else, sensitivity, stability vith temperature, dynamlc rqe,

and circuit colplszity. Standard decodinl circuitry is used to translate tim

Gray code pattern Into a binary output.

Figures 2-2 and 2-3 show currant Litton linear and rotary sensor desists.
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2. !.2 Tr_Isslve Approach .

A dlsadvantase of the slnsle fiber position sensor concept is the

8ensltlvlty of the system to lIsht ref1•cted back through the fiber by

connectors and the internal optical 8urf•cu of the sensor. Yhi• problem may

be ov•rcome by uslns a transmissive code plat• and a tw6 fiber system, as •horn

in Figure 2-4. Rather than reflectlnS the llsht, the code plate •ll_s the

lIsht of interest to be transmitted into another lans-prlsm-zr•tins assembly,

which refocuses it into a second fiber. This approach will increase the on-off

ratio from 10 dB to over 20.

2.2 Rotary Speed

Rotary speed is sensed usins • simplo concept (su Ftsure 2-5). Lisht is

transmitted from an optical fiber through a lama and onto • rotatins surface.

the surface rotates, reflective areas pass throush the focused spot causlns

intermittent reflectlon. The frequency of the raturnlns waveform is

proportional to the speed of the wheel.

A two fiber rotary speed sensor is constructed usins two lenses and a

transmissive wheel with intermittent opacity which causes the light path to he

interrupted at a rate proportional to the rotation of t.ha wheel. This output

8isnal may be interpreted by an interface identical to that used for the
t

roflective approach.

2.3 Pressure, Temperature (Analog Sensing)

The greatest difficulty encountered in multimode analog sensinB is how to

deal with source and system degradation without suffer/as loss of accuracy.

Once • calibration curve is established, any change that occurs in connector

and fiber loss, any change in LED output power, or a chan_e in detector Yisures

7
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FIGURE 2-5

Rotss7 Speed Sensor

Striped
wheel

Lens

optical fiber

When the light focused onto the wheel encounters s reflective area, it is returned

to the fiber and propagates throuF, h it.
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sensitivity, is interpreted as a clanS• Lq the _urand." Eovever, it is

possiblm to deal with this problem by using an appropriate reference schema.

No_c of these problems result in a m_ltiplicetivo effect on the signal - •

sil_sl S_ica as jreat suffers twice as Ireat a chanst in power level. This

problm my be ress4ie4 by uslnj sensors which output two optical levels to

coapaasm_e for system chanEes.

Yhm information provided in Yigure 2-6 was coXXected from a _ based

4evlcs Idhat addresses the problem of component drift. This device is based on

a _ua that compensates for LID drift in output pover, chanles in detector

sens_ty, end clvmses in system optical attenuation. A translation of about

one half core diameter yielded a chanp in output of approximateXy 40 41. ly

mo4_ the device elishtXy, this output ranie can be msde to correspond to •

movsmsat cf one core diameter, or about .002" for 50 micron fiber. This is

roul_kly the linear ranse of the device, and pressure and temperature chanjes

must Im _ransformed into llnear motion of this aqnitude.

/: _ne-flber systems, p.roblsms associated with connector backreflectlon

8r@ to be minimized.

2.3. | Pressure

sensor concept described above may be used to sense pressure, if •

dtal_sralp Is used to actuate tim device, u shown in Ptl_re 2-7. The ms of

the IJ_msSe used to co_t the diaphrai_ to the sensor device should be

alnta4aml.

2.3.2 _smpereture

tim fiber optic temperature _asure_nt techulq_ discussed here take

form: optical pyrcmJtry: sansln8 thermal expansion of e_ matsri•l,

/0
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FIGURE 2-7

Pressure Sensor Concept

s

t

pressure
sensing

sensor

fiber optic
output
reference

4"

interface

A pressure semlilflve diaphragm provides the .002" to .004 ° movement required

by the sensor lystem depicted in figure 9A.
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and temperature dependent optical properties of thin films. Lath of tha_e

techniques is best suited to its own temperature range.

Optlcal pyrometry is shown in Figure 2-8. The relative intensities at

different tupereCures is given by Planck's blsckbody radiation 14vs, modified

by the specific nature of the materials Involvld.

7igures 2-9 and 2-10 show temperature sensors which operate using thermal

expansion of some material. The setup pictured in 7igur¢ 2-9 uses the

expansion of a rigid rod. The amount of movement vhich rest_ts is dml_ndent on

the length of the region subjected to the temperature and the thermal expansion

coefficients of the materials involved.

The system pictured in Figure 2-10 uses an hydraulic system to provide the

actuation. _hese hydraulic systm can be deslgned to provide movement of up

to .050" or so over a couple of _,undrad degree range. The device required in

this sensor system needs to have a travel of only .002" to .004".

2.4 Heetlng UTRC Requirements

2.4.1 Linear Position

All of the linear position sensing requirmnts specified by UTRC have +_

IZ accuracy. This translates into a total accuracy range of 2Z. Code tracks

are added for each binary bit of accuracy required. The 2Z range requirement

fells bet_en 5 bits (2.125Z) and 6 bits (1.$625Z). Therefore each llmmr

transducer can be acco_odated using a 6 track code plate. Zt should be noted

that the code plate has a better ruolution than required by the application.

This difference can be used to add stability to the interface circuit. The

difference betvun the code plate accuracy (1.S62SZ and the accuracy required

by the application (2.0Z), or 0.4375X, can be used to sat a differential

electrical threshold between a state coming on and a state going off. _ther
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FIGURE 2-9

Thermal Expansion of Rod

°* •

._a_io,, -.._[___ lowthe.,,.,_
rod [I _1 expansion
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I, , l

Interface ",,1

I temperature sensinl_ tre.a I
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A movement of .002" can be expected to result from • sensor ban" length of' 1", liven
• • 200C ranle. The suiting output can be analyzed in the intertsce by ratio of' power

I ,t k 1 to that ,t kT,.re
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than ha_inX a slngle threshold which makes the loast st_._.ficamt bit

Indetermlnant for sensor positions right on the threshold, a dlfferantlal

threshold creates a range which must be traversed in order to chanse states.

As long as this traversed range is less than 0.4375X the accuracy roqulr_l by

the application (2Z) is not degraded.

The mlnlmua length of a reflective code track In-the position sensor is

1.5 core diameters. Shorter tracks result in poor optical iodulatlon,

compromisinx the function of the device. Without the use of a multiplier

technique (see Section 3.2), this minimum track length is the same as the

minimum state length.

The tightest accuracy specification indicated in the FKDEC sensor table

(Appendix 1) is + .05 cm, or 500 microns. Full accuracy is therefore 1 I.

This _oses no problem with either 100 micron or 50 micron core fiber.

Six tracks require • source spoctr•l width of 80 nm using 50 micron core

fiber, and 155 run using 100 micron core fiber.

2.4.2 Rotary Position

The accuracy required of this sensor is + 0.15Z. This can be acco_odated

by • 9 bit device. Such • 9-bit device may be obtained in two ways.

The first way is to use 9 code tracks. Asstming 50 micron core fiber,

this requires • code plate radius >_0,666 incus. The optical bandwidth

requir_ent is 110 nm.

The second way involves the use of a maltipltor techniqun. By 1eking two

duplicates of the finest track and reproducing each out of phase with the

original, the resolution can be incroased by a factor of 8. This incraasos the

number of tracks required to 10, but allows the reduction of the code plate

/"/'



radius to 0.333". Tb_a optical bandwidth requtrod with this tochniqus is 115

rm, •ssunlns 50 nlcron core fiber.

2.4.3 Pressure
P

A stainless steel dlaphralps can easily |iv• the required 2-4 nil. s_vsment

over the given ranges, as shown in Ytsure 2-7. A 40-50 d_ range of output mast

correspond to the full pressure ran|e. This is no problem, given the

sensitivity of the v•velansth nodul•tion device and the prusut_ tanps

specified in the table. The accuracy speclfled (best = +_ 0.4Z) requires

recoKnition of • .15 dB chanse in ratio.

The time constants tndicatod by the table (some u fast u 3 ns) do not

appear to be a problem. I/anlpul•tin8 the disaster and thickness of the

disphrap to obtain fast response t_ mast be combined with d_ping to

minimize ringing.

2.4. A Tmpsrature

Both of the thermal expansion basld sensors discussed here have the

disadvantseo of high thermal mass. Tin• constants on the order of a second are

to be expected from such devices, and it is not obvious how to decrease this

value to the 7 to 40 as roqutred here.

Optical pyrometry is suitable for the turbin• blade tmperature sensor

(SO0-1SO0°C) t_qulremant. Accuracy may or nay not be • problem - furtJ_r

testin8 is required to determine this.

Another possible asthod of sensing teBporeturo involves the use of thin

films whose optical properties vary over t_w temperature range of interest.

These fllAs would be manabl• to the same analog tochniqu8 to eliminate

dependence on connector loss and/or source degradation. Such sensors would
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require the development of speclalmaterlals having optlcal pt_pertles tailor_

to the specific sensing application. If such technology were used, the slnsor

c_uld be remoted from the high thermal inertia optical systems, and _ch faster

tide constants could be expected.

2.4.5 Rotary Speed

If 10 reflective zones per revolution are usld_ a device capable of
J

registering 650 to 19000 ± 7 rpm with an update time of 10 as is no prohl*s.

Discrete detectors are required, however, as the CCI) circuitry is unsuitable

for applications involving frequency counting.



The Interface system consists of an optlc•l systu and an electronic

mystss. The two will be considered separately below.

].1 Optical Systn

The optical system consists of • lijht source subsystem and • detection-

8_mltlplaxlns subsystem.

_.I.I Lisht Source

LZD's, either •lone or in banks, are believed to be then oat proaisini

_lsht source to be used with these sensor designs.

Optical power budaets (see Section A) are the aaJor determinins factor in

selection of fiber dimter for use in these devices. Ytber diameter, In

I_urn, determines the required spectral width of the sources to be used in these

mysteas.

Slxbit digital sensors usins 100 micron core fiber require about 155 nm of

•eDptical spectral width per device to function. At least two LED's must be

¢=cmbined to |ire such a width.

If fifty Licron core fiber can be used in those sensors, however, only

a_bout S0 na is required. This can be supplied by a s_nale LED.

An•leE sensors require only about 30 nancmeters each if they are 100 atcron

mrs devices, and 15 if they use 50 micron fiber. A sinBle LED can power two

I_o five of these devices.

3.1.2 Optical l_tlctlon

The optical detection system _.y be one of threa different confilurstionm,

_o of which involve the use of a CCD array and the other of which usu aWDN



with discrete detectors. The slmplest ¢_D systea uses • I.In|le fiber, lens-

prlsm-gratlng assembly, achromatic lens •ssenbly (1.1 projection systen), and •

linear CCD array (see Tigure 3-I). A sort of optical spectrum an61yser is

formed when • chromatic stripe created by the flber-lens-|rsting aaNmbly is

projected onto the CCD array.

The following power budgets depend heavlly on the performance of CC3)

detector devices. Experiments •t _Itton Poly-Sclantlflc hay• ylelded figures

for Thompson CSF model TH78062 linear COD array. Thls array consists of 256 13

X 13 micron pixels in • linear arrangement. More research on other devices

needs to be done to find an optimum device for these 8ppllcatlons.

The responslvlty of the CCD array has been determined to be llneLr with

the Integratlon time over the range 2.5 me to 27 as. With the integration tlme

set at 27 as, • responslvlty of ?0 V/nW/plxel was measured. This gives the

followlng reaponslvltles given the b'_RC update tlme requirements:

Update T:Lme Reaponslvlty
(V/nW/plxel)

5 13

10 26

20 52

40 104

120 312

It Is bell•wed that • mlnimun Slit111 Of 0.SV is roquired for rellal_e

detection. This corresponds to:
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Update Time Min. Signal _q'd

(_) (pW/pi.Z)
5 38

I I0 19

20 10

I 40 5

120 2

1
[.

il

I
I

Although the linear dispersion remains constant regardless of the dieneter

of the fiber used to inject light into the optical synten, the width of the

chromatic stripe projected onto the CCD array is proportional to the fiber

diameter. Since the pixels on the CCD device used in these tests ere smaller

than the diameter of any of the fibers used, the power intercepted by each

pixel is roughly inversely proportional to the fiber dimneter.

Calculating the resultant sensitivity in terms of power/wavelensth, we set

the following:

Sensitivity of CCD Array (_Wlnm)

5 10 2O 40 120 Update
t_(--)

i

I

I

[

fiber
diameter
(microns)

50 g4 47 25 12 4

100 187 g4 47 24 8

200 374 187 94 48 16

NOTE: Use of a CCD with sreater pixel width (dimnsion
perpendicular to the direction of the chromatic stripe)
will certainly result in better performance and reduced
sensitivity to increase in fiber diamRter. Exact (or even
reasonable) estiamtes of these effects ere difficult

without testing such devices.

!



A more complu systm is pictured in Yijure 3-2. Several fibers say have

the same spectral content end still be dispersed by the same optics1 syst--.

Zf a linear CCI) with el••Sat• pizels is _sed, only one fiber nay transmit light

at one tim, ccaplicating the lilht source scheaa and auxin I it more difficult

to m_o_sr more than one le8 with • Slvun lisht source. Bowovlr, if a COD aria

array ware used, 811 fibers ataht be on stsmltanaously without ccmproaisin| the.

device.

On the other hand, if a reliable electro-optic or other svltch could be

found, it nIjht be possible to use the ssns LED source for a nultiplicity of

sensors, nakins simul_meous rendin8 of sensors unnecessary. Yurthar research

in this area is planned for the future.

7i_ure 3-3 shows an Interface concept which uses a fiber optic b_M end

• discrete detectors. Althoujh six or seven of these detectors would be required

to decode only one digital position sensor, only two are necessary for an

an•X•8 sensor of the type discussed in 2.3. X.

Litton has built a prototype rotary/linear position sensor system using 8

1_fl and discrete detectors. The receiver sensitivity wu about -70 dhn, but

some probleas with stability were noticed. At present, it seems necessary to

reduce the ampllfier gain in this type of receiver to c_bet these

i_stabillties, so • sensitivity of -55 _ is anticipated for this type of

receiver.

71bar optic _'s sad• with different fiber sises have similar insertion

looses st _ vavslenaths, but their _1 electra3 widths differ. Throes

vilues ire approxJL_t_ (•sins standard Litton •amp•mints),
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FIGURE 3-3

Discrete Detector Inter/ace

input fiber

,., N

discrete detectors

WDM

I

Although k _ not recommended to attempt to multiplex multiple d/sttsl sensors using this
concept, up to Nt2 analog sensors my be multiplexed in this way.
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Fiber Slz_ Channel Wld_h:'

200"micron 18 n_

I00 micron 9 nm

50 micron A.5 am

The sensitivity of systems using discrete optical detectors and differing

fiber diameters is given below.

Fiber Diameter Sensitivity

_aicrons) (oW/nm)

SO 700

100 350

200 175

The spectral range of all three of these optical systems is approximately

300 am, limited by the use of a $ am GRIN lens with a 1200 sroove/an stating.

O+.her optical systems misht be used if this range is found ventins, or if

3reater resolution is desired.

3.2 Disital Sensor Interface Circuits

A digital interface circuit is used with rotary end linear position

sensors as veil as rotary speed sensors. As previously discussed, the code

plate has tracks which have reflective and non-reflective regions. The two

optical properties correspond to the two binary states, on end off. These

tracks are aligned such that at any given position the state of each track can

be detected end compiled to resemble some sort of code, whether it be Gray code

or binary code. There are several electronic configurations that can be used

for dtsital systeas. They are discussed in the follovins sections.

_7
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3.2.1 Single Sensor Disit_l Xnterfaces Usins a CC_ Array

The circuitry required for a sinlle sensor digital interface ustas a

linear CCD array is shorn in 7iL_re 3-4. A breadboard version of this circuit

is scheduled for c_piation in kptmber 1988. The code plate has tracks, each

corraspondin8 to a Gray code channel, hch track has reflective and non-

reflective surfaces which correspond to tiltS" and 'tOts". A broadband li|ht

source is chroaatically dispersed and then focused onto the coda pinta, hch

Gray coda chennel reflects • unique wavelength band of light back to a single

fiber. A lens-primn-iratlnS assembly then separates the light on that fiber

back into individual channels of light vhlch are projected upon a CCD array as

shown in 7igure 3-1.

A CCD array can he thousht of as a row of detectors, each of which has a

small active ares (13 by 13 un in the present device). The CCD array presently

under consideration has 256 detectors (pixals). Since it would require a very

large package to have a connection to each p/xel, the information from each

pizel is read serially. Within the CCD, this is done by putting each detector

in series vlth a capacitor. At the beginning of an integration cycle, the CCD

circuit charges all the capacitors to a certain voltage. During the

integration cycle, each detector discharges its respective capacitor at a rate

deteruined by the amount of light hitting the detector. At the and of the

integration cycle, the voltage on each capacitor is stored so that a sequential

read of those voltages can take place. A shift register than sequentially

shifts out these levels.

Kach channel reflected from the codepiate takes up several pixels of the

COD array. Xn this desiSn, ve have chosen to look at only the pizel which

falls in the center of each channel. Thus, if Im had 15 Gray code channels,

only 15 of the 256 CCD piaels would be used. Since the responsivicy of rJ_ COl)

A
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array chanses •cross the broad iisht spectrua, end the litht speetrun itself Is

not "flat" vlth respect to power, the reference/threshold circuit employs •

reference schm vhlch assures that each channel's state (1 or O) can be

deternlned. K shift resister converts the ser/_l Grey code output of the

reference/threshold circuit to • parallel output for the Gray to binary code

converter. The Cl_ interface end data latch circuits permit the user's CI_ to

read A-t• •synchronously. The controller functions as • tlain8 end ccaesnd

|eneretor for the Interface.

A potential problem vlth this confilNratlon could be that flxid reference

levels ere used in decldlns whether • plxel Is on or off. Zf the C(2) heJ

sisniflcant hrk current increase over temperature, or the LED spectrun shifts

over teaperature, the reference level nay no lonser reside between the on and

the off state. A lares optical on-off ratio at the CCD array nay allow for

substantial shift in on-off levels without viol•tin s the reference requirement.

Signal processing tim may be another area of concern. The output sisnal

amplitude of a CCI) array is directly proportional to the intesration time.

Therefore, if ere•tar signal amplitude is required, • long integration time

will be necessary, rosultin8 in slow processin S tines.

Since this circuit has already been desisned end • breadboard is being

built, an accurate parts count and area calculation was possible. The

following parts are necessary for this desisn:

(9) Integrated Circuits
(2) Transistors
(2) LID' s
(,) nlodea

($3) Resistors
(18) C4pacltors

(1) Linear C_ Array

With present technoloBy, the calculated power consuaptinn of the

electronic interface is 6.6 watts. Three lC's in the circuit conmme the

J
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1

l
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greatest percentage of this power. At present, the_e l_trC_cu_tr IC's are not

available in C}40S with extended temperature r_nse. One of them will be

available in O405 by December 1988. This will reduce the power requirement by

1.5 watts. If the other ICts were to So to OfOS. • reduction of another watt

could be realized.
0

With standard size parts (DIP packaEas and leaded components) and a two

aided circuit board, the estimated board area r_uired by the circuit is 23.8

square inches. With surface mount technology (l@sdlas8 chip carriers, chip

resistors, etc.), end multilayer copper-invar-copper boards, the required area

would only be about 12 square inches.

Usins the pro=salutes outlined in HIL-HDK-217E, the •san-time-between-

failure of this circuit was calculated to be 2.2 years. If the CCD array vere

left out, the NTBF would be 93.2 years. Since there was uo established

procedure for calculatins the reliability for a CCD array, it was assumed that

the CCD array was made of 13 individual PIN diodes, since only 13 pixela are

used in a 12 bit system.

3.2.2 Sinsle Sensor Disital Interfaces with Discrete Detectors

The circuitry required for a single sensor diSiCal interface uains

discrete detectors is shorn in YiEure 3-5. Litton Poly-Scientific has built •

prototype of this system excludins the CPU interface and data latch circuitry.

A broadband light spectrum is proJectld upon a code plate as previously

described. The returnins lisht from the cod@plate Is dsmultiplaxed by • k_

much t_mt the _ has a separate output fiber for each channel, l_ch output

fiber is routed to a separate receiver. The receiver outputs are than sent to

comparators with fixed reference volt•see. A TTL level is seen at the output

of asch comparator, corresponding to the state of • Gray code channel.

3/
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The comparator outputs are routed to a Gray-to-b/_ary code coet_mr, and

then on to a data latch. The CPU interface makes sure that no data is read

during the sample period and that the latch is not updated dur_n s •r@ad.

An advantage of this configuration is that its data refresh rate is fgster

than that of a CCD configuration because a serial-to-parallel conwnreton is not

necessary. A drawback of this configuration is the size. Currently, the

electronic circuitry and optics fit into a 8.5" z 10" • 3.5" box. Also, as

before, the reference voltages ere fixed, perhaps Im,kinl temperature sLabtltty

difficult to achieve. Hultiplexing the detectors and reference voltages could

help reduce the size. At first glance, this would appear to be much _ the

CCD configuration. However, in this case the detector circuitry is eccgssible

for temperature compensation, whereas in the CCD circuitry the pizel

multiplexing circuitry is in the chip, making it inaccessible.

Some development work is necessary in order to put an array of detectors

on a substrate with multiplexing and temperature cempensation capabiliti@s. It

is likely that the power consumption on the present prototype would drop from

10 vatts to about 5 watts using such an array. The size requirement would be

similar to that of the CCD system.

3.2.3 Rotary Speed Sensor Interfaces

An interface circuit for a rotary speed sensor could be configured as

shown in Figure 3-6. It is assumed that this interface would have an update

time of 10 ms, s naximun speed of 19000 rpm, a minima speed of 650 rim, and a

maximum error of 7 rpm. The 10 ms update time and minimum spaed requirement

mandate that the code plate have one track with 10 on/off states around the

circumference as shown in Figure 2-5. As shown in Yigure 3-6, the reflected

signal from the code plate would be detected with a pin diode detector,
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amplified, and diffe_entisted. The differentiated sij;nalvould show up as

_pikes. The compsrator would determine a valid leading _lge in the waveform.

The disital output of the cosparator would be sent to a 12 bit counter

which would count the number of pulses detected due to the novmunt of the come

plate. There viii be 10 pulses counted for every rotation of the come plato.

If an update time of I as is used, a 12 bit counter is necessary to count the

nusber of pulses at the hlshest rotational spud, 19000rpn. The controller

resets this counter every I as.

A naxlsun error requirement of 7 rl_ at 19000 rl_sandatu that the

maximum error of the tlsernust be less than +/- I us.

The lookup table converts the counted pulses to RIM in a format deteralnod

by the user. The CPU interface controls the data latch according to the rum

instructions from the CPU and the data ready instructions from the timing

circuit.

The circuit area required by this interface would be approximately 12

square inches with surface mount technology. Power consumption is predicted to

be about 3 watts.

3.3 Analog Sensor Interface Circuits

Analo£ sensor systems perform analog operations on one or more light

channels. The analog systems discussed in this paper ganerally proc_s two

analog sisnals per sensor. This analog information is converted to a digital

word for input to • CPU. The following sections outline two electronic moans

for processing this analog information.

3_



3.3.1 Single Sensor Analog Interfaces using CO Arrays

A block diagram showing the circuitry required for a single analog senmor

usin8 • CCD array is sheen in Piaure 3-7. The sijnals that are to be procemsod

are projected onto • linear CCD array. A controller genarer_s the integration

and readout timing signals for the CCD array. Since the two signals are

serially shifted out of the CCD, • sample and hold circuit is necessary for

both channels to be processed simultaneously.

The analog signal is converted to • digital word which is used to select •

value from a lookup table. The lookup table is used to customi[a the interface

for 8 specific application.

The physical size of this circuit is satin•ted to be 9 square inches using

surface haunt technology. Paver consumption is predicted to be 3.5 watts.

3.3.2 Single Analog Sensor Interfaces Using Discrete Detectors

The circuitry required for • single analog sensor using discrete detectors

is shown in Figure 3-8. Discrete detectors simplify the circuit requirements.

In this system, the two signals are separated and directed via individual

fibers to individual detectors and amplifiers as shown in Figure 3-8. Since

the two el•rials are read stmalt_neously, no sample and hold circuit is

necessary. Instead, the two sisTuals are continuously processed by the an•los

processor. The controller insures that the A/D conversion tim restraints are

not violated. The lookup table and CPU interface functions were described in

previous section.

This design shows more promise than the CCD version since it allows access

the detectors for possible dark current campensation. Also, the update

speed could increase, since there would be no sensitivity vs. in_gration time

tr_Lsoff.
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The board area requlrsment for this design is predicted to be 7 square

inches with • power requirumnt of 2.5 watts.

39
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_sre ere many possible topologies for multiplexins these sensors onto one

interface. The basic configurations ere pictured in Figure 4-1.

A. I Optical Syst_

A.l. I Loss Values for the Various Optical Components

Optical losses encountered in the use of s_ optical coaponents are

listed below.

Component

Linear, rotary dlsitel position
sensor

50:50 Coupler

WDM

Analo8 Sensor

NOTE:

Loss
m

11 dB

4 dB each pass.

4dB

Hovin 8 mirror type 11 dB

Hoving fiber type
(2-fiber duijn)

SdB

HovinE fiber type analos sensors and transmissive (2 fiber)

linear and rotary transducers do not require a 50:50 coupler.

4.1.2 Loss BudSets for the Topologies Pictured in Pigure 4-1

Por each of the fisurts, a sp@clfic set of fiber sizes was chosen and t_

loss budlet calculated for each of 3 applications - position sensors, rotary

speed sensors, and analo8 sensors (prusurm or tSasNmraturl). Thsso fiBuru are

to be used with spectral power dansitiu correapondinB to light source strength

and receiver sensitivity, as no filter factors ere included to account for

channel spectral width.
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Schematic Diagram.of System Composed of Sevm'sl Sensors
Shanng a Common Interface
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FIGTJRZ 4-.1 (Cont.)

Schematic Diagram of' System Composed of' Several Sensors
Sharing • Commo_ Interface
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4.1.2.1 Trenmissive (2 _iber) System

YiKure 4-1_a) Multiplexing: mul_ifibers onto 1CCD
no _fect on receiver sensitivity

1 sensor

TOTAL

dynamic range _

Loss lkKlget
e

Digital Position Rotary Speed

11 d3 4 dB

lldB 4dB

0 0

AnaloR

S_

0

NOTE: Any fiber dis=eter may be used in a system of this simplicity, as
loss is small end no couplers •re present.

Dynamic range is the maximum signal from the brilhtest •ensor ainu• the
maximum signal from the dish•st.

Yieure 4-1(b)

An array of couplers is used to split light from • single LED or bank of
LEDs into N sensors, each of whichuses its own return fiber.

Power Split
(rough)

1 sensor

TOTAL

Dynamic Range

LOSS BUDGet

Digital Position btary Speed

-101og(1/N)÷2d3 -101os(l/M)+2dB -101os( 11N)+2d_

lid3 4dB $dB

13-10log(I/N) 6-101o8(1/M) 7-10log(I/N)

OdB OdB OdB

As as_metric couplers are not required in this topology, no fiber
dieter restriction exists other than those vhich suay be dict_tmd by
lower launch considerations. As a tapered bus can be used, equal

power can be delivered to each sensor.

_3



leisure 4-I(c)

N sin•ors, amc_ rich its ovn LED, coupled onto • sinll• retucn fiber.

LOSS BUDGET

81NMIor

DLEItsl Position

11 dB

AJymmtric 3 d_
_ouplsr t•p-on

Lois due tO use

mf 200 micron filmac

with CCD array

3dB

_loR

I

S4B

34B

6_ 6d_ 6d_

TOTAL 20 dB 13 d3

(closest mNIm)

]Dynamic ranSe (N-l) (0.35 dB)*

tAsynutric coaplmr transit loss.

(N-I)(o.3s_)

14 dB

(s-l)(o.3s_)

.rifure 4-1(d)

N sensors ahzrinS • common LED and return fiber.

Pover split

1 sensor

/k_tric coupler
_tap-on)

Loss duo to use
ZOO micron fiber
wlth CCD

TOTAL

IDynsalc ranse

LOSS Bm)GET

Dizit81 Position

-101os(1/N)+2_

11

3_

Rotat 7 Sp4_d

-IOlofi(I/N)+2dB

4dB

3d3

64B 6d3

22-101os(llN)

(N-I)(o.]s_)

-101o8(11N)+2 (IB

SdB

3dB

6d3

16-101os(1/N)

(N-I) (0.3S cm)
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_ilmre 4-1(e)

N sensors_ each vith its ovn LED and return fiber.

LOSS BUDGET

l)tlital Position Rogatw SImad Analog

2X 50.50 coupler 8 dB 8 dB 8 dB

1 sensor 11 ¢IB 4 dB 8 dB

TOTAL 19 dB 12 dB 19 dB

Dynamic range 0 dB 0 dB 0 dB

Yigure 4-1(f)

N sensorsp sha_ing • common LED but each vlth its ovn return fiber.

LOSS BUDGET

_[ Digital Position RoCar_Sl_ed

Pover split -101og(l/N)+2dB -101os(1/N+2dB

2X 50:50 coupler 8 dB 8 d_

1 sensor 11 dB 4 O

TOTAL 21-10lob (l/N) 14-101og (l/N)
I"

l_ Dynamic range 0 dB 0 dB

-IOlos(I/N)+2dB

8dB

11 4.B

21-10log(l/N)

OdB

Ii

o

°



_tsue 4-I(s)

N sensors, each vlth Its ovn LED, but sharlnll • cmmon return fiber.

LOSS ]iUDG]_ ..

Di|ital Position btery Speed Analol

2X 50:50 coupler 8 4B 8 d) 8 d)

1 umsor 11 U 4 Q 11 d_

Asyunetric tap-on 3 dB 3 dB 3 dB

Lots dun to 200 6 dB 6 dB 6 dB
micron vit.h CCI)

TOTAL 28 Ale 21 O 28 dB

Dymmic ramie (N-1)(0.35 dB) (Hoi)(0.35 dB) (N-I)(0.35 dB)

Far, re 4-I(h)

H unsors sharins a c_n LED and return fiber.

Power split

2}( 50:50 coupler

1 sensor

As_tric tap-on

Loss due to use
of 200 micron
fiber vith C_D

TOTAL

nynuic r_nse

LOSS BUDGET

DiRital Position

-1Olos(I/N)+2cm

84B

11 lib

3dB

6lm

30-101os(11H)

(m-i)(o.35 d_)

Rotar 7 Speed

-lOlos( llll)+2

8dB

4dB

3dB

6dB

23-101o8(1-li)

(N-s)(o.3s _m)

-101o1( IIN)+2d.B

8dB

11 d,B

3dB

6d.B

3O-1O1o1(l/N)

(N-i)(o.35 _)

++
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4.1.3

Single fiber linear, rotary sensors

Topoloey: Figure 4-1(e)

2 X 50:50 coupler

1 sensor

Sample Calculations Involving Disital Code Plate Sy_t_s

8dB

11___@_

19 dB

Hin. launch density
(Texas Optoelectronics

T0X 0001)

Hin. peak density into
interface

Sensitivity of
interface (integration
time - 5 ms)

100 micron

O. 78 uW/nm

10 n_/nm

187 pW/nm

50 micron

.125 uW/r_

1.6 nW/nm

94 pWsm

Margin (d_) 13 12

Transmissive code plates (2 fiber systems) Siva 8 dB bett•r performance

(s•e Piaure h-l(a)).

According to the above, ten 100 micron core encoders can be povmrod by one

light source (see Figure 4-1 (f)). These calculations need to be v•rifi•d by

direct testing. Such tests are planned for the near future.

If one were to use two fiber (transmissive) disital ancod•rs, the

reduction of the loss by 8 dB would increase the devices's smltiplexibility.

In the topolosy pictured in Yigure t-l(b), 15, 100 micron or-50 micron cot•

encoders can be powered with a single light •ource. YilN:_s 4-1(c), (d), (S),

and (h) show aultiple encoders aultiplexed onto • single return fiber. It was

stated in Section 3.1.1 that the required spectral width for • 6 bit disital

encoder is 155 n: for 100 micron core devices and 80 nm for 50 micron core.

This prohibits the multiplexinsof uore than one of the former or two of the



latter onto one return fiber, liovever, in order to have sufficient power

marsin in this confisuration, the update time must be increased.

4.1.4 Sample Calculations lnvolvins Analos Systems

Topolosyz YiBure 4-1(e)

2 X 50z50 coupler

1 sensor

8dB

lldB

19 dB

min. launch density

min. peak density into
interface (excluding
additional system loss,
such as from multiplexing)

sensitivity of interface

marsin

100 micron 50 micron

0.78 uW/nm 0.125

9.8 nW 1.5 nW

187 pW/nn 94 pW/nn

17 dB 12 dB

t

.J

J

j

i

.]

Q

Current Litton asymmetric couplers have the follovin8 characteristics:

50 micron fiber to 200 micron fiber loss

transit loss (including splice)

200 micron fiber to 50 micron fiber loss

3d_

0.35 d_

16 d_
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Hoving fiber type:

I sensor

Launch density

Man. peak density into
interface (excludlng

addltlonal system ion,
such as fronmultiplexing)

Ylsure 4o1(e) ".,

sd____B

total 5 d_

100 natron 50 _tcron

.78 uW/nm "125 uW/mu

250 nW/nm 40 rig/ha

Sensitivity of interface 187 pW/nn 94 pW/nm

Kargin (d3) 31 26

Analog sensors of the type described above use 30 nm (100 nicron core

devices) and 15 un (S0 micron) each. This permits multiplexlng 7 of the former

and lS of the letter onto one return fiber (YiKures 4-1(c), (d), (8), and (h)).

4.1.5 Rotary Speed (see Figure 2-5)

The rotary speed sensor may have an insertion loss u low as 2-3 d_.

However, nultiplexing a number of these onto one return fiber requires a

wavelength bandpass filter, which IncrLasu the insertion loss by another 2-3

d_. If the bandpass filter were approx. 10 nmwlde, approx. 20 of these can be

multlplexed onto one return fiber.

4.1.6 _bltiplexlnj Onto One Return Ylber

When one Incrwes the size of the return fiber in 8 syst-- ustnll this _£D

detection device, a price is paid in sensitivity of the interface. Ik_cause 8

Isl inasins condition is required to hatch the nunerical aperture of the fiber

vlth a lens systu, and because the CCD plxels are mller than tha chrmtic

stripe vldth, an increase from 50 to 200 nlcrons causu a decrease in



sensitivity of 6 dB, as wall as a decrease in resolving a_lity, necessitating

an increase in spectral width required for each sensor to 60 nm for analog

sensors and -270 nm for digital 6 bit devices', and -&O0 nm for the rotary

position encodtr, liven the present optical system. An optical sysCem using

200 micron fiber but Stying resolution sfallar to e_.t obtainable with the

present design using SO micron fiber is possible, but "would take up 16 t_u as

such board area.

NOTE: CCD devices with larger pLzsl sisss should result in a greater usable

signal, as switching noise, a large part of the noise level in the

device, does not increase with pizel gigs. In this case, an Increase

in fiber disaster should have an effect on the sensitivity of the

device which is only ra_t_i to the dark current of the pizels, which

is generally less significant than switching noise. The only affect

should be a decrease in reaolvins ability.

On the other hand, using 50:50 or other couplers to combine returning

signals onto one smaller fiber is painful u wall. Four dB loss per coupler is

to be expected in this scheas. If sore tl_n two sensors are multiplexed in

this way, it makes sore sense to take one's luaps vlth the larger fiber in an

asymmetric coupler-based data bus foreat.

]
I

A.2 Interface Circuits for Nultiplexing Sensors

There are a variety of ways to electrically intorfaca to sBlttplaxed optic

sensors. Saveral congignrattons are outlined in the follovin s sections.
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4.2.1 Multiple Sensor Digltal Interfaces Using CCD Ar_ys

The circuitry for a multiple sensor digital interfece using CCD array

technology is similar to that of the single sensor version shown in Yigure 3-4

with a few exceptions.

Since there would be up to 15 pixels per fiber and many fibers in the

system, a large number of reference voltages are required. The controller

would be more complex because it would require additional circuitry for

generating reference voltages.

The communications between the controller and CPU interface have to be

bi-directional in this configuration. This is necessary so that the CPU can

request which sensor it would like to look at. The controller would make sure

that the information from the desired sensor would shift into the register.

Upon conversion, the controller would tell the CPU interface that date is

ready.

The CCD array could be an area or linear array. If an area array were

used, one _imension could divide the channels while the other dimension could

divide the light spectrum within each channel as shown in Yigure 3°2. If the

same integration time was used u that used in a single sensor interface, the

readout time on each pixel of the CCD array would decrease because of the

increased number of pixels. This requires faster circuitry at the output of

the CCD array. A linear array could also multiplex the channels if it had

elongated pixels that formed a one-disensional array with the same area as an

area array. In this case, there would have to be • separate LED bank for each

s onset and the controller would have to switch on one bank at • time so that

only one sensor would use the CCD array at any |ivan tiara. As previously

discussed, the number of LEDge in a bank could range from one to several,

depending on the power budget. The circuit board area requirement for a linear



CCDapproach vould depend oa the number of multiplexed ses_ors. This is

because the U[D bank count equals the sensor count. For each additional

sensor, add 8pproztaately 1.5 square inches for LED bank space. The current

conm_tion is esttaate4 as 7 watts since only one LED bank Ls on at a time.

Zf 8 tvo-dinsnsional CCD array were used, the estimated circuit area is 1S

square inches. The power requirement tmuld be slishtly more than the sin81e

sensor version, probably 7 _tts tote1.

A.2.2 Hultlple Sensor Analos Interfaces Usins CCD Arrays

The circuitry required for multiple Shales sensors is s/allar to that

required for slnsle sensors as shown in Fil_re 3-7. Linear or area arrays

could be used as 4ascribed in the previous section. The CPU interface would

co_unicate to the contreller to let it knov vhich shales data to pass through

the sample and hold and A/D circuits. This confisuretion assumes t_t the PROH

lookup table would be the same for a11 the sensors, hence, all the sensors

would be the sans type. Power consumption end size would be the sane as that

for a slnsle sensor interface. The onZy exception vould be that if a lln_ar

CCD array vith elonsated plxels were used, 1.5 square inches would be required

for each LED bank, necessary for operation for each additional sensor.

&.2.3 Multiple Sensor Interfaces Us/aS Dtf.crete Detectors

Hultiple nnsor interfaces usinS discrete detectors _ld only be

practical for shales schemas. Digitel schanss require separate receiver

circuitry for each bit In each sensor. This _zld make the size prohlbiti_ly

1aria.

As stated previously, the shales scheme requires only tvo detectors per

sensor. The multiple sensor interface architecture is shovn In FiS_re 4-2. It
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would require a two channel analos mltiplexer whereby the controller

deterllnes which detector pair outputs will be connected to the analos

pYOCeSmOY.

The board space required for this interfa_e uoui4 depend on the nunber of

multiplexed channola. 1or a four sensor system, the eatimated board area is 16

square inches with a power requirenant of 4 watts.
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S.0 U_C Quutiam

le T_es of sensors: Which of the sensors listed in Table I can be

accommodated in the desif_n? Which cannot? What optical sensing mckanism
is _ployed for each quantlty?

iiafer to Section 2.0.

e

J

Si_al coapensation or callbratlonz Is the HnJlnj mchani-- dljlUl or
analog? If analos, than what compensation or referenclns =_Chod is
employed?

lt_er to Section 2.0.

e Number of channels: Hov many sensors can share a einsle optlcal source or
receiver?

ltsfer to Section 4.0. (All sections)

o Nunber of distinct sources: Hovmmy optical sources, lisht uittin8
diodes or laser diodes, are requlred to service all of the sensors shown"
in Table 17

S_ Secticm A.0 DIsital ancoders 2/LID, Analog sensors 10/LZD

- All position sensors @ I LZD/I sensor 20 LID's

- Assume I LED/10 analog sensors + 2 rotary speed sensors
(pressure, temperature)

2 LEDts

22 IJg)'s

5. Number of detectors: How many optic_l detectors ere required to service

all of the sensors shorn in Table 17

See Sections 3.1 • 1, 4 •2

- 1CCD/20 position encoders
(20 fibers x ancoders/fiber)

1

- 1CCD/100 analos sensors
(20 fibers x 5 sensor/fiber)

1
t

2

o Nunber of fibers: How many parallel optical fibers ere required to
service ell of the sensors shown in Table 17

_ction4

2/position encoders
x 20

• 3/analos sensor
x IA

40 + 4.2 = 45

5"5"
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II.

12.

13.

16.

I/0 pincount: Bow many optical connector contacts are required to connect
the 7ADEC to tlm optic sensors?

See Sentlen 6

Optical povsr mstw/_: What is the optical povsr level of each source in.
the 4estsn? Wkat is the receiver noise level? What are the sensor and
link losses:

Sea Section 4.0o

Sil_al processinz tJLu: How nurJ_ time is required for the electronic
interface to Camlml_ thm sensor value? What Is the bondvldth of the
analos portion d _ receiver?

S_Sectt_ 3.1.2&3.1.3

Ccmplgzitys ikmmsay circuit elements (transistors, amplifiers, losic
elements) are in tim electronic interface?

See Sections 3.1.2 & 3.1.3

Electrical poser cmnsumptlon: How zany vatts of electrical pover ere
required for the /stterface circuitry?

Sen Sections 3.1.2 & 3.1.3

I/O circuit altos: btimate the circuit board area required for the
electro-optic interface. Specify where electro-optic hybrids or custom
monolithic in_ circuits could be used to mlnlaize the slse of the
interface.

See Sections 3.1.2 & 3.1.3

WelRht: btinatm the veIsht of the electro-optic interface and the fiber
optic cable in tk8 system.

Cables lOs/mater Inta_ace: 50 • not _l_S

Reliability: ][eUaate the man time to failure of the electro_optic
interface baseman the number of electronic circuit eleaenta end electro-

optic components.

See Sections 3.1-2 & 3.1.3

1S. Redundancy: Bouwould redundmcy be inplenented for the sensor network?

Cenbinan8 2-3 LID's via • coupl_ to obtain a siual8 soures bank venld
siva • certain rmlmdeney for s_s of the smsors (rotszT speed, analos
1angora).
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16.

17.

14aintainabillty: Wb.en the systam fails, how are faults Isolatod? What
components would be repslrad or replaced?

TAD

Availabi1._ty Or__developnent 8c'h_,oz Are all of the co_m_non_ in the
system available tod_y in flilht quallty? WkMtt cmmponen_ an ]ickinl?
What new dvelo?m-,_ts are n_mi_l for this _iln?

_afornation Ima_alninl to tbo dl_dLe_t _l_tu of _d_ ¢_lLm_t
in various _ctio_ of this z_port.

S7



_PDIDIX 1

Table 1, I'ADEC Sensor Set

vith uniforu tenporaturo spocifiest|ou

ihal..r of

_ors Nensurnont

4
Z
6
a
5
2
1

1
4
I
1

1

)
3

Wnesr position
Wneer position
Linear position
Mnea: position
Wheat position
Wriest pns|tLon

Iotsz7 position

CaJ tenporeture

Ces tenporeture
Fuel tenporature
Turbine blade

tuporature ..

Llsht off detector

Fuel flov .-
Fuel nov

1

2t

1

5n8 ,/-0.36 en 0to36an -S& to 200¢
10 ns ,/- 0.26 ea 0 to 26 as -54 to 200 C
Sns ./-0.18en OtolJas -54 to 200C

|0 as ,/- 0.09 cat 0 to 9 ca -54 to 200 C
5ms ./-O._Sem 0 toS an -54 to 200¢_

IOns ,/-O.OSon OtoSca 054 to 200¢

10 ms _/-0.2 dear 0 to 130dq -54 to 200 C

120 ns ,/- 2 C -54 to 260 C -54 to 200"C
20 ns ,/-11 C 0 to 1500 C 0 to 350 ¢

120 sue ,/- 3 C -.54 to 180 C -54 to 200 C

20 ns ,/-10 C SO0 to 1500 C -54 to 350 C •

20 u ,/-.5 X < 290ha -54 to 350 C

• (opt:lctl tmvelenlth)
t

lO'ns,,/-:O0 k4/hr,200 to 6000 k4/hr, -54 to 200 C

40 ns,,/-lOOk4/br,5000 to 16000 k4/hr,-54 to 200 C

Cos pressure 10ns
Cos pressure 120no

Cu pressure 10no
Hydrsul|c pressure &0no
Fuel pressure "120ns

Rotar,7 speed 10ns
.Xotsryspoed 10no

Vibration 120no

Fluid lrrel 120 ns

(1 inch dlueter)

,/-4.0 IRu 7 to 830 IRa -54 to 350 C
,/-1.0 kFs 7 to 280 IRa -54 to 200 C
,/-40 IRa 35 to .5000 IRe -54 to 350 C
,/-40 IRa SO0 to 8000 kPe -54 to 200 C
,/-40 IRe 0 to 690 IRe -54 to 200 C

• /-7 rpn 650 to 16000 rpe.54 to 200 C
• /- 7 rpn 1600 to 19000 rim -54 to 200 C

• /- 2.5S 0 to .50 • -54 to 350 C
(10 ss to I kSs)

,/-IX 0 to. 15 on- -54 to 200 C

qb
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This report deals with possible avenues to pursue tn'4-provin8 the state of

the art of WDMsensor technology as it applies to aircraft. The basic

techniques of _ based sensors l_ve been detailed in another report.

2.0 Overall System Conslder•tlons

In Wl_ based sensors a crltlc•l relationship exists between source launch

paver spectral density, system loss, sensor performance, demux dispersion and

receiver sensitivity. Improvement in any of thmse components not only enhances

overall system performance, but can •lso relieve requirements on other

components.

Improvements •re possible in each of the system •laments. It is not clear

in advance, hoverer, hay much improvement can be realised in any individual

system component. Therefore, in each of the following sections, elements rill

be considered independently from one another.

3.0 System Configuration - Sinsla Yibar versus Dual Piber

Host of the sensors currently under consideration may be confijurod either

• s transmissive or reflective devices. System diqraas correnpondins to these

sensor types are compared in YiKure A-3.1. '

Systems tnvolvins reflective (s/ngle fiber) •smears hJ_ coupl•rs in r_mu

which •re not present in those involvtn 8 transmissive emmor•. This causes

• bout 8 dB of additional system loss which may be •liminatJd by the use of • two

fiber transmissive system.

[



msckrofloctlon can else be a probla- in roflectlvo systems. Bidlroetlonal

conn_ions (those 8pp@arlni in the slnglo fiber portion of the llnk) can be 8

s_ of back reflectlons which decrease the optlcal siEnsl-to-nolse ratio in

thsa8 _systass.

_ransliuivo systems, on Cho other hand, say have up to twice as such fiber

as _valent reflective systems, and twice as many connectors. In addition,

l_ansBisslvo sensors themselves are Sanerelly optlc811y somewhat more

caNp_mx, requiring more optlcal elements. However. transnisslve systems

alJ_bmats the coupler and the semsitlvlty to connector back reflections.

Murthar trade studies for specific eppllcatlons should be performed to

da_:mmtne where sinslo or dual fiber configurations are nest appropriate.

Since WDH based sensor devices operate over a lerSe spectral band, lighC

"_ havins a lerSe spectral width and hish output power are required to

l_WSd_e edoquate optical power in _ach channol over the spoctral tense of the

_. In addition to being broad, Cha light source spectrum must be

_bly smooth, havins only sradual chanBos in spoctral density over the

operJtlng ranBe. This provides for • more rel_xod dynLaic ranje roquire_ent at

tlm sncoiver, Lasers and SLEDs are devicu with Ir_IM's of lees than twenty

_srs, and are therefore probably not sultable for those applications.

Mvo _ttter typos ha_ sufflclantly terse spectral widths: LI[Ds and llsht

l_IIm. Ll[I)s with le,_'s of up to 50 m are available. Li|ht bulbs have Ib'_D/'s

in a_mass of I000 nn, but suffer in other areas, notably the low spectral power

dlms2_,y which can be coupled into a fiber and low reliebillty.

OR,_;N.r_L F._C_ _

OF POOR QUALITY
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LEDs have far better reliability (approximately three orders of naKnitude
.+

better), and can launch spectral power densities one to'two orders of nagnitude

sreeter than those possible with light bulbs. Although ireater LED spectral

widths are needed, LEDs ere the best existing broadband light source evailable

for this application•

Texas Optoelectronics TOXO001 LXDs launch 125 _W into 100 um core fiber and

20 uW into $0 um fiber at 100 mA. This is • relatively low launch power, but iJ

compensated for by these LED's large (40 nm) lPdlDI. This lives • minimum launch

spectral power density of about 1.5 uW/nm into 100 um fiber end 0.4 uW/mn into

50 micron fiber, if the spectrum is used inside the &Onm window.

Research into the possibilities of craatin I broadband L_ devices le

currently being carried out. The use of dopants to create • multiplicity of

adjacent bandgaps is being considered• This technique may result in some

decrease in output power, but should also result in • significant incraasos in

spectral width• .-

5.0 Sensor

In a spectrally dispersive optical system, such as the one used in Litton

sensors, the diffracted light forms • bend in which • liven photones position

within the b_nd is determined by its wavelength. Since this relation is linear,

the term "linear dispersion" has come to mean the constant liven by d_ /dx. 1

being wavelength, x distance•

Fisure A-5.18 shovs • transverse section _ three code tracks, two of

which ore in the "on" state while one is in the "off" state. The heilht of the

lraph indicates the ratio of reflected power to power incident on the code

plate. Note that the code tracks ore one core diameter vide.



Yisure A-$. lb shows the smoothin8 effect of the ngnzero fiber size on the

spectral content of the output liEht.

Pisure A-5.1c shows the output of the optical system (that incident on the

CCD array). Notice that the illuminated width has increased from one core
P

diameter (width of code track) to three core diameters. In order to avoid

crosstalk (in this approximation), the detector size must be smaller than the

lensth of the dark area shown in YiSure A-$.lc (hero 1/2 core dieter).

The current performance limitations of the optical assembly revolve around

the spectral width requirements of the smssor. Currently, a 6 bit, 50 micron

system requires a sisnificmnt power density over a 110 nm range, when LED

spectral shift over temperature is considered. Increasing the number of bits to

12 causes this value to change to 165 nm. Some possible remedies for this

problem are considered below.

Some decrease in spectral rense requirements might be realized by partial

temperature control of the LED Junction. An investisation into the trade-of£s

between minimizing temperature control circuitry and minimizing thermal spectral

shift is indicated.

At present, the optical assembly which forms the basis for the rotary and

linear position sensors (digital code plate devices), the analog sensors, and

the dmmltiplexer is built around a 5 mm GRIN lens. The focal lenjth of this

line is a constant, invariable peraumter which, when coupled with the system

fiber diameter and the grating pitch, determines the spectralwidth required of

the light source system.

The fact that this required source spectral width is for the dieital

position sensors wider than that which can currently be provided by 8 sinsle LED

has caused Litton to go through elaborate gyrations involving couplers and

multiple LEDs. Each additional LED has the effect of decreasins the resultant
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output spectral power density, because an increase in the nuJMr of ]aSs on •
P

slven coupler increases the loss of that coupler. Yhe tradeoff is shown in

Figure A-5.2.

If one were to decrease the spectral width of each bit to the extent that

one LED would have enough spectral width for the whole sensor, 8 4 d_ increase

in source power density would be rulized. Yhis increase should offset the

decrease in power used per bit which is due to the decreased spectral bit width.

One can also reduce the spectr•l width required by decreasing the 8rsting

pitch. Cuzrently, a practical minlmumof 1/1800 nmoxists, as more closely

spaced grooves generally are more difficult to configure wlth the correct blase

angle, resulting in decreased grating efficiency. However, with hoiographic and

electron beam techniques combined with ion milling, it is possible that high-

efficiency _ratings with much finer rulings may be obtained in the future.

Another alternative is to decrease the fiber dimter. Although this

results in the freedom to use tracks which are narrower and cZoser together,

requiring a smaller spectral width, there are disadvantages as weZl. lass

launch power can be coupled into sheller diameter fibers. Connector losses also

tend to increase. And finally, the use of nonstandard fiber maynake the systm

more difficult to repair, should the need arise.

The third option is changing the effective focal length of the focusing

• lament. There are many possible dispersive optical system dssigus which could

accomplish this, enabling • single LED to be used as • light source for •

digital position sensor using any fiber diameter, oven allowing for wavmlemgth

shift of 30 rim or so.



£ smthod of incrusin s the s_ximm operating temperature of the optical

system to 200°C is currently being tasted. Tf the Jacket assembly problems (see

SecU_n 7.0) can he overcm, the entire optical syst-_ will he capable of 200°C

o_zmt._on o

&notlmr possible lmprovm_nt of the system is related to the code plata

it_Ndf. Gold has a rsflectivity about I dB hettar'thsn 81uninm in the 850 nm

_, so code plate systems hsvin s sold code tracks would increase in on-off

r&ti8 _by that saount.

The raflectivity of the non-reflective areas of the code plate is currently

ha4msma one and two percent. A decrease of this value by 3 dB or so can he

by the use of state-of-the-art multilayer dielectric coatings, asain

_s_ng in increased on-off ratio.

6.@ _toction

• resently, there are two sche_s for detecting the lijht returnins from the

m: discrete photodiodes in concert with a fiber optic wevelensth division

demal_lplaxer, end a CCD array onto which is projected the returning spectrum,

which _as been dispersed by a diffraction Erating.

Aks light propagates throush the optical system, its spectral power density

(smm Section 4.0) is decreased, accordinB to the insertion loss of each device

_h which it passes. This quantity, which may he conveniently smasured in

l_J_ may he multiplied by the spectral width of each channel to |iv8 the total

optk_l power per channel. In systems using fiber optic demLltiploxers, this

qum_ty of power strikes the correspondin| photodiode and is converted into

eloe_rical enorsy.

o

C_: PO,_R O IJ,_LITY
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In systems usin S CCD arrays and optical projection? hoeevtr, only part of

the light contained in each channel is actually utilised by the system. Since

each pixel intercepts a frantion of the light (the pix_ls being, in general,

somewhat smaller than a fiber diameter), the quantity of light striking Bach one

is a function of the spectral power density and the pixel size.

CCD devices are convenient for use in d_ultiplaxer/dotector systems

because they are available in linear arrays with spacing roughly compatible with

the output of the demultiplexer optical systm. However, they have not bean

optimised to this application, and improvments to these devices are indicated.

The exper_nents performed to date have involved CCD arrays in which pixel

widths (dimension perpendicular to array) have either been very large (3.2 um

for one device) or very snail (13 um for another device). In the cise wherl the

pixel dimensions are large, unused pixel area contributes to the_lar_ current,

compromising the high temperature performance. When the pixel widths are mlall,

the decrease in signal level causes high t_rature amplifier drift to become •

more siKnificant factor. A CCD array with opti_mpixel siso'(about one core

diameter) would therefore improve the performance of the device.

One type of device has been tested at elevated tuq_rature with promising

results. A curve of dark current vs tamper•turn was obtained, and indicates

that if the integration time is decreased to S as or so, the device has about a

one volt operating range at 115°C, end with a small further decrease, 125°C

operation can be expected.

The amplifiers on the chip, however, have proven souwhat loss capable of

dealing with higher t_peratures. Several devices failed during high

tmnperature testing. It is believed that thsse amplifiers are at f&ult.

CCD arrays which perform over the target temperature range are possible to

develop, but the commercial CCD industry is reluctant to undertake the effort.

I



A PIN array Intasrated with individual pr•_lifierJ is also possible.

This device would have the advantase of being readable in parallel, rather than

xrtally, as in the CCD.

Figura A-6.1 shows tvo possible types of Intasratad PIN circuitry.

Parallol accu• to the pTl('s is possible by using separate onpllflar circuits

for each channel. A1tarnatlvaly, a •Insle natn sapZtfler nay be ussd in

conjunction with electronic nultlplexln8 to get a nrlal output.

If higher sensltlvlty is requlrad, the use of AFD'• shouXd be consldarad.

7.0 Optical /ntoz_aoct

The optical Intarconnect is conpos•d of the fibers, Jack•t a•sambllas and

connectors used to connect th• light source, sensor, and denultlplexing/dacoding

circuitry.

Asyumotrlc (non-raclprocal) coupler• for us• in fiber optic data buses have

bean •xtanstvaly day•loped at Litton, and no major advanc•s in coupler

tochnolugy llkaly to Inprova the sensor interconnect porfornance are fores•an.

Conn•ctor• for us• in slngla fiber interconnects, however, nay be another

• tory, Problems involving tha us• of currently available connector• with

rafl•cttve sensors fall into two catagorlu: lack of Internating rapoatabiltty

and high backraflactlon.

The cores of aulttamla optical fiber•, although such larger than thus• of

• In81enod8 fibers, are stlll quite anal1. A sins1• spock of dust or other

offonslvo material can cause attanuatlons of several dB. Thl8 affect latroduou

a practical rol_atabillty problem oven with haysd connoctors such as I_ or ST

connoctors. In addition, the usa of tl_so connoctors ruulta in • larp

fraction (approx. 10Z) of tha light incident on a connector-to-connactor Joint

being reflactsd beck through tha fiber.
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This backreflection problen can be dealt with by .index matchinE or physical

contact. By index matching is meant the introduction of a liquid or gel

material between the fiber faces so that no backreflection can occur.

Disadvantages of this ate the possibility of migration of the material rasultin_

in a loss of index matching and an increase in beckreflection, and contmimttion

of the material.

Physical contact means that the flat surfaces of the fiber ands are brousht

into contact so that there is no intervanins Sap. The light propaaatos throuEh

essentially as if there were only one unbroken fiber. A disadvantage of this

approach is the likelihood of destruction of the fiber faces if they chatter

against each other in a high vibration environ_nt.

A possible method of overcoming these difficulties involves the use of

keyed, off-center lensed connectors as shown in Yigure &-7.1. This kind of

connector should keep backreflections down to more than 25 dB below the signal

incident on a connector-to-connector Joint. In addition, the optical loss of

the Joint will be much less sensitive to particulate contamination, thereby

4 mproving repeatability.

The technology required to develop this connector exists, and an effort in

this direction would improve the case for single fiber interconnects

cons iderably.

Obtaining cable assemblies capable of functioning with sLtnimm loss over

wide temperature ranges has proven to be a nontrivial mrcise. Although Jacket

materials which do not degrade at temperatures from -$$°C to 125°C are

available, two distinct problems have presented themselves.

The first is irreversible shrinkage when subjected to tanperaturos above

about 70°C. This is due to the speed of extrusion of the cable. Although the

manufacturer of the high temperature Jacketing has expressed reluctance to
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change the extrusion process, perhaps they could be induced to do so, liven the

proper incentive.

A second, more intractable problem is a result of the hish coefficient of

thermal expansion characteristic of the materials involved. Since the fiber

itself has an extremely low expansion coefficient, it is difficult to match this

with currently available Jacket materials. As the temperature rises, then, the

fiber is placed under tension, end as the temperature decreases, it is

compressed. These effects lead to microhending of the fiber lexdins to

increased loss. One possible solution to this problem, the use of service loops

in splice housines end couplers, has been ruled out because of size constraints.

An alternative Jacket concept usin E composite rods as strength members is

currently under investisation. It seems proaisins, end may veil eliminate both

of the thermal problems discussed above.

A develop_nt effort in this area is necessary for any fussed fiber

optic system to be used in an environment subject to lares temperature svinss.

The effort must be carried out by fiber Jacket manufacturers," who are capable of

extruding Jacket materials onto optical fiber.

8.0 S_ary

Zffort8 to develop better temperature performance in fiber Jacket

assemblies (nmcsssary_.for any fiber optic .sensor type), detector circuitry

capable of handlinS vide temperature ran|as and havin8 hish reliability, and

broad spectrum LIDs are currently underway. These efforts, in addition to work

on alternative optical assemblies for the sensors themselves, viii enable I_H to

mature as an aircraft control system technolotY.



Detector System
e) Reflective Sensor System

Slnlor

Ught Source

I i II II
Unidirectional

Connectors

Detector System

Sensor

b) Trsnsmlsslve Sensor System

FIGURE A-3.1 Reflective versus Transmissive Sensor Systems

Unidirectional connectors are those through which light of
interest flows in only one direction. BidiraoUonal connectors

have important light flowing in both directions, end are
therefore susceptible to back, reflection problems.
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FIGURE A--5.2 Increasing the number of LED's from one to two results In
approximately 4 dB decrease In r/stem loss, the loss Involved
In using s coupler to combine the LED's outputs onto one fiber.
Increasing the number of LED's to three results in an additional
2 clB decrease In output density.
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FIGURE A-6.1 Schemes for accessing a PIN array.

(b) shows how I serial output may be obtained by means
of a multiplexer betw_m amplifier stages.
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J In this approach, the light reflected from the lens
surfaces is focused to a spot some distance sway

l from the fiber. The two lens faces are sntlreflectioncoated to maximize transmission.
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